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A meeting of the Joint Committee of Reference on the Licensing of 
Professionals - Dietitians was held in Hearing Room 3 of the House 
Wing at 10:10 a.m., on Wednesday, December 10, 1985, with Co-Chairman 
Dave Carson presiding. 

Members Present 

Representative Johnson 
Representative Ridge 
Representative Carson, Co-Chairman 

Members Absent 

Representative Hanley 
Representative Mclendon (excused) 

Speakers 

Sheila Glenn, House Research Analyst 

Senator Harelson 
Senator Lunn 
Senator Kunasek, Co°Chairman 

Senator A. Gutierrez 
Senator Hill (excused) 

Patrick Chorpenning, Legislative Consultant, Arizona Dietetic Council 
Susanne Cheung, Chairman, Licensure, Arizona Dietetic Association 
Dr. Linda Vaughan, Assistant Professor, Food and Nutrition, ASU 
Robyn J. DeBell, R.D., Arizona Dietetic Association-Tucson 
Rhonda Montalvo, R.N., Arizona Nursing Network 
Sandra T. Landye, R.D., Arizona Dietetic Association 
Richard Borden, Ph. D., Dean, School of Health Professions, NAU 
James A. Lowell, President, Arizona Council Against Health Fraud 
Sue Zevan, R.D., Central Arizona Dietetic Association 
Cathy Corak, Consultant Dietitian, Dimensions in Dietetics, Inc. 
Mary H.G. Gessay, R.D., Pediatric Nutrition Services 
Mindy Myers, Clinical Dietitian, Yavapai Regional Medical Center 

Senator Kunasek suggested, since there is no established procedure for 
hearings of this type, that the committee hear testimonY,·then meet again 
to make it's recommendations. Mr. Carson stated he had'no objection and 
that the meeting would follow that course of action. 

Mr. Carson explained the structure of the committee to those present and 
stated that this meeting is pursuant to House Bill 2281 relating to 
regulation of health professions. 

Sheila Glenn, House Research Analyst, explained H.B. 2281, which was 
enacted into law and became effective on August 7, 1985. (See Attachment A 
for copy of remarks) She distributed to the committee H.B. 2281, Health 
Professions Regulation and Scope of Practice, Summary of Application and 
Legislation to Regulate Dietitians/Nutritionist, Rationale for Regulating 
Dietitians/Nutritionist in the State of Arizona and H.B. 2414. (See 
Attachments B through F) 
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Patrick Chorpenning, Legislative Consultant, Arizona Dietetic Council, 
explained that the terms dietitian and nutritionist are one in the same. 
He then explained the purpose of H.B. 2414 (see Attachment F) which was 
withdrawn by the Dietetic Council in favor of H.B. 2281 (see Attachment B). 
Mr. Chorpenning stated that by asking for licensure the dietitians were not 
trying to keep p.eople out of the profession, but to restrict those who wish 
to provide advice and consultation without proper training. He added that 
he believes licensure is needed for regulation of the profession. 

In reply to questions from committee members, Mr. Chorpenning explained 
that registration of dietitians contains no mechanism to take action against 
people within the profession as licensure would and that at this time any
one may call themselves a dieti�ian/nutritionist. He also explained that 
"Registered Dietitian" is a term held by the Dietetic Association and that 
the Association's requirements must be met in order to use that title. 

Susanne Cheung, Chairman, Licensure, Arizona Dietetic Association, informed 
the committee that registered dietitians provide guidance and counseling 
to people with special dietary needs, i.e., diabetics, etc., and that the 
dietitians must have special training and study. She stated that licensure 
would identify those who have completed such training and give the consumer 
more information as to who is qualified to give counseling. Ms Cheung 
distributed to the committee articles pertaining to nutritionists. (See 
Attachments G and H) 

Linda Vaughan, Assistant Professor, Food and Nutrition, Arizona State 
University, explained that a four year degree is required for a registered 
dietitian but that in some cases field experience combined with education 
will fulfill the necessary requirements. She distributed to committee 
members a copy of the basic education requirements from ASU. (Attachment I) 

Robyn J. DeBell, R.D., Arizona Dietetic Association-Tucson, stated that 
she works closely with doctors and/or referring professionals and does 
public relations work to educate physicians on the need for the services 
of dietitians. She distributed to the committee a copy of an article that 
appeared in USA TODAY. (Attachment J) 

Rhonda Montalvo, R.N., Arizona Nursing Network, stated that registered 
dietitians are an integral part of the health care field and supports the 
intent of licensure to protect the public. She added that nurses do 
have courses in school on nutrition, but that they rely on dietitians for 
complicated problems. 

Sandra T. Landye, R.D., Arizona Dietetic Association, stated that health 
fraud is extensive, especially among the elderly who have problems. She 
added that she counsels 150-200 people in hospitals or on an out-patient 
basis, works extensively with doctors and is available to home health care 
departments of the hospitals. She distributed to the committee an article 
on food and drug frauds. (Attachment K) 

Richard Borden, Ph. D., Dean, School of Health Professions, NAU, stated 
that he is also a registered physical therapist and supports the effort 
to license dieticians. 
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James A. Lowell, President, Arizona Council Against Health Fraud, stated 
he has published over 100 articles on fraud and is a writer for THE 
DAILY STAR newspaper in Tucson. He then proceeded with a slide presentation 
showing examples of cases in which people were victimized and stated there 
were three main areas of harm to the public; 1) financial harm from pur
chases of quackery products; 2) omission - where a victim does not get 
the help advertised; and 3) commission - where a victim does get help 
but that help is harmful. 

Mr. Lowell informed the committee that many times the victims of "scams" 
are not around to testify, as they have died. He added licensure will not 
totally solve the problems, but will give the consumer guidelines for 
determining who is qualified. 

Sue Zevan, R.D., Central Arizona Dietetic Association, stated that she 
is in private practice and that licensure may help decrease health care 
costs and cited case histories of her clients. 

Cathy Corak, Consultant Dietitian, Dimensions in Dietetics, Inc., stated 
that she works closely with supermarkets and that consumers want to know 
what the pro and con information is regarding foods. She informed the 
committee that she also works with long term care facilities for the 
elderly, most of which have registered dieticians on staff. Her involve
ment includes nutrition assessment, cost containment, working with 
technicians and medical teams. She distributed to the committee a pamphlet 
on "Health Power". (Attachment L) 

Mary H.G. Gessay, R.D. Pediatric Nutrition Services, stated that she 
specializes in maternal, fetal and pediatric nutrition. She added that 
nutrition is complex and not simplistic. 

Mindy Myers, Clinical Dietition, Yavapai Regional Medical Center, cited 
actual cases of people who ended up in the hospital as a result of 
fraudulent counseling. She added that with licensure, the consumer 
may bring the fraudulent counselors before a board for that fraud. 

Senator Harelson warned Ms Myers that the Attorney General's Office and 
the County Attorney will not "come running" unless there was a big issue 
at stake because of their heavy work loads. 

Susanne Cheung then stated that licensure is only the beginning of this 
process of educating the public, but that it will provide an avenue by 
which the consumer may know who is legitimate. 

Mr. Carson thanked all in attendance for the well organized presentation 
of facts. He added that the committee will digest the information handed 
out and then set a time for another hearing. Mr. Carson also asked the 
Dietetic Association to provide data to the committee estimating the 
financial impact on the public should they receive licensure. 

Senator Lunn moved, seconded by Mr. Ridge, that the meeting adjourn. 
THE MEETING ADJOURNED AT 12:05 P.M. 

(Attachments are on file in the office of the Chief Clerk and the Committee 
Secretary) 
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During the last legislative session HB 2281 was enacted into 
I 

law and became-effective on August 7, 1985. This act establishes 

guidelines for the regulation of health professions not regulated 

before the effective date of the act and for professions which 

seek to expand their scope of practice. 

The act requires that any health profession that seeks reg

ulation must justify the regulation. No profession shall be 

regulated except for the exclusive purpose of serving the public 

interest. A health profession will only be regulated if it can 

be demonstrated that lack of regulation will clearly harm the 

public health, safety and welfare. The Legislature has also 

determined that if regulation is necessary, it must be carried 

out in the least restrictive manner consistent with the public 

interest and safety. Enhancement of professional status or 

qualification for third-party reimbursement are not acceptable 

motives for occupational regulation. 

Applicant groups seeking regulation submit a written report 

to JLDC which assigns the report to an appropriate Committee of 

Reference which studies the report and then makes a report to 

JLOC as to whether or not the profession shall be regulated. The 

Committee of Reference report is submitted to the President, the 

Speaker and the Governor. 

Eight factors must be considered in the report the applicant 

group submits to JLOC. 
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1. A definition of the problem and why regulation is

necessary, including:

a. The nature of the potential harm to the public.

b. The extent to which consumers need and will bene

fit from regulation.

2. Efforts made to address the problem including voluntary

efforts to resolve disputes and establishing a code of

ethics.

3. Alternatives including regulation of business em

ployers, regulation of the program or service, cer

tification and registration of practitioners and why

alternatives would not be adequate to protect the

public interest.

4. The benefit to the public if regulation is granted.

5. The extent to which regulation might harm the public.

6. The maintenance of standards.

7. A description of the group proposed for regulation in

cluding an estimate of the number of practitioners and

different levels of practice.

8. The expected costs of legislation.

bh85361 
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Minutes of Meeting 
JOINT COMMITTEE OF REFERENCE 

LICENSING OF PROFESSIONALS - DIETITIANS 
January 13, 1986 

A meeting of the Joint Committee of Reference on the Licensing of 
Professionals - Dietitians was held in Hearing Room 3 of the House Wing 
at 2:20 p.m., on Monday, January 13, 1986, with Co-Chairman Dave Carson 
presiding. 

Members Present 

Representative Johnson 
Representative Hanley 
Representative Carson, Co-Chairman 

Senator Harelson 
Senator Lunn 
Senator Hill 
Senator Kunasek, Co-Chairman 

Members Absent 

Representative Mclendon 
Representative Ridge 

Speakers 

Senator A. Gutierrez 

Patrick Chorpenning, Legislative Consultant, Arizona Dietetic Council 
Sheila Glenn, House Research Analyst 
Susanne Cheung, Chairman, Licensure, Arizona Dietetic Association 

Mr. Carson explained that comprehensive testimony of the previous hearing 
of the committee had resulted in a draft (see Attachment A) which would 
serve as a guideline for discussion in this meeting, adding that he did 
not anticipate any testimony, as such, at this hearing. He cautioned the 
committee members that this draft was not an indication that introduction 
of this legislation to the full legislature was imminent. 

Patrick Chorpenning, Legislative Consultant, Arizona Dietetic Council, ex
plained that he· and his associates had had an opportunity to review the 
draft and that the Board of Directors of the Arizona Dietetic Association 
had met, had reviewed this proposed bi 11, and is very much in favor of it 
in its present language. He mentioned that there were members of the 
Dietetic Association in the audience who would be willing to address the 
committee to answer any questions. 

Sheil a Glenn, House Research Analyst, explained and reviewed the wording 
of the rough draft (see analysis - Attachment B). 

Susanne Cheung, Chairman, Licensure, Arizona Dietetic Association, suggest
ed that on page two, line 15, of the draft, the words, "OR A DIETETIC 
MANAGER" should be added after "TECHNICIAN". She informed the committee 
that registered dietitians pro vi de professional guidance and counseling 
to people with special dietary needs. She cited an example wherein a 
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child had been miscounseled in the use of Vitamin A and, as a result, had 
suffered fluids on the brain as a result of an overdose of this vitamin. 
She repeated that li�ensure of dietitians would identify those individuals 
who have completed sufficient training to give consumers qualifed counsel
ing and information in the area of diet and nutrition. 

Senator Harelson expressed concern that, by recommending this current 
draft, the committee would not be misrepresented in the future with 
regard to persons wishing to use some unusual remedies for health reasons 
which the Dietetic Council did not agree with. 

Ms Cheung explained that the Association is seeking licensure of Dieti
tians for the protection of the public, that the public should have 
people available who are licensed in the law for at least the minimum 
qualifications and who can check out such claims of "cures" by individuals. 

Senator Kunasek clarified the purpose of the committee and stated that it 
was his understanding the committee was to either encourage or discourage 
in recommending to the entire legislature that this committ ee feels that 
licensing is the proper thing at this time. He stated that,. in his 
opinion, what the committee should be doing is one of making a recommenda
tion to the full legislature as to whether or not this committee 
recommends licensing or registration of some type. 

Mr. Carson responded that he agreed with Mr. Kunasek and mentioned that 
the rough draft represents the intent of the dietitians and that it should 
be clear in everyone's mind what that intent is. 

Senator kunasek stated that regardless of the recommendation of the 
committee, it is still up to the group advocating licensure as to whether 
or not they want to pursue it. He added that the committee had sufficient 
information at this point to make a decision. 

Mr. Carson stated that, as a result of the hearings, the committee should 
now have a pretty objective test as to whether HB 2281 had merit. He 
further added that with the rough draft stating the i ntenti ans of the 
dietitians, pl us the testi many received at length in the first hearing, 
that the committee should have enough information to make a reasonable 
decision.· 

Senator Lunn explained that he shared Mr. Kunasek' s concerns about the 
function of the hearings but felt it was necessary to ensure that the 
committee had fully accomplished its mission. Mr. Lunn then moved, with 
Mrs. Johnson seconding, that the committee recommend that the full 
legislature give further attention to this matter. 

A voice vote was taken and the committee voted 5-2-3 to recommend that 
the matter of licensing di eti ti ans be advanced to the full legislature 
for consideration. 

Senator Lunn moved, seconded by Mrs. Johnson, that the meeting adjourn. 

THE MEETING ADJOURNED AT 2:42 P.M. 

(Attachments are on file in the office of the Chief Clerk and the 
Committee Secretary) 
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Rough Draft 
Folder #622 
1/2/86 JS/js REFERENCE TITLE: board of dietitians 

State of A rizona 
Hause of Representatives 
Thirty-seventh Legislature 
Second Regular Session 
1986 

H. B. 

Introd�ced by ________ _ 

AN ACT 

RELATING TO PROFESSIONS AND OCCUPATIONS; PROVIDING FOR LICENSU RE OF DIETITIANS; 
PRESCRIBING DEFINITIONS; PROVIDING FOR THE BOARD OF DIETITIANS; 
PRES CRIB ING MEMBERSHIP, TERMS, ORGANIZATION, MEETINGS, COMPENSATION AND 
DUTIES OF THE BOARD; PRESCRIBING FEES; PRESCRIBING NONAPPLICABILITY OF 
LICE NS ING STATUTES; PRES CRIB ING LICENSE QUALIFICATIONS; PRES CRIB ING 
LICENSE RENEWAL; PRESCRIBING CONTINUING EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS; PROV! DING 
FOR WAIVER OF EXAMINA TION; PROVIDING FOR COMITY; PRESCRIBING DI SCIPLINARY 
ACTI ON; PRESCRIBING GROUNDS FOR DISCIPLINARY ACTION; PRESCRIBING COMPLAINT 
PROCEDURE; PROVIDING FOR INACTIVE STATUS; PRESCRIBING UNLAWFUL ACT; 
PRESCRIBING DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF A CRIMINAL OFFENSE; 
PRES CRIB ING SUNSET TERMINATION DA TE OF THE BOARD AND RELATED STATUTES; 
PRESCRIBING INITIAL TERMS OF ADVISORY COUNCIL MEMBERS; AMENDING TITLE 32, 
ARIZONA REVISED STATUTES, BY ADDING CHAPTER 33; AMENDING SECTION 41-2366, 
ARIZONA REVISED STATUTES; AMENDING SECTION 41-2374, ARIZONA REVISED 
STATUTES, AS AMENDED BY LAWS 1985, CHAPTER 366, SECTION 4; REPEALING 
SECTION 41-2374, ARIZONA REVISED STATUTES, AS AMENDED BY LAWS 1985, 
CHAPTER 325, SECTION 4, AND MAKING AN  APPROPRIATION. 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Arizona: 
Section 1. Pur7os e
I n  order to sa eguard the public health, safety and welfare, to 

protect the public fran being misled by inaccurate information, to assure 
the ava ilability of nutritional services of high quality to persons in need 
of such services and to assure the highest degree of professional conduct 
on the part of dietitians, the purpose of this act is to provide for the 
regulation of dietitians through licensure. 

Sec. 2. Title 32, Arizona R evised Statutes, is amended by adding 
chapter 33, to read: 

ATTACHMENT A 
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1 CHAPTER 33 
2 DIETITIANS 
3 ARTICLE 1. BOARO OF DIETITIANS 
4 32-3251. Definitions
5 IN THIS CHAPTER, UNLESS THE CONTEXT OTHERWISE REQUIRES:
6 1. "BOARD" MEANS THE BOARO OF DIETITIANS.
7 2. ".DIETETIC ASSISTANT" MEANS A PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING
8 FOOD SERVICE SUPERVISION OR NUTRITION CARE SERVICE, OR BOTH, UNDER THE 
9 SUPERVISION OF A DIETITIAN OR A DIETETIC TECHNICIAN. 

10 3. "DIETETIC COUNSEL ING" MEANS THOSE SERVICES PROVIDED BY A HEAL TH
11 CARE PROFESSIONAL WHO HAS DEFINITE AND SPECIALIZED KNOWLEDGE AND TRAINING 
12 IN THE NUTRITIONAL CARE OF INDIVIDUALS THROUGHOUT THE LIFE CYCLE AND WHO 
13 HAS RESPONSIBILITY FOR DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT OF NUTRITIONAL CARE IN 
14 VARIOUS SETTINGS. 
15 4. "DIETETIC TECHNICIAN" MEANS A PERSON WHO ASSISTS EITHER IN FOOD
16 SERVICE MANAGEMENT OR IN PROVIDING NUTRITIONAL CARE SERVICES TO 
17 INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF A DIETITIAN. 
18 5. "DIETETICS" MEANS THE INTEGRATION AND APPLICATION OF SCIENTIFIC
19 PRINCIPLES OF FOOD, NUTRITION, B IDCHEMISTRY, PHYS IDLOGY, MANAGEMENT AND 
20 BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES TO ACHIEVE AND MAINTAIN PEOPLE'S HEALTH. 
21 6. "DI ET I TIAN" MEANS A PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR THE NUTRITIONAL CARE
22 OF INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS, OR BOTH. THIS CARE INCLUDES THE APPLICATION OF 
23 THE SCIENCE AND ART OF HUMAN NUTRITION IN HELPING PEOPLE SELECT AND OBTAIN 
24 FOOD FOR THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF NOURISHING THEIR BODIES IN HEAL TH OR 
25 DISEASE THROUGHOUT THE LIFE CYCLE. 
25 7. "UNPROFESSIONAL CONDUCT" INCLUDES DISHONESTY, FRAUD, 
27 INCOMPETENCY .OR GROSS NEGLIGENCE IN THE PERFORMANCE OF PROFESSIONAL 
28 RESPONSIBILITIES. 
29 32-3252. Board of dietitians; membership; terms
30 A. A BOARD OF DIETITIANS IS ESTABLISHED CONSISTING OF THE FOLLOWING
31 SEVEN MEMBERS RECOMMENDED BY THE ARIZONA DIETETIC ASSOCIATION AND 
32 APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR: 
33 1. ONE DIETITIAN ENGAGED IN THE PRACTICE OF CLINICAL DIETETICS AND
34 RESEARCH. 
35 2. ONE DIETITIAN ENGAGED IN THE PRACTICE OF COMMUNITY DIETETICS.
35 3. ONE DIETITIAN ENGAGED IN MANAGEMENT.
37 4. ONE DIETITIAN ENGAGED IN CONSULTATION AND PRIVATE PRACTICE.

- 38 5. ONE DIETITIAN WHO IS AN EDUCATOR.
39 5. ONE PHYSICIAN LICENSED PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 13 OR 17 OF THIS
40 TITLE. 
41 7. ONE PUBLIC MEMBER.
42 B. THE TERMS OF OFFICE OF THE BOARD MEMBERS ARE THREE YEARS. A
43 MEMBER SHALL NOT SERVE MORE THAN TWO CONSECUTIVE TERMS. 
44 32-3253. Organization; meetings; compensation
45 A. THE BOARD SHALL. ANNUALLY ELECT A CHAIRMAN, VICE-CHAIRMAN AND
46 SECRETARY-TREASURER FROM ITS MEMBERSHIP. 
-47 B. THE BOARD MAY HOLD MEETINGS AT TIMES AND PLACES IT DESIGNATES.
d8 C. A MAJORITY OF THE MEMBERS OF THE BOARD CONSTITUTES A QUORUM.
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15 
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19 

20 
21 
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28 
29 
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31 
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36 
37 
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39 

40 
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46 

47 
· 48

0. MEMBERS OF THE BOARD ARE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE COMPENSATION AS
DETERMINED PURSUANT TO SECTION 38-611 FOR EACH DAY OF ACTUAL SERVICE IN THE 
BUSINESS OF THE BOARD. 

32-3254. Powers and duties of the board; fees
A. THE BOARD SHALL ADOPT REASONABLE AND NECESSARY RULES AND

STANDARDS FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF THIS CHAPTER, INCLUDING SETTING FEES 
WHICH DO NOT EXCEED THE FOLLOWING: 

1. FOR A LICENSE EXAMINATION, TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS.
2. FOR ISSUANCE OF A LICENSE, TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS.
3. FOR BIE�NIAL LICENSE RENEWAL, ONE HUNDRED SIXTY DOLLARS.
4. FOR DELINQUENT LICENSE RENEWAL, FIFTY DOLLARS.
B. THE BOARD SHALL LICENSE DIETITIANS PURSUANT TO THIS CHAPTER.
32-3255. Dietitian licensing fund
A. A BOARD OF DIETITIANS FUND IS ESTABLISHED.
B. ALL MONIES COLLECTED PURSUANT TO THIS CHAPTER SHALL BE

TRANSMITTED TO THE STATE TREASURER WHO SHALL DEPOSIT TEN PER CENT OF THE 
MONIES IN THE STATE GENERAL FUND AND TRANSFER THE REMAINING NINETY PER CENT 
TO THE BOARD OF DIETITIANS FUND. 

C. MONIES DEPOSITED IN THE FUND ARE SUBJECT TO SECTION 35-143.01.
ARTICLE 2. LICENSURE 

32-3271. Nonapplicability of chapter
THIS CHAPTER DOES NOT APPLY TO: 
l. A STUDENT WHO IS ENROLLED IN AN APPROVED EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM AND

ENGAG ES IN THE PRACTICE OF DIETETICS UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF A LICENSED 
DIETITIAN AS PART OF AN ·APPROVED EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM. 

2. A DIETITIAN WHO IS SERVING IN THE ARMED FORCES OR THE PUBLIC
· HEALTH SERVICE OF THE UNITED STATES OR IS EMPLOYED BY THE VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION, IF HIS PRACTICE OF THE PROFESSION OF DIETETICS IS RELATED
AND LIMITED TO SUCH SERVICE OR.EMPLOYMENT.

3. A PHYSICIAN LICENSED PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 13 OR 17 OF THIS TITLE,
A NURSE LICENSED PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 15 OF THIS TITLE, A PHARMACIST
LICENSED PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 18 OF THIS TITLE, A NATUROPATH LICENSED
PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 14 OF THIS TITLE OR A HOMEOPATH LICENSED PURSUANT TO
CHAPTER 29 OF THIS TITLE IF HIS PRACTICE OF DIETETICS IS INCIDENTAL TO THE
PRACTICE OF HIS OWN PROFESSION.

4. A DIETETIC ASSISTANT OR DIETETIC TECHNICIAN UNDER THE DIRECT
SUPERVISION OF A LICENSED DIETITIAN.

5. A PERSON WHO IS EMPLOYED BY AN AGENCY, BUREAU OR DIVISION OF THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, THIS STATE OR A POLITICAL SUBDIVISION OF THIS STATE IF
HIS PRACTICE OF THE PROFESSION OF DIETETICS IS RELATED AND LIMITED TO SUCH
EMPLOYMENT.

32-3272. Qualifications for dietitian license; renewal;
continuin� education

A •. THE BOARD SHALL I SUE A DIETITIAN LICENSE PURSUANT TO ITS RULES 
TO AN APPLICANT WHO: 

l. IS OF GOOD CHARACTER.
2. HAS SAT ISFACTORILY COMPLETED EDUCATION AND TRAINING APPROVED BY

THE BOARD. 
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3. HAS PASSED AN EXAMINATION WHICH IS DESIGNED TO TEST FOR
COMPETENCY IN DIETETICS AND IS ADMINISTERED BY- A PUBLIC OR PRIVATE AGENCY 
RECOGNIZED AND APPROVED BY THE BOARD. 

B. A LICENSE IS NOT TRANSFERABLE.
C. A LICENSE EXPIRES ON JUNE 30 OF EACH EVEN NUMBERED YEAR UNLESS

SOONER REVOKED OR SUSPENDED. A LICENSED DIETITIAN MAY RENEW HIS LICENSE BY 
PAYING THE PRESCRIBED RENEWAL FEE AND SUBMITTING PROOF OF HAVING 
SUCCESSFULLY C OMPLETED AT LEAST THIRTY HOURS OF CONTINUING EDUCATION. 

D. IF A LICENSED DIETITIAN FAILS TO SUBMIT PROOF OF HAVING
SATISFIED THE CONTINUING EDUCATION REQUIREMENT, THE BOARD SHALL NOT RENEW 
HIS LICENSE UNLESS HE FULFILLS THE CONTINUING EDUCATION REQUIREMENT WITHIN 
ONE HUNDRED TWENTY DAYS. 

32-3273. Waiver of examination; comity
THE BO ARD MAY ISSUE A DIETITIAN LICENSE WITHOUT AN EXAMINATION OR 

WITH A PARTIAL EXAMINATION TO AN APPLICANT WHO HOLDS A DIETITIAN LICENSE 
ISSUED BY ANOTHER STATE IF THE STANDARDS FOR LICENSURE IN THAT STATE ARE AT 
LEAST SUBSTANTIALLY EQUIVALENT TO THOSE OF THIS STATE AND THE APPLICANT IS 
OTHERWISE QUALIFIED. 

ARTICLE 3. REGULATION 
32-3281. Disci�linary action; CTrounds
THE BOARD MAY D NY AN APPLICATI N FOR A DIETITIAN LICENSE OR, AFTER 

NOTICE AND OPPORTUNITY FOR A HEARING, SUSPEND OR REVOKE A DIETITIAN 
LICENSE, CENSURE A LICENSED DIETITIAN, PLACE A LICENSED DIETITIAN ON 
PROBATION OR IMPOSE A CIVIL PENALTY OF NOT MORE THAN ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS 
FOR EACH OFFENSE FOR ANY ONE OR A COMBINATION OF THE FOLLOWING: 

1. CONVICTION OF A FELONY, OR A MISDEMEANOR INVOLVING MORAL
TURPITUDE. 

2. OBTAINING OR RENEWING A LICENSE BY FRAUD OR DECEIT.
3. UNPROFESSIONAL CONDUCT.
4. ADDICTION OR DEPENDENCE ON DRUGS OR ALCOHOL.
5. WRONGFUL TRANSFER OF A LICENSE OR FALSELY IMPERSONATING ANOTHER

LICENSED DIETITIAN. 
6. A VIOLATION OF THIS CHAPTER OR RULES ADOPTED PURSUANT TO THIS

CHAPTER. 
32-3282. Complaint procedure; appeal
A. A COMPLAINT AGAINST A LICENSED DIETITIAN SHALL BE FILED IN

WRITING WITH THE BOARD WITHIN SIXTY DAYS AFTER THE DATE OF THE OCCURRENCE 
OF THE EVENT CAUSING THE COMPLAINT. IF THE BOARD DETERMINES THAT THE 
CHARGES MADE IN THE COMPLAINT ARE SUFFICIENT, IF TRUE, TO WARRANT 
SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION OF A DIETITIAN LICENSE OR CENSURE OR PROBATION OF 
A LICENSED DIETITIAN UNDER THIS ARTICLE, IT SHALL ISSUE AN ORDER FIXING THE 
TIME AND PLACE FOR A HEARIN.G AND REQUIRING THE LICENSED DIETITIAN 
COMPLAINED AGAINST TO APPEAR AND ANSWER THE COMPLAINT. THE ORDER SHALL 
HAVE A COPY OF THE COMPLAINT AFFIXED TO IT AND BOTH SHALL BE SERVED ON THE 
LICENSED DIETITIAN EITHER PERSONALLY OR BY CERTIFIED MAIL SENT TO THE LAST 
ADDRESS OF THE LICENSED DIETITIAN KNOWN TO THE BOARD AT LEAST TWENTY DAYS 
BEFORE THE DATE SET FOR HEARING. ALL HEARINGS SHALL BE CONDUCTED PURSUANT 
TO TITLE 41, CHAPTER 6. 
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1 B. DEC IS IONS OF. THE BOARD ARE SUBJECT TO JUDICIAL REVIEW PURSUANT
2 TO TITLE 12, CHAPTER 7, ARTICLE 6. 
3 32-3283. Inactive status
4 A. A LICENSED DIETITIAN IN GOOD STANDING MAY REQUEST IN WRITING
5 THAT THE BOARD TRANSFER HIS NAME AND LICENSE TO AN INACTIVE STATUS LIST. 
6 B. A LICENSED DIETITIAN WHO REQUESTS REMOVAL OF HIS NAME AND
7 LICENSE FROM THE INACTIVE STATUS LIST, ON SUBMITTAL OF PROOF OF HAVING 
8 SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED THIRTY HOURS OF CONTINUING EDUCATION, PAYMENT OF 
9 PRESCRIBED FEES AND APPROVAL OF THE BOARD, MAY RESUME ACTIVE LICENSE 

10 STATUS. 
11 32-3284. Unlawful act
12 IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON TO REPRESENT HIMSELF AS A DIETITIAN
13 UNLESS HE IS LICENSED PURSUANT TO THIS CHAPTER. 
14 32-3285. Violation; classification
15 A PERSON WHO VIOLATES ANY PROVISION OF THIS CHAPTER IS GUILTY OF A
16 CLASS 3 MISDEMEANOR. EACH DAY OF VIOLATION CONSTITUTES A SEPARATE 
17 OFFENSE. 
18 Sec. 3. Section 41-2366, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended to 
19 read: 
20 41-2366. Schedule for termination July l, 1990
21 A. The following agencies shall terminate on July 1, 1990:
22 1. The department of health services.
23 2. The solar energy co111Tiission •.
24 3. The state board of tax appeals.
25 4. The .Arizona colllTiission on uniform state laws.
26 5. The Arizona water commission.
27 6. ·The air pollution control hearing board.
28 7. The day care advisory board.
29 8. The Arizona council for the� HEARING IMP.AIRED.
30 9. The water quality control council.
31 10. The feed advisory council.
32 11. The compensation fund board and board of di rec tors, inc 1 udi ng
33 the compensation fund investment COlllTii ttee and the compensation fund 
34 manager. 
35 12. The state board of deposit.
36 13. The department of 1 i brary, archives, and pub 1 i c records,
37 including the activities and functions of the library and archives board 
38 and director and the historical advisory commission and the board of 
39 1 i brary examiners. 
40 14. The joint legislative budget colllTiittee.
41 15. The state auditor general.
42 16. The 1 egi s 1 at i ve counc;il •
43 17. The joint legislative tax committee.
44 18. The department of water resources.
45 19. The state board of psychologist examiners.
46 20. The advisory council on aging.

· 47 21. The state board of accountancy.
48 22. The state dental board.
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1 23. Subject to subsection B, the state· insurance department.
2 24. The agriculture and horticulture commission and activities and
3 functions of the state entomologist, the state chemist and those 
4 activities relating to fruit and vegetable standardization. 
5 25. The small business procurement advisory committee.
6 26. THE BOARD OF DIETITIANS.
7 B. Termination of the insurance department is subject to approval
8 by the voters of a constitutional amendment repealing the authority for the 
9 department pursuant to article XV, section 5, Constitution of Arizona. 

10 Sec. 4. Section 41-2374, Arizona Revised Statutes, as amended by 
11 Laws 1985, chapter 366, section 4, is amended to read: 
12 41-2374. Schedule for termination of statutes January 1, 1991
13 The following statutes are repealed on January 1, 1991:
14 1. Title 36, Arizona Revised Statutes, relating to the department
15 of health services. 
16 2. Title 41, chapter 3, article 6, Arizona· Revised Statutes,
17 relating to the solar energy commission. 
18 3. Title 42, chapter 1, article 5, Arizona Revised Statutes,
19 relating to the state board of tax appeals. 

·20 4. Sections 41-1306 and 41-1307, Arizona Revised Statutes, relating
21 to the Arizona commission on uniform state laws. 
22 5. Title 45, chapter 1, article 1.1, Arizona Revised Statutes,
23 relating to the Arizona water commission. 
24 6. Title 36, chapter 14, article 1, Arizona Revised Statutes,
25 relating to the air pollution control hearing board. 
26 7. Title 36, chapter 7 .1, article 2, Arizona Revised Statutes,
27 relating to the day care advisory board. 
28 8. Title 36, chapter 17.1, article 1, Arizona Revised Statutes,
29 relating to the Arizona council for the ee-a-i= HEARING IMPAIRED.
30 9. Title 36, chapter 16, article 1, Arizona Revised Statutes,
31 relating to the water quality control council.
32 10. Title 24, chapter 7, article 1, Arizona Revised Statutes,
33 relating to the feed advisory committee.
34 11. Title 23, chapter 6, article 5, Arizona Revised Statutes,
35 relating to the compensation fund board and board of directors, including
36 the compensation fund investment conrnittee and the compensation fund 
37 manager. 
38 12. Title 35, chapter 2, article 2, Arizona Revised Statutes,
39 relating to the state board of deposit. 
40 13. Title 11, chapter 7, article 1, Arizona Revised Statutes,
41 relating to the board of library examiners and title 41, chapter 8, article 
42 3, relating to the department of library, archives and public records, 
43 including the activities and functions of the library and archives board, 
44 director and the historical advisory conrnission. 
45 14. Title 41, chapter 7, article 10, Arizona Revised Statutes,
46 relating to the joint legislative budget conrnittee. 
47. 15. Title 41, chapter 7, articles 10.l and 10.2, Arizona Revised
48 Statutes, relating to the state auditor general. 
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16. Title 41, chapter 8, article 1, Arizona Revised Statutes,
relating to the legislative council. 

17. Title 41, chapter 8, article 2, Arizona Revised Statutes,
relating to the joint legislative tax conmittee. 

18. Title 45, chapter 1, article 1 and chapter 2, Arizona Revised
Statutes, relating to the department of water resources. 

19. Title 32, chapter 19.1, Arizona Revised Statutes, relating to
psychologists. 

20. Title 46, chapter 1, article 7, Arizona Revised Statutes,
relating to the advisory council on aging. 

21. Title 32, chapter 6, Arizona Revised Statutes, relating to
certified public accountants. 

22. Title 32, chapter 11, Arizona Revised Statutes, relating to the
dental board. 

23. Title 20, Arizona Revised Statutes, relating to insurance.
24. Title 3, Arizona Revised Statutes, relating to various

agricultural functions and the Arizona co11111ission of agriculture and 
horticulture. 

25. TITLE 41, CHAPTER 23, ARTICLE 11, ARIZONA REVISED STATUTES,
RELATING TO THE SMA LL BUSINESS PROCUREMENT PROGRAM. 

26. TITLE 32, CHAPTER 33, ARIZONA REVISED STATUTES, RELATING TO
DIETITIANS. 

Sec. 5. Repeal 
Section 41-2374, Arizona Revised Statutes, as amended by Laws 1985, 

chapter 325, section 4, is repealed. 
Sec. 6. Initial terms of board of di et it i ans members 
A. Notwithstanding sect, on 32-3252, Arizona Revised Statutes, as

added by this act, the initial terms of members �f the board of dietitians 
are: 

1. Three terms beginning on the effective date of this act and
ending on June 30, 1988. 

2. Four terms beginning on the effective date of this act and ending
on June 30, 1989. 

B. The governor sha 11 make a 11 subsequent appointments as
prescribed by statute. 

Sec. 7. Atpropriation
The sum o �------ is appropriated from the state general 

fund to the board of dietitians fund for personal services, in-state 
travel, professional and outside services and other operating expenses . 
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DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

House of Representatives 

January 6, 1986 

Members of House Tourism, Professions and Occupations 
Committee of Reference 

Members of Senate Health and Welfare Committee of 
Reference 

Sheila Glenn 

RE: Board of Dietitians; Rough draft folder 622 1/2/86 JS/js 

This bill provides for the regulation of dietitians through 
licensing. The bill begins with an intent clause. The defini
tions section defines ''board," "dietetic assistant," ''dietetic 
counseling," ''dietetic technician," ''dietetics," "dietitian," and 
''unprofessional conduct." 

The bill prescribes a seven member board consisting of five di
etitians, one medical or osteopathic physician and a public mem
ber. Terms of office are three years and no member may serve 
more than two consecutive terms. Officers consist of a chairman, 
vice-chairman, and a secretary-treasurer. A majority of members 
constitutes a quorum. Members are eligible for compensation. 

The board may adopt rules and regulations and set fees not to 
exceed the following: 

License exam - $200 
Issuance of license - $200 
License renewal - $160 
Delinquent license renewal - $50 

The Board of Dietitians is a 90-10 board. Several groups are not 
regulated by the Board. They include: 

Students of dietetics 
A dietitian in the armed forces or health service of 

the United States 
A medical doctor, osteopath, pharmacist, naturopath, 

nurse or homeopath 
A dietetic assistant or technician under the direction of 

a dietitian 
A person employed by a political subdivision of the state 

or by the federal government. 

Qualifications for licensure of dietitians are given. Renewal of 
a license requires 30 hours of continuing education. 

ATTACHMENT B 
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The Board may license a dietitian from another state without ex
amination or with a partial examination if standards in the other 
state are comparable to those of Arizona. 

The Board may deny a license application, or after notice and a 
hearing suspend or revoke a license, censure a dietitian, place a 
dietitian on probation or impose a civil penalty of not more than 
$1000. 

The bill provides a procedure for complaints against licensed 
dietitians and hearings. 

A dietitian in good standing may request that his name and 
license be transferred to inactive status. Removal of inactive 
status requires payment of required fees, approval of the Board 
and proof of 30 hours of continuing education. 

Violation of any provisions of the chapter is a class 3 mis
demeanor. Each day of violation constitutes a separate offense. 

The Board of Dietitians terminates in 1990 and related statutes 
in 1991. 

An appropriation is provided for .. 

pm8619 
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Senate Engrossed House Bill 

ISSUED BY 

ROSE 1\1:0FFORD 

State of Arizona 
SECRETARY OF STATE 

House of Representatives 
Thirty-seventh Legislature 
First Regular Session 
1985 

CHAPTER 352 

HOUSE BILL 2281 

.. - -AN--ACT -

RELATING TO PROFESSIONS AND OCCUPATIONS; ESTABLISHING GUIDELINES FOR THE 
REGULATION OF HEAL TH P-ROFESSIONS; PRESCRIBING DEFINITIONS; PRESCRIBING 
NONAPPLICABILITY OF STATUTORY PROVISIONS; PRESCRIBING REQUIREMENTS FOR 
REGULATION OF HEALTH PROFESSION LEGISLATION; PRESCRIBING APPLICANT GROUPS' 
WRITTEN REPORTS; PRESCRIBING REGULATORY FACTORS; PRESCRIBING FACTORS FOR 
INCREASE IN SCOPE OF PRACTICE; PRESCRIBING ACCOMPANYING EVIDENCE FOR 
CONTINUING EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS, AND AMENDING TITLE 32, ARIZONA REVISED 
STATUTES, BY ADDING CHAPTER 31. 

1 Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Arizona: 
2 Sec ti on 1. . Purpose; intent 
3 A. The purpose of this act is to establish guidelines for the
4 regulation of health pr-0fessions which are not regulated by this state 
5 before the effective date of this act and for those regulated professions 
6 which seek to increase their scope of practice. 
7 B. The legislature believes that all individuals should be
8 permitted to enter into a health profession unless there is an overwhelming 
9 need for this state to ·protect the interests of the pub 1 i c by restricting 

10 entry into the profession. If such a need is ident"ified, the regulation 
11 adopted by this state should be set at the least restrictive level 
12 consistent with the public interest to be protected. 
13 C. Requirements for licensees to engage in continuing education as
14 a condition of continued licensure have not been proven to b� an effective 
15 method of guaranteeing or improving the competence of 1 icensees or the 
16 quality of care received by the consumer. The 1 egi sl ature is concerned 
17 about the appropriateness of mandated continuing education. 
18 Sec. 2. Title 32, Arizona Revised Statutes, is amended by adding 
19 chapter 31, to read: 
20 CHAPTER 31 
21 REGULATION OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
22 ARTICLE 1. GENERAL PROVIS IONS 
23 32-3101. Definitions
24 IN THIS CHAPTER, Ur.JLESS THE CONTEXT OTHERWISE REQUIRES:
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1 1. "APPLICANT GROUP" MEANS ANY HEAL TH PROFESSIONAL GROUP OR 
2 ORGANIZATION, ANY INDIVIDUAL OR ANY OTHER INTERESTED PARTY WHICH PROPOSES 
3 THAT ANY HEAL TH PROFESSIONAL GROUP NOT PRESENTLY REGULATED BE REGULATED OR 
4 WHICH PROPOSES TO INCREASE THE SCOPE OF PRACTICE OF A HEALTH PROFESSION. 

-- 5 ·~=-=- 2. "CERTIFICATION" MEANS A VOLUNTARY PROCESS BY WHICH A REGULATORY
6 ENTITY GRANTS RECOGNITION TO AN INDIVIDUAL WHO HAS MET CERTAIN 
7 PREREQUISITE. QUALIFICATIONS SPECIFIED BY THAT REGULATORY ENTITY AND WHO 
8 MAY ASSUME OR USE THE WORD "CERTIFIED" IN HIS TITLE OR DESIGNATION TO 
9 PERFORM PRESCRIBED HEALTH PROFESSIONAL TASKS. 

· 10 3. "GRANDFATHER CLAUSE" MEANS A PROVISION IN REGULATORY LEGISLATION
11 APPLICABLE TO PRACTITIONERS ACTIVELY ENGAGED -IN THE REGULATED HEAL TH 
12 PROFESSION BEFORE THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE REGULATORY LEGISLATION WHICH 
13 EXEM'TS THE PRACTITIONERS FROM MEETING THE PREREQUISITE QUALIFICATIONS SET 
14 FORTH IN THE REGULATORY LEGISLATION TO PERFORM PRESCRIBED OCCUPATIONAL 
15 TASKS. 
16 4. "HEAL TH PROFESS IONS" INCLUDES BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO THE
17 FOLLOWING REGULATED PROFESSIONS AND OCCUPATIONS:. 
18 ( a) PODIATRY PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 7 OF THIS TITLE.
19 (b) CHIROPRACTIC PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 8 OF THIS TITLE.
20 (c) DENTISTRY PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 11 OF THIS TITLE.
21 (d) MEDICINE PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 13 OF THIS TITLE.
22 (e) NATUROPATHY PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 14 OF THIS TITLE.
23 (f) NURSING PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 15 OF THIS TITLE.
24 (g) DISPENSING OPTICIANS PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 15.1 OF THIS TITLE.
25 (h) OPTOMETRY PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 16 OF THIS TITLE.
26 (i) OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 17 OF THIS TITLE.
27 (j) PHARMACY PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 18 OF .THIS TITLE.
28 ( k) PHYSICAL THERAP¥ PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 19 OF THIS TITLE.
29 (l) PSYCHOLOGY PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 19.1 OF THIS TITLE.
30 (m) VETERINARY MEDICINE PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 21 OF THIS TITLE.
31 (n) PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANTS PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 25 OF THIS TITLE.
32 (o) RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGISTS PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 28 OF THIS TITLE.
33 (p) H01'EOPATHIC PHYSICIANS PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 29 OF THIS TITLE.
34 (q) MIDWIFERY PURSUANT TO TITLE 36, CHAPTER 6, ARTICLE 7.
35 (r) HEARING AID DISPENSERS PURSUANT TO TITLE 36, CHAPTER 17.
36 5. "INCREASE THE SCOPE OF PRACTICE" MEANS TO ENGAGE IN CONDUCT
37 BEYOND THE AUTHORITY GRANTED TO A HEALTH PROFESSION BY LEGISLATION. 
38 6. "INSPECTION" MEANS THE PERIODIC EXAMINATION OF PRACTITIONERS BY
39 A STATE AGENCY IN ORDER TO ASCERTAIN WHETHER THE PRACTITIONERS' OCCUPATION 
40 IS BEING CARRIED OUT IN A FASHION CONSISTENT WITH THE PUBLIC HEALTH, SAFETY 
41 AND WELFARE. 
42 7. "LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEES OF REFERENCE" MEANS JOINT SUBCOMMITTEES
43 COMPOSED OF THE MEMBERS OF THE APPROPRIATE STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE HOUSE 
44 OF REPRESENTATIVES AND SENATE APPOINTED PURSUANT TO SECTION 4la2354 • 

. 45 8. "LICENSURE" OR "LICENSE" MEANS AN INDIVIDUAL, NONTRANSFERABLE
46 AUTHORIZATION TO CARRY ON A HEALTH ACTIVITY WHICH WOULD OTHERWISE BE 
47 UNLAWFUL IN THIS STATE IN THE ABSENCE OF THE PERMISSION, AND THAT IS BASED 
48 ON QUALIFICATIONS WHICH INCLUDE GRADUATION FROM AN ACCREDITED OR APPROVED 
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PROGR AM AND ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE ON A QUALIFYING EXAMINATION OR A SERIES 
OF EXAMINATIONS. 

9. "PRACTITIONER" MEANS AN INDIVIDUAL WHO HAS ACHIEVED KNOWLEDGE
AND SKILL BY PRACTICE AND WHO IS ACTIVELY ENGAGED IN A SPEC! FIED· HEAL TH 
PRO FESS ION. 

10. "PUBLIC MEMBER" MEANS AN INDIVIDUAL WHO IS NOT AND NEVER HAS BEEN
A ME113ER OR SPOUSE OF A MEM3ER OF THE HEALTH PROFESSION BEING REGULATED AND 
WHO DOES NOT HAVE AND NEVER HAS HAD A MATERIAL FINANCIAL INTEREST IN EITHER 
THE RENDERING OF THE HEALTH PROFESSIONAL SERVICE BEING REGULATED OR AN 
ACTIVITY DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE PROFESSION BEING REGULAT�D. 

11. · "REGISTRATION" MEANS THE FORMAL NOTIFICATION WHICH, BEFORE
RENDERING SERVICES, A PRACTITIONER SHALL SUBMIT TO A STATE AGENCY SETTING 
FORTH THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE PRACTITIONER, THE LOCATION, NATURE AND 
OPERATION OF THE HEAL TH ACTIVITY TO BE PRACTICED AND, IF REQUIRED BY A 
REGULATORY E NTITY, A DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE TO BE PROVIDED. 

· 12--•.. ''REGUL-ATOR-Y--ENT--H"-Y"-MEANS-ANY-BOARD-, -coMMlSSIOw;----AGENCY--oR-
DEPARTMENT OF THIS STATE WHICH REGULATES ONE OR MORE HEALTH PROFESSIONS IN 
THIS STATE. 

13. "STATE AGENCY" MEANS ANY DEPARTJl'iENT, BOARD, COMMISSION OR AGENCY
QF!.'.THIS STATE. 

:": 32-3102. _Nonaim.licability of chapter
, THIS CHAPTER DOES°" NOT: 

(: 1. APPLY TO ANY REGULATORY ENTITY OR INCREASE IN SCOPE OF PRACTICE
LEGISLATIVELY ENACTED BEFORE THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS C HAPTER , EXCEPT AS 
PROVIDED IN THIS CHAPTER.' 2. APPLY TO OR INTERFERE IN ANY WAY WITH THE PRACTICE OF RELIGION OR
ANV

° 

KIND OF TREATMENT BY PRAYER . 
.. 3. APPLY TO ANY REMEDIAL OR TECH NI CAL AMENDMENTS TO ANY

LEGISLATION. 
32-3103. ��lation of health profession legi�l�tion
A. REGULATION SHALL NOT BE IMPOSED ON ANY UNREGULATED HEAL TH

PROFESSION EXCEPT FOR THE EXCLUSIVE PURPOSE OF PROTECTING THE PUBLIC 
INTEREST. ALL PROPOSED LEGISLATION TO REGULATE A HEALTH PROFESSION FOR THE 
FIRST TIME SHALL BE REVIEWED ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING CR ITERIA. A HEALTH 
PROFESSION SHALL BE REGULATED BY THIS STATE ONLY IF: 

1. UNREGULATED PRACTICE CAN CLEARLY HARM OR ENDANGER THE PUBLIC
HEALTH, SAFETY OR WELFARE AND THE POTENTIAL FOR HAR�; IS EASILY RECOGNIZABLE 
AND NOT REMOTE OR DEPENDENT ON TENUOUS AF· GUMENT. 

2. THE PUB LIC NEEDS AND CAN REASONABLY BE EXPECTED TO BENEFIT FROM
AN ASSURANCE OF INITIAL AND CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL ABILITY. 

3. THE PUBLIC CANNOT BE EFFECTIVELY PROTECTED BY OTHER MEANS IN A
MORE COST BENEFICIAL MANNER. 

B. AFTER EVALUATING THE CRITERIA PRESCRIBED IN SUBSECTION A AND
CONSIDERING GOVER NMENTAL AND SOCIETAL COSTS AND BENEFITS,. IF THE 
LEGISLATURE FI NOS THAT IT IS NECESSARY TO REGULATE A HEAL TH PROFESS ION NOT 
PREVIOUSLY REGULATED BY LAW, THE LEAST RESTRICTIVE ALTER NATIVE METHOD OF 
REGULATION SHALL BE IM'LEMENTED, CONSISTENT WITH THE PUBLI C  INTEREST AND 
THE FOLLOWING: 
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1. IF EXISTING COMMON LAW AND STATUTORY CIVIL ACTIONS AND CRIMINAL
PROHIBITIONS ARE NOT SUFFICIENT TO ERADICATE EXISTING HARM, THE REGULATION 
SHALL PROVIDE FOR STRICTER CIVIL ACTIONS AND CRIMINAL PROHIBITIONS. 

2. IF A SERVICE IS BEING PERFORMED FOR INDIVIDUALS WHICH INVOLVES A
HAZARD TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH, SAFETY OR WELFARE, THE REGULATION SHALL H�OSE 
INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS AND ENABLE AN APPROPRIATE STATE AGENCY TO ENFORCE 
VIOLATIONS BY INJUNCTIVE RELIEF IN COURT. 

3. IF THE THREAT TO  THE PUBLIC HEALT\i, SAFETY OR ECONOMIC
WELL-BEING IS RELATIVELY SMIILL AS A RESULT OF THE OPERATION OF THE HEALTH 
PROFESSION, THE REGULATION SHALL IM'LH'.tNT A SYSTEM OF REGISTRATION. 

4. IF THE CONSUMER MAY HAVE A SUBSTANTIAL BASIS FOR RELYING ON THE
SERVICES OF A PRACTITIONER, THE REGULATION SHALL IWLEMENT A SYSTEM OF 
CERTIFICATION. 

5. IF IT IS APPARENT THAT ADEQUATE REGULATION CANNOT BE ACHIEVED BY
MEANS OTHER THAN LICENSING, THE REGULATION SHALL Ilf'LEMENT A SYSTEM OF 
LICENSING. 

32-3104 • .&2,Q_licant..M.Q..1!12Si written r�g,ort
APPLICANT GROUPS SHALL SUBMIT A WRITTEN REPORT EXPLAINING THE

FACTORS PRESCRIBED IN SECTION 32-3105 OR 32-3106 TO THE JOINT LEGISLATIVE 
OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO SECTION 41-2353. THE JOINT 
LEGISLATIVE OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE SHALL ASS! GN THE WRITTEN REPORT TO THE 
APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE OF REFERENCE. THE LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE 
OF REFERENCE SHALL STUDY THE WRITTEN REPORT AND DELIVER THE REPORT OF ITS 
RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE JOINT LEGISLATIVE OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE, THE SPEAKER 
OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE, THE GOVERNOR 
AND, IF APPROPRIATE, THE REGULATORY BOARD OF THE HEALTH PROFESSION WITHIN 
THREE MONTHS AFTER A WRITTEN REPORT IS SUBMITTED PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION. 
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEES OF REFERENCE Ml\ Y HOLD  HEARINGS AS THEY DEEM 
NECESSARY. IF A HEALTH PROFESSIONAL GROUP PROPOSES TO INCREASE THE SCOPE 
OF PRACTICE OF ITS PROFESSION, COPIES OF THE WRITTEN REPORT SHALL BE SENT 
TO THE REGULATORY BOARD OF THE HEALTH PROFESSION FOR REVIEW AND COMMENT. 
IF APPLICABLE, THE REGULATORY BOARD OF THE HEAL TH PROFESS ION SHALL MAKE 
RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON THE REPORT SUBMITTED BY APPLICANT GROUPS TO THE 
EXTENT REQUESTED BY THE LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEES OF REFERENCE. 

32-3105. ,&mlicants for regulation· fastors
APPLICANT GROUPS FOR REGULATION SHJttr'tXPLAIN EACH OF THE FOLLOWING

FACTORS TO THE . EXTENT REQUESTED B'/ THE LEJISLATIVE COM!iITTEES OF 
REFERENCE: 

1. A DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM AND WHY REGULATION IS NECESSARY
INCLUDING: 

(a) THE NATURE OF THE POTENTIAL HARM TO THE PUBLIC IF THE HEALTH
PROFESSION IS NOT REGULATED AND THE EXTENT TO WHICH THERE IS A THREAT TO 
PUBLIC HEAL TH AND SAFETY. 

(b) THE EXTENT TO WHICH CONSUMERS NEED AND WILL BENEFIT FROM A
METHOD OF REGULATION IDENTIFYING COMPETENT PRACTITIONERS AND INDICATING 
TYPICAL Elf'LOYERS, IF ANY, OF PRACTITIONERS IN THE HEALTH PROFESSION. 

(c) THE EXTENT OF AUTONOMY A PRACTITIONER HAS, AS INDICATED BY THE
FOLLOWING: 
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1 ( i) THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE HEAL TH PROFESSION CALLS FOR INDEPENDENT
2 JUDGMENT AND- THE EXTENT OF SKILL OR EXPERIENCE REQUIRED IN MAKING THE 
3 INDEPENDENT JUDGMENT. 
4 (ii) THE EXTENT TO WHICH PRACTITIONERS ARE SUPERVISED.
5 2. THE EFFORTS MADE TO ADDRESS THE PROBLEM INCLUDING:
6 (a) VOLUNTARY EFFORTS, IF ANY, BY MEMlERS OF THE HEALTH PROFESSION
7 TO EITHER: 
8 ( i) ESTABLISH A CODE OF ETHICS.
9 (ii) HELP RESOLVE DISPUTES BETWEEN HEAi.TH PRACTITIONERS AND

10 CONSUMERS. 
11 (b) RECOURSE TO AND THE EXTENT OF USE OF APPLICABLE LAW AND WHETHER
12 IT COULD BE AMENDED TO CONTROL THE PROBLEM. 
13 3. THE ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED INCLUDING:
14 (a) REGULATION OF BUSINESS EM'LOYERS OR  PRACTITIONERS RATHER THAN
15 EM'LOYEE PRACTITIONERS. 
16 (b) REGULATION OF THE PROGRAM OR SERVICE RATHER THAN THE INDIVIDUAL
17 PRACTITIONERS. 
·18 (c) REGISTRATION OF ALL PRACTITIONERS.
19 :-:. (d) CERTIFICATION OF ALL PRACTITIONERS.
20 -:;: ( e) O THER ALTERNATIVES.
21 ;::-_ (f) WHY THE USE OF THE ALTERNATIVES SPECIFIED IN THIS PARAGRAPH
22 WOULD NOT BE ADEQUATE TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC INTEREST. 
23 .;_ (g) WHY LICENSING WOULD SERVE TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC INTEREST.

· 24 �-. 4. THE BENEFIT TO THE PUBLIC IF REGULATION IS GRANTED INCLUDING:
25 :, (a) THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE INCIDENCE OF SPECIFIC PROBLEMS PRESENT
26 IN'.THE UNREGULATED HEALTH PROFESSION CAN REASONABLY BE EXPECTED TO BE 
27 RECXJCED BY REGULATION. 
28 (b) WHETHER THE PUBLIC CAN IDENTIFY QUALIFIED PRACTITIONERS.
29 (c) THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE PUBLIC CAN BE CONFIDENT THAT QUALIFIED
30 PRACTITIONERS ARE COMPETENT INCLUDING: 
31 ( i) WHETHER THE PROPOSED REGULATORY ENTITY WOULD BE A BOARD
32 COM'OSED OF MEM3ERS OF THE PROFESSION AND PUBLIC MEM3ERS OR A STATE AGENCY, 
33 OR BOTH, AND, IF APPROPRIATE, THEIR RESPECTIVE RESPONSIBILITIES IN 
34 ADMINISTERING THE SYSTEM OF REGISTRATION, CERTIFICATION OR LICENSURE, 
35 INCLUDING THE COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD AND THE NUMBER OF PUBLIC MEM3ERS, IF 
3'5 ANY, THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE BOARD OR STATE AGENCY REGARDING 
37 EXAMINATIONS AND FOR CAUSE REVOCATION, SUSPENSION AND NONRENEvVIL OF 
38 REGISTRATIONS, CERTIFICATES OR LICENSES, THE ADOPTION OF RULES AND CANONS 
39 OF ETHICS, THE CONDUCT OF INSPECTIONS, THE RECEIPT OF COMPLAINTS AND 
40 DISCIPLINARY ACTION TAKEN AGAINST .PRACTITIONERS AND HOW FEES WOULD BE 
41 LEVIED AND COLLECTED TO PAY FOR THE EXPENSES OF ADMINISTERING AND OPERATING 
42 THE REGULATORY SYSTEM. 
43 (ii) IF THERE IS A GRANDFATHER CLAUSE, WHETHER GRANDFATHERED
44 PRACTITIONERS WILL BE REQUIRED TO MEET THE PREREQUISITE QUALIFICATIONS 
45 ESTABLISHED BY THE REGULATORY ENTITY AT A LATER DATE. 
46 (iii) THE NATURE OF THE STANDARDS PROPOSED FOR REGISTRATION,
47 CERTIFICATION OR LI CENSURE AS COMPARED WITH THE STANDARDS OF OTHER 
48 JURISDICTIONS. 
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1 (iv) WHETHE R THE REGULATO RY ENTITY WOULD BE AUTHORIZED TO ENTER
2 INTO RECIPROCITY AGREE MENTS WITH OTHER JURISDICTIONS. 
3 (v) THE NATURE AND DURATION OF ANY TRAINING INCLUDING WHETHER THE
4 T RAINING INCLUDES A SUBSTANTIAi,_ AMOUNT OF SUPERVISED FIELD EXPERIENCE, 
5 WHETHE R TRAINING PROGRAMS EXIST IN THIS STATE, IF THERE WILL BE AN 
6 EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENT, WHETHER THE EXPERIENCE MUST BE ACQUIRED UNDER A 
7 REGIS TERED, CERTIFIED OR LICENSED PRACTI TIONER, WHETHER THERE ARE 
8 ALTERN ATIVE ROUTES OF ENTRY OR  METHODS OF MEETING THE PREREQUISITE 
9 QUALIFI CATrDNS, WHETHER ALL APPLICANTS WILL BE REQUIRED TO PASS AN 

10 EXA MINATION, AND IF AN EXAMINATION IS REQUIRED, BY WHOM IT WILL BE 
11 DEVELOPED AND HOW THE COSTS OF DEVELOPMENT WILL BE MET. 
12 (d) ASSURANCE OF THE PUBLIC THAT PRACTITIONERS HAVE M'\INTAINED
13 . THEIR COMPETENCE INCLUDING: 
14 ( i) WHETHER THE REGI STRATION, CERTIFICATION OR LI CENSURE WILL CAR RY
15 AN EXPIRATION DATE. 
16 (ii) WHETHER RENEWi;L WILL BE BASED ONLY ON PAYMENT O F  A FEE OR
17 WHETHER RENEWAL WILL INVO LVE REEXAMINATION, PEER REVIEW OR  OTHER 
18 ENFORCEMENT. 
19 5. THE EXTENT TO WHICH REGULATION MIGHT HARM THE PUBLIC INCLUDING:
20 (a) THE EXTENT TO WHICH REGULATION WILL RESTRICT ENTRY INTO THE
21 HEALTH PROFESS ION INCLU DING: 
22 ( i) WHETHER THE PROPOSED STANDARDS ARE MOR E RE STRICT IVE TH AN
23 NECESSARY TO ENSURE SAFE AND EF FECTIVE PER FORr.'ANCE. 
24 (ii) WH ETHER THE PROPOSED LEGI SLATION REQUIRES REGISTERED, 
25 CERTIFIED OR LICENSED PRACTITIONERS IN OTHER JURIS DICTIONS WHO MIGRATE TO 
26 THIS STATE TO QUALIFY IN THE SAME M'\NNER AS STATE. APPLICANTS FOR 
27 REGISTRATION, CER T IFICATION AND LICENSURE IF THE OTHER JURISDI CTION HAS 
28 SUBSTANTIALLY EQUIVALENT REQUIREMENTS FOR REGISTRATION, CERTIFICATION OR 
29 LICENSURE AS THOSE IN THIS STATE. 
30 (b) WHETHE R THERE ARE PROFESSIONS SIMILA R TO THA.T OF T HE APPLICANT
31 GROUP WHIC H SHOULD BE IN CL UDED IN, OR PORTIONS OF THE APP LI C ANT GROUP WHICH 
32 SHOULD BE EXCLUDED FROM, THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION. 
33 6. THE f-'AINTENANCE OF S TANDARDS INCLUDING:
34 ( a) WHETHER EFFECTIVE QUALITY ASSURANCE STAND ARDS EXIST IN THE
35 HEALTH PROFESS ION, SUCH AS LEGAL REQUIREMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH SPECIFIC 
36 PRO GRAMS THAT DEFINE OR ENFORCE STANDARD S OR A CODE OF  ETHICS . 
37 (b) HOW THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION WILL ASSURE QUALITY INCLUDING:
38 ( i) THE EXTENT TO WHICH A CODE OF ETHICS, IF ANY, WI LL BE ADOPTED.
39 {ii) THE GROUNDS FOR SUSPENSION OR. REVOCATION OF REGISTRATION,
40 CERT IFICATION OR LI CENSURE. 
41 7. A DESCRIPTION OF THE ffiOUP PROPOSED FOR REGULATION, INCLUDING A
42 LIST OF ASSOCIATIONS, ORGANIZATIONS AND OTHER GROUPS REP RESENTI N G  THE 
43 PRACTITIONERS IN THIS STATE, AN ESTIMA.TE OF THE Nl.MBER OF PRACTITIONERS IN 
44 EACH GROUP AND WHETHER THE GROUPS REPRESENT DIFFERENT LEVELS OF PRACTICE. 
45 8. THE EXPECTED COSTS OF REGULATION INCLUDING:
46 (a) THE IMPACT REGISTRATION, CERTIFICATION OR LICENSURE WILL HAVE
47 ON THE COS TS OF THE SERVICES TO THE PUBLIC. 
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• · . ' .. ,.•H�B. 22B1

1 (b) THE COST TO THIS STATE AND TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC OF IMPLEMENTING
2 THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION. 
3 32-3106. Applicants for increase in scope of practice;
4 factors 
5 APPLICANT GROUPS FOR INCREASED SCOPE OF PRACTICE SHALL EXPLAIN EACH 
6 OF THE FOLLOWING FACTORS TO THE EXTENT REQUESTED BY THE LEGISLATIVE 
7 CO MMITTEE OF REFERENCE: 
B 1. A DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM AND WHY A CHANGE IN SCOPE OF PRACTICE
9 IS NECESSARY INCLUDING THE EXTENT TO WHICH CONSUMERS NEED AND WILL BENEFIT 

10 FROM PRACTITIONERS WITH THIS SCOPE OF PRACTICE. 
11 2. THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE PUBLIC CAN BE CONFIDENT THAT QUALIFIED
12 PRACTITIONERS ARE COMPETENT INCLUDING: 
13 (a) EVIDENCE THAT THE PROFESSION'S REGULATORY BOARD HAS FUNCTIONED
14 ADEQUATELY IN PROTECTING THE PUBLIC. 
15 (b) WHETHER EFFECTIVE QUALITY ASSURANCE STAND ARDS EXIST IN THE
16 HEALTH PROFESSION, SUCH AS LEGAL REQUIREMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH SPECIFIC 
17 PROGRAMS THAT DEFINE OR  ENDORSE STANDARDS OR A CODE OF ETHICS. 
1B (c) EVIDENCE THAT STATE APPROVED EDUCATIONAL PRO GRAMS PROVIDE OR
19 ARE�WILLING TO PROVIDE CORE CURRICULLM ADEQUATE TO PREPARE PRACTITIONERS 
20 AT THE PROPOSED LEVEL. 
21 :.: 3. THE EXTENT TO WHICH AN INCREASE IN THE SCOPE OF PRACTICE Mll.Y HARM 
22 THE'.:."PUBLIC IN CLUDING THE EXTENT TO WHICH AN INCREASED SCOPE OF PRACTICE 
23 WI[C RESTRICT ENTRY INTO PRACTICE AND WHETHER THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION 
24 RE'QUIRES REGISTERED, CERTIFIED OR LICENSED PRACTITIONERS IN OTHER 
25 JURISDICTIONS WHO MIGRATE TO THIS STATE TO QUALIFY IN THE SAME Mll.NNER AS 
26 STA1E APPLICANTS FOR REGISTRATION, CERTIFICATION AND LICENSURE IF THE 
27 OTHER JURISDICTION HAS SUBSTANTIALLY EQUIVALENT REQUIREMENTS FOR 
2B REGISTRATION, CERTIFICATION OR LICENSURE AS THOSE IN THIS STATE. 
29 4. THE COST TO THIS STATE AND TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC OF IMPLEMENTING
30 THE PROPOSED INCREASE IN SCOPE OF PRACTICE. 
31 32-3107. Continuing education requirements; evidence
32 of effectiveness 
33 ANY LEGIS LATIVE PROPOSAL WHICH CONTAINS A CONTINUING EDUCATION 
34 REQUIREMENT FOR A HEALTH PROFESSION SHALL BE ACCOM'ANIED BY EVIDENCE THAT 
35 SUCH A REQUIREMENT HAS BEEN PROVEN EFFECTIVE FOR THE HEAL TH PROFESS ION. 

y the Governor - May 14, 1985 

· e of the Secretary of State
.
- May 15, 1985
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HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
REGULATION AND SCOPE OF PRACTICE 

With the passage of H.B. 2281, Chapter 352, Laws of 1985, the Legislature has 
expressed its intent to restrict regulation of the health professions and any 
changes in the scope of practice of existing regulated professions unless there 
is an overwbelming need for such regulation or change in scope of practice to 
protect the public. 

GENERAL POLI CY 

The Legislature has determined that regulation shall not be imposed on any unre
gulated health profession except for the exclusive purpose of protecting the 
public interest. A health profession will only be regulated if it can be 
demonstrated that lack of regulation will clearly harm the public health, safety 
or welfare, and the public needs and can reasonably be expected to benefit from 
an assurance of initial and continuing professionalism. It must also be 
demonstrated that the public cannot be protected by other means in a less expen
sive manner. 

The Legislature has also determined that if regulation is necessary it must be 
carried out in the least restrictive manner consistent with the public interest 
and safety. 

Any person or organization wishing to have a heal th profession or practice 
regulated by the state or to change the scope of practice of a regulated pro
fess ion must follow the procedures outlined in H.B. 2281 before the Legislature 
will consider such legislation. 

While there is no substitute for reading the bi 11 itself, this pamphlet wi 11 
give you general directions for applying to regulate a profession or change the 
scope of practice of an existing regulated profession. 

APPLYING FOR REGULATION 

Any person or organization applying for regulation of a health profession must 
submit its written application to the Joint Legislative Oversight Committee 
( JLOC). The JLOC sha 11 refer the request to the appropriate Cammi ttee of 
Reference (COR) which shall study the request and submit a report to the JLOC, 
the Speaker of the House, the President of the Senate, the Governor, and any 
appropriate regulatory bodies. The COR may hold hearings on the request as it 
deems necessary, but it must make the report, along with any recommendations it 
has, within three months after receiving the application from the JLOC: 

If any· person or organization wishes to increase the scope of practice of a 
regulated health profession, they must also submit a copy of the written report 
to the board or agency which regulates the profession or practice so the agency 
can comment and make recommend a ti ans to the appropriate COR within the three 
month study period. 

Any legislative proposal which contains a continuing education requirement shall 
be accompanied by evidence that the requirement has been proven effective for 
the health profession. 
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QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED IN REQUESTING REGULATION 

Any group requesting regulation of a profession or activity must explain each of 
the following factors in its request for regulation: 

I. A definition of the problem and why regulation is necessary, including:

a. The nature of the potential harm to the public if the health profession
remains unregulated and the extent to which there is a threat to health
and safety.

b. Why consumers need and how they will benefit from regulation which iden
tifies competent practictioners and typical employers, if any, in the
profession to be regulated.

c. The independence or autonomy a practitioner has as shown by the extent
to which the health profession calls for independent judgment and the
extent of skill or experience needed to make that independent judgment.
The extent to which practitioners are supervised.

I I. Efforts made to so 1 ve the problems in the profession through voluntary 
efforts and the es tab 1 i shment of a code of ethics or similar means such as 
resolving disputes between practitioners and consumers. 

Recourse to and the extent to which present law could be used or amended to 
solve the problems. 

III. Alternatives which should be considered include:

a. Regulation of business employers or practitioners rather than employee
practitioners.

b. Regulation of the program or service rather than individual prac-
titioners.

c. Registration of all practitioners.

d. Certification of all practitioners.

e. Other alternatives.

IV. Benefit to the public if regulation is granted, including:

a. The number of specific problems which can reasonably be expected to be
reduced by regulation.

b. Whether the public can identify qualified practitioners.

c. The reasons why the public can be sure that practitioners are qualified
and competent based on:

2 



1. Whether the proposed regulatory entity would be a board made up of
members of the profession and public members or a state agency, or
both, and their respective responsibilities in administering the
system of regulation, certification, or licensure. It should state
the number of pub 1 i c and profess i ona 1 members on the board or
agency, and its powers and duties regarding examinations, revoca
tions, suspensions, and nonrenewal or registrations, the adoption
of rules of ethics, conduct of investigation, receipt of
complaints, and how feel would be levied and paid for the expenses
of administering and operating the regulatory scheme.

2. Whether grandfathered practitioners will be required to meet the
new qualifications of regulation at a later date.

3. The nature of the standards proposed for the profession or prac
titioners as compared with other states and jurisdictions.

4. Whether there would be reciprocity with other states and
jurisdictions.

S. The nature and extent of training, experience, internship or simi-
1 ar qua 1 ifi cations for 1 i censure or certi fi cation and whether or
not there are alternate methods of meeting the requirements, and if
an examination is required, who will develop, administer and charge,
for it.

d. Assurance of the public that practitioners have maintained their com
petence including:

1. Whether registration, certification or license will carry an
expiration date.

2. Whether renew a 1 wi·ll be based on 1 y on a payment of fee or wi 11
involve re-examination or other enforcement.

v. The extent to which regulation might harm the public including:

a. Restriction of entry into the profession because the proposed standards
are more restrictive than necessary to insure safe and effective per
formance because the regulation denies reciprocity to practitioners
moving here from other states where they have met similar or equiva
lent standards.

b. Whether there are similar professions to the app 1 i cant group which
should be included or excluded from the proposed legislation.

VI. The maintenance of standards by demonstration that:

a. Effective quality assurance standards exist in the health profession,
and

3 



b. How the proposed 1 egi s 1 at ion wi 11 assure qua 1 i ty through the code of
ethics, if any, which will be adopted and the grounds for suspension,
revocation and other disciplinary action.

VII. A description of the group proposed for regulation, including a list of.
associations, organizations and other groups representing the practitioners
in this state, and the estimate of the number of practitioners in each
group and whether the groups represent different levels of practice.

VIII. The impact registration, certification, or licensure will have on the
costs of services to the public, and the costs to the state and the
general public of implementing the p·roposed legislation.

QUESTIONS FOR THOSE INCREASING THEIR SCOPE OF PRACTICE 

App 1 i cant groups which wish to increase the scope of practice of their pro
fession must be ab 1 e to exp 1 a in the fo 11 owing factors to the extent requested 
by the committee of reference. 

1. A definition of the prob 1 em and why a change in the scope of practice is
necessary, including the benefits to consumers as a result of this �hange.

2. The extent to which the public can be assured of qualified and competent
practitioners, including:

a. evidence that the regulatory board has functioned to protect the public,
and

b. whether effective quality assurance standards exist in the health pro
fession, and

c. evidence that. state approved educational programs provide or wil 1 pro
vide core curriculum adequate to prepare practitioners at the proposed
1 eve 1 .

3. The extent to which an increased scope of practice may harm the public,
inc 1 udi ng information as to whether the increased scope of practice wil 1
restrict entry into the profession, and whether practitioners coming to this
state will be denied reciprocity when they have qualified in a jurisdiction
which has substantially similar standards.

4. The costs to the state and the general public of implementing the proposed
increase in the scope of practice.

4 



SUMMARY OF APPLICATION AND LEGISLATION 
TO REGULATE DIETITIANS/NUTRITIONIST 

I. Summary_Qf Application

A. Why Regulation Is Necessary

1. Potential Harm To Arizonans May Occur Due To Untrained
Nutrition Counselors':

- Lack of awareness that health risks and side effects may be
involved in recommending dietary modifications;

- Belief that all disease is result of faulty diets.

- Recommendations of large dosages of vitamins and/or mineral
supplements which may be expensive and in appropriate
(elderly population being particularly vulnerable);

- Promotion of weight loss regimen without knowing the nutri
tional implications and consequence of weight loss.

2. Benefit Of Regulation

Prevent proliferation of individuals using "diploma mill" 
qualifications and of individuals proclaiming themselves as 
nutritionists. 

- Provide a method for consumers to identify competent prac
titioners, protect consumer health and keep costs under
control.

3. Extent Of Independent Judgment Required

- Need to integrate broad knowledge base, discerning between
valid research and popular theories and apply this infor
mation practically.

-·Receive minimal supervision in job.

B. Voluntary Efforts Made To Solve Problems

- Use of national organization such as American Dietetics
Association to resolve disputes is far removed, cumbersome, time
consuming and consequences not necessarily stop one from prac
ticing.

Attar.hmPnt. n 



Summary of Application and Legislation Page 2 

- Federal agencies have varying degrees of authority to regulate
nutrition products and services.

- Arizona's Financial Fraud Division of Attorney Genera.l's Office
provides injunctive relief when wide spread pattern of abuse, but
does not control individual or more limited instances of abuse.

C. Consideration Of Various Alternatives For Regulation

- Regulation of employers would be impractical and ineffective.

- Self-employed and employee practitioner should both be regulated
to effectively control profession.

- Registration would prove misleading as the word registered, is
part of legally protected professional designation ''Registered
Dietitian"; would require minimum professional training, and
would provide no legal recourse for harmful nutrition counseling.

- Certification does not define scope of practice (allows indivi
duals to practice under different title), and would not have
trained, experienced professionals review disciplinary action.

- Licensure is desired level of regulation since would provide
legally defined scope of practice and a disciplining authority
with technical expertise.

D. Benefit To Public If.Regulation Is Granted

1. Elimination Of Problems

- Establishment of baseline training requirements would elimi
nate harmful practices due to insufficient academic
preparation.

- Review Board would provide method for removing unqualified
individuals from practice •.

2. Identification Of Practitioners

- Display of license at site where services are rendered.

3. Assurances That Practitioners Are Qualified And Competent

- Department of Health Services and Council of Advisors in
Dietitians/Nutrition would be regulatory entity (see H.B.
2414).

- In specific cases a waiver from application exam may be
granted.



Summary of Application and Legislation Page 3 

- Standards are compatible with other states.

- Reciprocity with other states having similar licensing stan-
dards is provided for in H.B. 2414.

Educational programs for dietitians require six month field
experience.

- Applicants must pass written exam; the cost of administering
exam will be incurred by applicant.

4. Assurance That Competency Is Maintained

- License will carry expiration date.

- Renewal based on payment of fee and any other requirements
established by OHS.

E. Extent To Which Regulation Would Harm Public

- Licensure not limit access to profession; only eliminate indivi
duals who do not meet established requirements.

Legislation only regulates practice of dietetics in Arizona,
exempt groups are listed in H.B. 2414.

F. Maintenance Of Quality Assurance Standards

- Standards of practice have been developed by American Dietetic
Association.

- Proposed legislation (H.B. 2414) provides for development of
guidelines and procedures for administration of licensing act and
outlines grounds for disciplinary action.

G. Description Of Proposed Regulated �roup

- Regulates dietitians, dietetic assistants and dietetic tech
nicians who interpret nutritional needs of individuals.

- Estimated 600 to 650 dietitians in Arizona, approximately 530 are
members of Arizona Dietetic Association.



Summary of Application and Legislation Page 4 

I I. 

H. Cost Impact Of Licensing

- No increase cost to consumer.

- No cost of State of Arizona; costs will be borne by profession.

Summary Of Proposed Le
1
islation

(Based on H.B. 2414 - 985) 

A. Requires Department of Health Services to issue a biennial dieti
tion license to an applicant who meets education and training
requirements and who passes a DHS approved exam.

8. Establishes the seven member Arizona Council of Advisors in
Dietetics and Nutrition to assist the director in establishing
guidelines and procedures for administration of the chapter.

C. Exempts the following individuals from licensing requirements:

- Dietetic student, government employed dietition, physician
licensed by Board .of Medical Examiners, Arizona licensed nurse,
Arizona licensed pharmacist and dietetic assistant or
technician.

D. Allows DHS to:

- Waive examination i_f l i censure applicants meets certain
requirements.

- Issue provisional licenses.

- Deny licensure applications or take disciplinary action against
licensed dietitians.

- Adopt rules, including setting fees.

E. Prescribes complaint handling procedure.

F. Classifies violation of the chapter as a class 3 misdemeanor.

G. Prohibits OHS from renewing dietitian license unless continuing
education requirement is met.

H. Establishes a dietitian licensing fund, consisting of 90 percent of
all monies collected pursuant to the chapter (remaining 10% is
deposited in general fund).

I. Defines ''dietitian," "dietetics," "dietetic counseling," "dietetic
assistant,'' "dietetic technician" and "unprofessional conduct,''

* * *



ARS: 32-3105 

RATIONALE FOR REGULATING 
DIETITIANS/NUTRITIONIST IN 

THE STATE OF ARIZONA 

1. Dietitians throughout the United States are spearheading legislation to
achieve licensure for themselves and to restrict the use of the word
"nutritionist" to individuals with recognized credentials. The key
issues which will be emphasized throughout this report and subsequent
hearings are: public protection and credentials.

The Arizona Dietetic Association believes it is unfair to expect
individuals to check the credentials of every health practitioner they
encounter. Rather, it should be the role of government to establish
standards and to prevent individuals who don't meet the standards from
representing themselves as equivalent to those who do. No legislation
offers complete protection against all forms of practices but licensure
will make it difficult for unqualified individuals to advertise that
they are experts.

a. The nature of the potential harm to the people of Arizona can best
be depicted by presenting a few specific cases:

( i) Untrained nutrition counselors generally are not aware of
the health risks that may be involved in recommending
dietary modifications and restrictions and have encouraged
people to follow diets that are harmful to them. A very
obese ( 200+ lbs) woman went to a weight loss clinic which
did not have Registered Dietitians on staff. She was placed
on a 500 Calorie, low Carbohydrate diet. In addition to
receiving multiple vitamin/mineral supplements and vitamin
injection, she was told to test her urine for ketones each
morning. She was told to remain in ketosis to effect weight
loss. This regimen was maintained for 7 months at which
time she sought medical care because she was feeling weak,
lack of energy, and dizzy. The physician discovered she had
abnormal kidney function. She was subsequently referred to
an R.D. who counseled her on how to lose weight
nutritionally. She remained out of ketosis and st ill be
able to lose weight. Her kidney function also returned to
normal.

(ii) Many untrained nutrition counselors believe that all
disease is the result of faulty diets. They recommend
people to treat their conditions with diet and nutrition
supplements. People who do have serious health problems are
thus encouraged to avoid traditional medical care, sometimes
with disastrous consequences. A young, newly diagnosed
diabetic woman, who's insulin dependent, was told by an
untrained nutrition counselor that· she could control her
diabetes by diet alone. She stopped insulin treatment. As
a result, she was hospitalized in two days for diabetic
ketoacidosis.
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1, a. (iii) Untrained nutrition counselors frequently recommend large
dosages of vitamins and/or mineral supplements which are
expensive and inappropriate. One female patient, who's
extremely thin, has been breastfeeding her infant child and
was told that she has reactive hypoglycemia. She was placed
on an extremely choice-restricted diet and was instructed to
take 9 different nutritional supplements including glandular
extracts.

A woman who has received hair analysis was told to take 10
different megadosages of vitamin/mineral supplements at
breakfast and dinner every day to treat conditions as
diagnosed by such technique,

(iv) Untrained nutrition counselors often are not aware of
the possible side effects which can result from their
recommendations. A 19-month old child was brought into a
medical clinic because of unusual discoloration of skin.
The mother was told by an untrained nutrition counselor to
feed her son carrot juice for treatment of diaper rash. The
child had a yellow nose, hands, and feet. The discoloration
was due to an overdose of carotene (Vitamin A precursor)
from carrot juice. In addition, the child's infant formula 
already has an adequate amount of Vitamin A. After 
consultation with a registered dietitian, she was told to 
discontinue the practice and the condition went away. If 
she had been feeding the child vitamin A tablets, the child 
wouldn't be so lucky because overconsumption of Vitamin A is 
toxic. 

(v) Untrained nutrition counselors generally are not aware of
the effects of nutrient interactions on health. A patient 
was given zinc supplement by an untrained nutrition 
counselor. She was diagnosed to have a low hemoglobin 
count. She seeked medical care· and also was referred to an 
R .D. who took her off zinc supplements. Her hemoglobin 
returned to. normal. Zinc competed with iron absorption, 
that may be responsible for the low hemoglobin level, 

(vi) Many weight loss regimen are promoted by untrained
nutrition counselors who do not know the nutritional
implications and consequences of weight loss. Many patients
went to weight loss centers and were told to go on an
extremely• low calorie diet. As a consequence, they feel 
tired and weak and many seeked medical care and counseling 
from registered dietitians. A female patient had gone to a 
weight loss clinic. She was told that she had malnutrition. 
Her treatment was raw potato and vinegar tablets. Such 
treatment was not based on proven scientific studies. She 
sought medical care and also received nutrition counseling 
from an R.D. who counseled her onto the right track. 

(vii) The elderly population is particularly
recommendations from untrained nutrition
purchasing and consuming megadoses of

vulnerable to 
counselors in 

vitamin/mineral 



1: a. (vii) supplements. Such expenditures are often times unnecessary,
and can be dangerous. This is sad because the money spent
on the supplements can be spent on foods which can provide
nutrients and calories needed for their health.

In a- 1984 report to the Senate Select Committee on Aging,
United States Congressman, Claude Pepper testified that the
elderly spent between $10-$15 billion on nutrition fraud.

b. There is a continued proliferation of individuals using "diploma
mill" qualifications and of individuals proclaiming themselves as
nutritionists. While nutritional claims made for products on TV
must be documented by the manufacturer, nutrition qualifications
claimed by individuals requires no certification within the State
of Arizona. Consumers have a right to be able to make an informed
choice when selecting a nutrition counselor. Consumers should have
reasonable assurances that enforceable professional standards have
been met by dietitians. The consumer should not be a victim of 
unreasonable · fees charged by individuals claiming to be 
professionals. Legal recourse against nutrition fraud must be 
available to consumers. 

Licensure would benefit the consumer and provide a method for the 
consumer to identify competent practioners. 

Typical employers of dietitians are institutional health care 
settings such as hospitals, mental health centers, rehabilitation 
centers and nursing homes. Dietitians also provide dietetic 
services for community based programs such as home health agencies, 
feeding programs for seniors, women, infants, children and school 
lunch. Dietitians work in research centers and as professors in 
universities. Many are consultants in private practice and still 
others work for large private corporations or governmental 
agencies. Licensure would provide assurances to consumers of the 
basic competence of dietitians regardless of the nature of the 
practice. 

Consumer health would be protected and costs kept under control if 
consumers were assured that practioners providing dietetic services 
met standard professional qualifications. 

c. (i) As a health profession, dietetics and nutrition is one of 
the newest sciences of our times. It is only within the 
last 50 years that scientists have begun to understand all 
the nutrients and how they function within the body. As a 
result, scientifically accepted theoretical knowledge is in 
a state of constant fluctuation. Dietitians are required 
to maintain continuing education credits and all dietitians 
have a broad knowledge base in physiology, psychology, 
biochemistry, anthropology, pathology, food science and 
nutrition. 

In working with consumers, dietitians are required to 
integrate this knowledg.e base, discern between val id 
research and "popular theories" and apply this information 
practically. 



1•, C, (i) Dietitians acknowledge diet as only one factor in 
influencing the condition of a person's health. Thus 
independent judgment and synthesis of information are a 
crucial requirement of this health profession. 

(ii) Dietitians receive minimal supervision in their jobs. Often
general diet prescriptions (i.e. diabetic, low sodium) are
written by the physician and the dietitian determines the
specific nutrient levels required to meet individuals needs.
Physicians frequently request dietitians to assess
nutritional requirements and determine the therapeutic diet
necessary.

2. a. (i) A code of ethics, "The Standards of Professional
Responsibility", became effective for members of the
American Dietetics Association January 1, 1984. This code
applies only to members of tbis professional organization 
and not to all practicing dietitians. Membership in the 
professional organization is voluntary. Efforts are being 
made to look. at how this information might be shared with 
state licensure, 

The Commission on Dietetic Registration, a separate and. 
autonomous body from the American Dietetic Association, 
whose purpose is to establish and enforce standards for 
dietetic registration, will be looking at a code of ethics 
that in the event of judgment against an individual could 
lead to removal of registration status. 

(ii) Without statutory provisions for investigation and 
disciplJne, no .avenue exists, except through the national 
organization to resolve disputes between health 
practitioners and consumers. This avenue, whereby consumers 
and practioners can resolve disputes, is far removed, 
cumbersome, time consuming, and the consequences would not 
necessarily stop one from practicing. 

b. Three federal agencies have varying degrees of authority to
regulate nutrition products and services: the U.S. Postal Service
handles mail fraud, the Food and Drug Administration regulates food
and food additives, and. the Federal Trade Commission prohibits
deceptive advertisements.

The only potentially applicable state law to regulate practitioners
could be the Financial Fraud Division of the Attorney General's
Office. It is questionable whether this type of improper practice
would even be defined under the Consumer Protection Act. Also,
this Act normally provides injuncture relief when there is a
widespread pattern of abuse. This does not control the individual
or more limited instances where serious injury may occur to a
person. The U.S. Senate Select Committee on Aging's 4 year
cooperative study concluded in 1984 that "enforcement efforts at
the local, state, or national level to prevent such (nutrition)
frauds are nonexistent".

A 



_ 2: b. The Arizona Dietetic Association strongly believes that the only 
effective legal recourse for consumer protection from incompetent 
nutrition practioners, is by enacting a State licensure law. 

3. a. Dietitians work in many differen·t employer-employee settings in
both the pr1 va te and public sector. To attempt to regulate al 1 
business employers in regard to dietetic practices would be 
impractical and, probably, inef·fecti ve, since most employers 
would be ignorant of their responsibilities and not spend the 
time, expense and effort in regulating dietitians. Dietitians 
should be responsible for their own actions and· regulation. If 
the self-employed practitioner is regulated, then the employee 
practitioner should also be regulated to effectively control 
the profession. Both private and employed dietitians conduct 
the same activities. The only effective way to regulate 
private practitioners is through licensure and this should also 
be applied to practitioner employees. 

b. The same arguments as in 3.a. applies against the alternative to
re_gulate a program of service rather than the individual.

c. Registration: T_his method would be unsuitable for regulating 
dietitians and would prove misleading and potentially harmful to 
the public. The tit le "Registered", used with any other 
descriptive title, would be misleading because the word 
registered is part of the legally protected professional 
designation, "Registered Dietitian". This title indicates high 
professional standards in the field of nutrition. Registration 
is the weakest mechanism for regulation and would require no 
minimum professional training. This method of credentialing 
essentially creates a roster of names and addresses. The 
public could be easily misled by an individual who could use 
the registration ce?tificate to infer professional 
qualifications. 

Also, there is no legal recourse for the victim of inaccurate or 
harmful nutrition counseling. No disciplinary board in-the Uniform 
Disciplinary Act would be created. Dangerous nutrition advice 
would not be reviewed for technical or ethical error by other 
licensed nutrition professionals. 

d. Certification: While some health professions provide a "service",
the science of nutrition is "substance" oriented because it affects
the chemical composition of and the cellular functions in the body.
A change in diet has immediate consequences as well as long-term
effects that remain a part of the body's tissues.

Example: The fat content of the diet will have long-term effects
because fat is incorporated into cell membranes. If the 
diet is high in polyunsaturated fat, this type of fat 
will predominate in cell membranes. Polyunsaturated fats 



. 3: d. Example: (continued) 
are more susceptible to free-radical chemical · reactions 
and high intakes in animals have been related to a 
decreased life span. Also, diets high in total fat and 
high in polyunsaturated fats are associated with an 
increased incidence of breast cancer. (Polyunsaturated 
fats should be as part of a low fat diet and constitute 
no more than 10% of calories.) 

The public trusts that r�commendations on diet do not put them at 
medical risk. 

Certification provides entitlement but does not define scope of 
practice. An unqualified person may not use the protected title 
but could engage in nutrition counseling and practice under some 
other title. As outlined in ·section 1 of this report, the public 
has suffered harm from such practices. The unqualified person who 
has sought false credentials, i.e., from a diploma mill, would not 
be deterred by certification. 

Disciplinary . actions would be reviewed by a board comprised of 
nonprofessionals. Testimony in a case on harmful nutrition 
counseling would be technical in nature involving documentation 
from medical research. Unqualified individuals often use terms 
such as "controversial" to avoid specific criticisms of unsound or 
unethical practices. The trained, experienced professional is 
needed to review such arguments to determine validity of the 
documentation which is offered to support the theory, or to 
determine negligence in patient care. 

Thus certification is not the appropriate level of regulation for 
the profession of dietetics, 

e. Other alternatives are not available to legally def·ine scope of
practice, minimum standards for practice, or to establish a
professional regulatory board and provide criminal and civil
sanctions. The designation "Registered Dietitian" defines minimum
standards for training and professional maintenance. However,
registration is not mandatory and there is no review process at the
national level to revoke or suspend the registration of incompetent
practioners.

f. As described in Section 3.e., there is no alternative that is
adequate to protect the public interest. The specific instances of
harm noted in Section 1 of this report were a result of inadequate
regulation of this health profession and of the unavailability of
legal recourse for the injured individual.

g. Licensure is the level of
public interest. There is
relates to pre.ventative
therapeutic intervention.
unsound nutrition advice is 

regulation that would best protect the 
widespread interest in nutrition as it 
medicine, fitness/good health, and 
The number of individuals exposed to 
large and rapidly growing. The risk of 



3: g. harm is very real and specific cases of harm have been documented
in Section 1. The incentive for the unscrupulous individual to
claim an expertise and practice in this profession is great.
Testimony before the Select Committee on Aging, Subcommittee on
Health and Long-term Care noted that nutrition fraud costs the
American public billions of dollars each year. The unscrupulous
individual who wishes to practice "pseudo-medicine" is deterred
from using titles or practicing as a Physician, Nurse, Pharmacist
or Chiropractor because these health professions are all licensed.
Nutrition is the easy target because there is no scope of practice,
no minimum standards and no risk of legal sanctions.

Licensure of dietetics would provide a legally defined 
practice. Unscrupulous individuals could not avoid 
professional standards by using another tit le; minimum 
training needs would be defined, and continuing 
requirements specified. 

scope of 
meeting 

baseline 
education 

The "disciplining authority" created by licensure would have the 
expertise to review the technical and · highly specialized 
information involved in ·a board hearing. Specific conducts, acts 
or conditions of unprofessional conduct as outlined in H.B. 2414 
(37th Legislature, First Regular Session) would include the 
following: 

Article 3. Regulations 
Section 1 - Grounds for disciplinary action 
Section 2 - Complaint procedure and appeal 
Section 3 - Inactive status 
Section 4 Unlawful act 
Section 5 - Violation: classification 

For these reasons licensure is necessary to provide the adequate 
regulation that cannot be achieved by other means. 

4. a. There are two major mechanisms for protecting the public health in 
licensure regulation; first, the establishment of baseline training 
requirements and second, recourse for harmful pr act ice with the 
establishment of a review board. Section 1 of this report 
described harmful practices that are usually the result of 
insufficient academic preparation to understand the complex body 
functions that are influenced by nutrition. By establishing 
baseline criteria for practice much of this misinformation would be 
eliminated. 

The Review Board would provide a method for removing unqualified 
individuals from practice. From the · examples on harm cited in 
Section 1, practitioners who had recommended known toxic levels of 
a supplement would be subject to disciplinary procedures. The 
public would then be protected from continued misinformation. 

b. The Licensed Dietitian would present and/or post at the site where
services are rendered the license as prescribed.



4: b. Without licensure the public will continue to be deceived when
trying to select a competent practioner. Currently "nutritionists" 
can post degrees from various institutions that the public believes 
are valid. For instance, Donsbach University provides nutrition 
diplomas fo_r a fee. The Board of the American Association of 
Nutritional Consultants provides membership for a $50.00 fee. 

c. (i) The regulatory entity as proposed in H.B. 2414 (37th 
Legislature, First Regular Session) would be comprised of 
both the Arizona Department of Health Services and the 
establishment of the Arizona Council of Advisors in 
Dietetics and Nutrition. 

The Advisory Council shall consist of the following seven 
members: 

1) One dietitian engaged in the practice of clinical
dietetics and research.

2) One dietitian engaged in the practice of community
dietetics.

3) One dietitian engaged in management.

4) One dietitian engaged in consultation and private
practice.

5) One dietitian who is an educator.

6) One health care professional who is not a dietitian.

7) One public member.

The department with the assistance .. ·of the Advisory Council 
shall adopt reasonable and necessary rules and standards for 
the administration of this statute. The individual applying 
for licensure must pass a written examination which is 
designed to test for competency in dietetics and is 
administered by a public or private agency recognized and 
approved by the Department of Heal th Service. Cause for 
revocation, suspension and nonrenewal of license includes 
those that indicate the applicant has engaged in co·nduct 
which has endangered the health, welfare and safety of the 
public. A complaint procedure and appeal process has been 
outlined in H.B. 2414 (37th Legislature, First Regular 
Session). 

(ii) The "grandfather clause" is outlined in H.B. 2414 which
allows the Department of Health Services to grant a waiver
for the written examination in specific cases and also
allows for comity within the licensure procedure.

(iii) The standards are compatible with those either in place in
other states or are proposed by other states.



. 4: c. (iv) The licensure bill proposed by the Arizona Dietetic 
Association provides for reciprocity with states that have 
licensure requirements equal to or greater than those in 
Arizona. 

(v) There are various educational programs for dietitians in
Arizona. All of them require a minimum of six months field
experience under the supervision of a "licensed" dietition.
All applicants will be required to successfully complete a
written examination except as noted in H.B. 2414 (waiver of
examination). In the event that an examination is required,
the cost of development and administering of this process
will be incurred by the applicant via the Dietitian
Licensing Fund. All monies collected pursuant to licensure
will be transmitted to the State Treasurer who shall deposit
ten percent of the monies in the State General Fund and
transfer the remaining ninety percent to the Dietitian
Licensing Fund.

d, The license will carry an expiration date and be presented and/or 
posted at the work site. Renewal will be based on the payment of 
the fee and other requirements as established by the department 
which provides evidence of continued competency. 

5. a. (i) Licensure would not limit access to this profession by
qualified individuals. The proposed standards would
eliminate only those individuals who do not meet established
requirements and would insure continued competency. The
minimum standards of training are important to assure that
the practitioner understands the technical nature of this
integrated science.

Example: A new wellness program requests a Licensed
Dietitian to review material on nutrition and 
preventative medicine. The program recommends 
that individuals of all ages would benefit from a 
low fat diet and stipulates that skim milk be used 
by the entire family. The trained professional in 
reviewing this material would base recommendations 
on many areas of expertise: 

1. from food science, that skim milk is low in
cholesterol;

2. from infant nutrition, that mother's milk is a
naturally good source of cholesterol;

3. from biochemistry, that cholesterol is an
important component· of nerve· ce_lls;

4. from physiology, that infants are in a crucial
stage of development of the nervous system;
and,

5. from clinical nutrition, that infants with an
inadequate source of cholesterol suffer nerve
damage.

a 



5. a. (i) Thus· the Licensed Dietitian would recommend, for this and
other reasons, that skim milk is an inappropriate food
choice for an infant and toddler.

b. 

(ii) The standards would be consistent with the criteria met in
other states. See proposed legislation - H.B. 2414, Section
32-3123 (waiver of examination; comity).

The proposed legislation defines and regulates 
dietetics in Arizona only. Exclusion catagories 
H.B. 2414, Article 2, 32-3121 (Nonapplicability of 

the practice of 
are outlined in 
chapter). 

6. a. The Quality Assurance Committee of the Council on Practice of the
American Dietitics Association developed "Standards of Practice for 
the Profession of Dieti tics" in 1984. These standards, which 
govern only the members of the professional organization, state the 
accountability measurers of the profession and serve as a guide for 
the individual's professional responsibility. 

b. ( i) It is the intent of - �he proposed legislation that the 
Advisory Council assist the Director of the Department of 
Heal th Services in establishing guidelines, procedures and 
criteria for the administration of the dietitian licensure 
bill. Please reference the proposed bill (H.B. 2414; 
Section 32-3102). 

(ii) The grounds for revocation of licensure are outlined in
detail in proposed H.B. 2414, Article 3.

32-3151
32-3152
32-3153
32-3154
32-3155

Disciplinary action, grounds 
Complaint procedure, appeal 
Inactive statµs 
Unlawful act . 
Violation, classification 

7. The group proposed for regulation are professional dietitians, dietetic
assistants and dietetic technicians, who interpret nutritional needs.of
individual needs of individuals _in all phases of the life cycle.

It is estimated that there are approximately 600 to 650 dietitians, not
all of whom are practicing. The Arizona Dietitic Association
represents approximately 530 members. The scope of practice, which is
reflected throughout H.B. 2414, would cover all practitioners.

8. a. Licensure of dietitians in Arizona should not have any effect on
increasing costs 
non-licensure are 
individuals cost 
dollars per year. 

to the consumer. 
very prevalent 

the public on the 

The adverse 
today in that 
national level 

effects of 
unqualified 

billions of 

b. The cost to the state of Arizona for the implementation of
H.B. 241� is zero. There may, however, be an initial amount
required· via appropriation, ·but funds from the Dietitian Licensing
Fund would replenish the State Treasury. The cost for licensure of
dietitians would be borne by the profession.

10 



STATE OF ARIZONA 

37th LEGISLATURE 

FIRST REGULAR SESSION 

REFERENCE TITLE: dietitian licensure 

HOUSE ·Referred on February 11, 1985

Rules _______________ _

HB 2414 TOURISM, PROFESSIONS,!; OCCUPATIONS 

Introduced 

February 11 , 1985 

HEALTH 

Introduced by 
Representatives Aldridge: Hartdegen, Hull, Kelley, McElhaney, Wessel, Wet.taw 

AN ACT 

RELATING TO PROFESSION S AND OCCUPATIONS; PROVIDING FOR LICENSURE OF DIETITIANS; 
PRES CRIB ING DE FIN IT IONS; PROV !DING FOR ARIZONA COUNCIL OF ADV IS ORS IN 
DIETETICS AND NUTRITION; PRESCRIBING MEMBERSHIP, TERMS, ORGANIZATION, 
MEETINGS, COMPENSATION AND DUTIE S OF THE ADVISORY COUNCIL; PRESCRIBING 
POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES; PRESCRIBING FEES; 
PRESCRIBING NONAPPLICABILITY OF LICENSING STATUTES; PRESCRIBING LICENSE 
QUALIFICATIONS; PRESCRIBING LICENSE RENEWAL; PRES CRIBING CONTINUING 
EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS; PROV.IDING FOR WAIVER OF EXAMINATION; PROVIDING FOR 
COMITY; PROVIDING FOR PROVISIONAL LICENSES;  PRESCRIBING DISCIPLINARY 
ACTION; PRESCRIBING GROUNDS FOR DISCIPLINARY ACTION; PRESCRIBING COMPLAINT 
PROCEDURE; PROVIDING FOR INACTIVE STATUS ; PRESCRIBING UNLAWFUL ACT; 
PRESCRIBING DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF A CRIMINAL OFFENSE; 
PRESCRIBING INITIAL TERMS OF ADVISORY COUNCIL MEMBERS, AND AMENDING TITLE 
32, ARIZONA REVISED STATUTES, B Y  ADDING CHAPTER 31. 

1 Be it enacted by the Legi s 1 ature of the State of Arizona: 
2 Section 1. Purpose 
3 In order to safeguard the· public health, safety and welfare, to 
4 protect the public frcm being misled by inaccurate information, to assure 
5 the availability of nutritional services of high quality to persons in need 
5 of such services and to assure the highest degree of professional conduct 
7 on the part of di et i ti ans, the purpose of this act is to pro vi de for the 
8 regulation of dietitians through licensure. 
9 Sec. 2. Title 32, Arizona Revised Statutes, is anended by adding 

10 chapter 31, to read: 
11 CHAPTER 31 
12 DIETITIANS 
13 ARTICLE 1. GENERAL PROV IS IONS 
14 32-3101. Definitions
15 IN THIS CHAPTER, UNLESS THE CONTEXT OTHERWI SE  REQUIRES:

Attachment F 
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F. THE ADVISORY COUNCIL SHALL ASSIST THE DIRECTOR IN ESTABLISHING
GUIDELINES, PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA FOR THE ADMINISTRATION. OF THIS 
CHAPTER. 

32-3103. Powers and duties of the department; fees
A. THE DEPARTMENT MAY, WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF THE ADVISORY COUNCIL,

ADOPT REASONABLE AND NECESSARY RULES ANO STANDARDS FOR THE ADMINISTRATION 
OF THIS CHAPTER, INCLUDING SETTING FEES NOT TO EXCEED THE FOLLOWING: 

1. FOR A LICENSE EXAMINATION, TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS.
2. FOR ISSUANCE OF A LICENSE, Tlo.O HUNDRED DOLLARS.
3. FOR BIENNIAL LICENSE RENEWAL, ONE HUNDRED SIXTY DOLLARS.
4. FOR DELINQUENT LICENSE RENEWAL, FIFTY DOLLARS.
B. THE DEPARTMENT SHALL LICENSE DIETITIANS PURSUANT TO THIS

CHAPTER. 
32-3104. Dietitian 1icensing fund
A. A DIETITIAN LICENSING FUNO ts ESTABLISHED.
8. ALL MONIES COLLECTED PURSUANT TO THIS CHAPTER SHALL BE

TRANSMITTED TO THE STATE TREASURER WHO SHALL DEPOSIT TEN PER CENT OF THE 
MONIES IN THE STATE GENERAL FUND AND TRANSFER THE REMAINING NINETY PER CENT 
TO THE DIETITIAN LICENSING FUND. 

C. MONIES DEPOSITED IN THE DIETITIAN LICENSING FUND ARE SUBJECT TO
SECTION 35-143.01, 

ARTICLE 2. LICENSURE 
32-3121. Nonapp1icabi1ity of chapter 
THIS CHAPTER DOES NOT APPLY TO: 
1. A STUDENT WHO IS ENROLLED IN AN APPROVED EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM ANO

ENGAGES IN THE PRACTICE OF DIETETICS UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF A LICENSED 
DIETITIAN AS PART OF AN APPROVED EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM. 

2, A DIETITIAN WHO IS SERVING IN THE ARMED FORCES OR THE PUBLIC 
HEAL TH SERVICE OF THE UN !TED STATES OR IS EMPLOYED BY THE VETERANS 
ADMINISTRATION, IF HIS PRACTICE OF THE PROFESSION OF DIETETICS IS RELATED 
TO SUCH SERVICE OR EMPLOYMENT. 

3. A PHYSICIAN LICENSED PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 13 OF THIS TITLE, A
NURSE LICENSED PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 15 OF THIS TinE OR A PHARMACIST 
LICENSED PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 18 OF THIS TITLE, IF HIS PRACTICE OF DIETETICS 
IS INCIDENTAL TO THE PRACTICE OF HIS OWN PROFESSION. 

4. A DIETETIC ASSISTANT OR DIETETIC TECHNICIAN UNDER THE DIRECT
SUPERVISION OF A LICENSED DIETITIAN. 

5. A PERSON WHO IS EMPLOYED BY AN AGENCY' BUREAU OR DIV rs ION OF THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, THIS STATE OR A POLITICAL SUBDIVISION OF THIS STATE, IF
HIS PRACTICE OF THE PROFESSION OF DIETETICS IS RELATED TO SUCH 
EMPLOYMENT. 

32-3122. Qua1ifications for dietitian 1icense; renewal;
continui� education

A. THE DEPARTMENT S LL ISSUE A DIETITIAN LICENSE PURSUANT TO ITS
RULES TO AN APPLICANT WHO: 

1. IS OF GOOD CHARACTER.
2. HAS SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED EDUCATION AND TRAINING APPROVED BY

THE DEPARTMENT. 
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6, A VIOL ATION OF THIS CHAPTER OR RULES ADOPTED PURSUANT TO THIS 1 
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32-3152. Canplaint procedure; appeal
A. A COMPLAINT AGAINST A LICENSED DIETITIAN SHALL BE FILED IN

WRITING WIT H -THE DEPARTr.ENT WITHIN SIXTY DAYS AFTER THE DATE OF THE 
OCCURRENCE OF THE EVENT CAUSING THE COMPLAINT; IF THE DEPARTM:NT 
DITTRMINES THAT THE CHARGES �DE IN THE COM'LAINT ARE SUFFICIENT, IF TRUE, 
TO WARRANT SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION OF A DIETITIAN LICENSE OR CENSURE OR 
PROBATION OF A LICENSED DIETITIAN UNDER THIS ARTICLE, IT SHALL ISSUE AN 
ORDER FIXING THE TIME AND PLACE FOR A HEAR ING, AND REQUIRING THE LICENSED 
DIETITIAN COM'LAINED AGAINST TD APPEAR AND ANSwER THE COM'LAINT. THE ORDER 
SHALL HAVE A COPY OF THE COMPLAINT AFFIXED TO IT AND BOTH SHALL BE SERVED 
ON THE LICENSED DIETITIAN EITHER PERSONALLY OR BY CERTIFIED 1'4AIL SENT TO

THE LAST ADDRESS OF THE LICENSED DIETITIAN KNOWN TO THE DEPART1'ENT AT LEAST 
TWENTY DAYS BEFORE THE DATE SET FOR HEARING. ALL HEARINGS SHALL BE 
CONDUCTED PURSUANT TO TITLE 41, CHAPTER 6, ARTICLE l. 

B. DECISIONS OF THE DEPARTr.ENT ARE SUBJECT TO JUDICIAL REVIEW
PURSUANT TO TITLE 12, CHAPTER 7, ARTICLE 6.

32-3153. Inactive status
A. A LICmnl DIETITIAN IN GOOD STANDING 1'4AY REQUEST IN \..RITING

THAT THE DEPARTMENT TRANSFER HIS  NAME AND LICENSE TO AN INACTIVE STATUS 
LIST, 

B. A LICENSED DIETITIAN wHO REQUESTS REMOVAL OF HIS -NA1'E AND
LICENSE FROM THE INACTIVE STATUS LIST 1'4AY, ON SUBMITTAL OF PROOF OF HAVING 
SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED THIRTY HOURS OF CONTINUING EDUCATION, PAYMENT OF 
PRESCRIBED FEES AND APPROVAL OF THE DIRECTOR, RESUME ACTIVE LICENSE 
STATUS. 

32-3154. Unlawful act
IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON TO REPRESENT HIMSELF AS A DIETITIAN

UNLESS HE rs LICENSED PURSUANT TO THIS CHAPTER. 
32-3155, Viol a t  ion; classification
A PERSON wHO VIOLATES ANY PROV rs ION OF THIS CHAPTER IS GUILTY OF A

CLASS 3 MISDEMEANOR, EACH DAY OF VIOLATION CONSTITUTES A SEPARATE 
OFFENSE. 

Sec, 3. Initial tenns of advisortl council members
A. Notwithstanding section 32-3 02, Arizona Revised Statutes, as

added by this act, the initial terms of members of the Arizona council of 
advisors in dietetics and nutrition are: 

1. Three tenns beginning on the effective date ·of this act and
ending on June 30, 1987. 

2, Four terms beginning on the effective date of this act and ending 
on June 30, 1988. 

8. 'The director of the department of health services shall make all
subsequent appointments as prescribed by statute. 

-s-



WHAT IS A NU"I"RI'I"IONIST? 

by Betsy McPherrin 

A person who knows nothing of the 
intricacies of food chemistry or of the 
complicated mechanism of the body 
. . .  is not qualified to draw conclu
sions from his experiences with food; 
he is probably more apt to give the 
wrong interpretation than the right 
one, and incalculable harm is done by 
those who thus draw unwarranted 
conclusions from scanty evidence, 
then close their minds to all further 
reasoning and endeavor to make con
verts to their pet theories about diet. 

This warning, which appeared i n  a 1931 
nutrition tex t book, is st i l l  val id. Today, aided 
by television, self-styled nutritionists can 
in f luence huge numbers of people in a short 
period of time. 

In medicine and most other health profes
sional f ields, educational standards are 
control led by laws which protect the publ ic. 
But in nutri tion, anyone who so chooses 
can designate himself an ' 'expert. ' '  

In May 1980, Us magazine featured an up
beat 1100-word story, with photcoraphs, 
about Kurt Oonsbach and his 3-year-old 
Oonsbach University School of Nutrition. 
The article stated that Oonsbach holds 
Ph. D.s in nutrition and naturopathic medi• 
c ine and is head of " the first-and so far 
only-university i n  the country deal ing with 
the vanous aspects of nutrition." 

Angered by these c laims, two ACSH ad· 
visors fi red oft separate protests to the Na• 
t ional News Council (NNC), an independent 
organizat ion based. in New York which re
views the accuracy and fairness of news ar• 
t icles. One of  the complainants was 
Stephen Barrett, M.D., an Allentown, Penn. 
psychiatrist who keeps close tabs on Dons
bach's activi ties. The other was Victor Her• 
bert. M.0., J .0., Professor of Medicine, 
Downstate Medical Center, State University 
of New York, and Assistant Director of Pub
lic Information for the American Institute of 
Nutrition. 

Donsbach. they pointed out, is a chiro
practor whose degree in nutrition is from an 
unaccredited school (Union University in 
Los Angeles. not to be confused with the 
h ighly-regarded Union Un iversity in  upstate 
New York), and h is "Ph.D. in naturopathic 
medicine·• is actually an "N.O. ,"  a naturo
pathic degree that is recognized in only a 
few states. Oonsbach University is not ac• 
credited by the state of California, but mere
ly "authorized," a status requiring no state 
inspection or approval-just the fi l ing of a 
program descrip tion and a financial 
statement.  

Oonsbach's original faculty of seven in •  
e luded a physician who los l h is Cal i fornia I i •  
cense in 1975 for  us ing un pi'oven nutritional 
therapies, and another i nd ividual who is an 

Laboratory skills are an essential part ol 
professional nutrition education. 

iridologlst (a person who believes it is pos
sible to tell almost everything about a per
son's health by merely looking at h is eyes). 
In 1971 , Donsbach pleaded guilty to practic
ing medicine without a l icense after being 
charged with prescribing vitamins, miner
als, and herbal tea as treatment for cancer 
and other serious diseases. In 1973, he 
pleaded "no contest" and was placed on 
probation for violating his state's " new 
drug" laws; and in 1974 he was fined for vio
lating his probation agreement to stay out 
of the food supplement business. 

Far from being "the  real th ing"-as the 
Us magazine article called i t-Oonsbach 
University off9rs its degrees by mail, with 
less than a year of required study. In their 
complai nts,  Ors. Barrett and Herbert 
charged that the article gave unwarranted 
respectability to Oonsbach and his school. 

In September 1980, the National News 
Council agreed. Its Board (comprised of 
such media luminaries as Elie Abel, long
time NBC correspondent, former Dean of 
the Columbia University School of Journal• 
ism, now professor of Journalism at Stan• 
ford; WIii iam A. Rusher, publisher of the Na
tional Review; and M ichael E. Pul itzer, pub• 
f isher and editor of the Arizona Daily Star 
and associate editor of the St. Louis Post
Dispatch decided the complaint was val id. 
But .  according to assistant editor Brendan 
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Ell iott ,  Us magazine wil l  not issue a retrac
tion. Why? They feel they did not misstate 
the facts and that the article was not mis• 
leading. "Does printing somethi ng in a mag
azine give it legitimacy?" asked Mr. Elliott. 
His naivete about the powers of the press i n  
such matters i s  disturbing, si nce for many 
readers, the answer is yes. 

Donsbach's correspondence course di f
fers drastically from the c lassroom educa
tion offered at accredited institut ions, a fact 
completely hidden from readers of the Us 
article. On ly thirteen courses, al l home 
study, are required for the bachelor's de
gree. The "core curriculum," which can be 
completed in as l ittle as eleven months ,  
consists of ten heme study courses: Intro
duction !� Nutrition, I ntroduction to Chem
istry, Physiology of Nutrition I and 11, Food 
and Nutrition Principles I and 11

1 
Principles 

of Nutrit ion and Disease, Dietary Manage
ment, Nutrition and Health Care Manage
ment, and Jurisprudence of Nutrit ion Con• 
sultation (''a discussion of legal rights and 
l imitations as a nutritional consultant," ad
mittedly arising out of Donsbach's troubles
with t he law). Three home study electives
may be chosen from among such courses
as Speedreading, Self-Image Psychology,
and Sales Development ("proper sales tech
niques in selling yourself as a nutri t ion con•
sultant"),

Oonsbach's courses are taught from pop
ular books such as The Save Your Life Dief, 
by David Reuben, M.D. (who gave us Every
thing We Always Wanted to Know About 
Sex but Were Afraid to Ask, an early ' 70s 
best seller), Nutrition Handbook, by Carlton 
Fredericks, Ph.D. (whose degree is  in educa
tion. not nutrition), and The Super Energy 
Oitt, by Robert Atkins, M.D. (author of an
other best sel ler which advocates a reduc• 
ing diet dangerously low in carbohydrate 
and high in fat and protein). These are not 
textbooks, but rather presentations of opi n
ion based on l i ttle or no scient ific evidence. 

Standard Ct'llege level textbooks aim to 
present unbiased information which gives 
students a basis tor evaluating popular l i ter
a ture simi lar to that featured in the Dons• 
bach course. Donsbach's "scientific" tex ts  
are merely watered-down study guides. For 
example, the critical nutrition-related sub• 
jects of chemistry, organic chemistry, and 
biochemistry are all covered in a 207-page 
home study outline at Oonsbach; conven• 
tional textbooks may devote more than 
twice that number of pages to each subject. 

Nutrition courses offered at accredi ted 
universities are based on the scientif ic 
method of ancilysis and taught by qual i f ied 
faculty. A l  the Un iversity of Nebraska, !or 
example, the undergraduate program 1 n  
Hu man Nu t ri t ion and Food Science Man
agement includes six science courses 
(phys iology, microb iology, two general 
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chemis t ry courses. organic chemis t ry. and 
b1ochem1stry, al l w i t h  laboratory work ), f i ve 
technical nutn tion co•Jrses ( In t roduction to 
Nu trition, I ntroduction to  Dietetics, Nu tri
tion Through the Li fe Cycle, Advanced Nu• 
trit ion, and Clin ical Nu tri t ion), as wel l  as 
field experience and five or more courses in 
food science, consumer foods, food prepar
at ion, and food service management .  Pro
fessional education is rounded out with 
courses i n  commun ications, humanit ies, 
an(i social sciences . This curricu lum 
amounts to four  years of fu l l- t ime study. 
When comp leted , this degree quall fies a 
graduate for entry level pos i t ions i n  d ietet• 
ics or food service, often in a hospi tal .  

A masters degree in  nutrition widens ca• 
reer opportu nities and improves chances 
for advancemen t. At Donsbach, a student 
who receives a B.S. need only complete tour 
addit ional home study courses plus a thesis 
to qual i fy for a masters degree. I n  contrast, 
at Phi lade lph ia's Drexel University, a Mas• 
ters degree in Nu trition Science requires 
comp letion of an original laboratory re
search project plus eleven to t hirteen class
room courses, i ncluding three in biochemis• 
try, five in statistics and research methods, 
and electives such as Food M icrobiology 
(wi th lab work), Food Safety, and Effect of 
Food Processing on Nutrients. This degree 
requires an add:tional two years of ful l  t ime 
study beyond the undergraduate level. 

To those who complete its B.S. and M.S. 
program, Donsbach gran ts a Ph .D. after tour 
more home study courses plus a disser·ta
tion which may consist of l ibrary research 
(as opposed to original nutrit ion research). 
The doc torate granted by accredi ted univer
si ties is far more demanding. Those who· 
wish t o  be nutrit ion researchers usual ly pur
sue a Ph.D. in biochem istry. This requires 
an additional two years of study and a the• 
sis based on original scientif ic research .  
Those wishing to  concen trate on teaching 
and education research usually seek the de
grees of Ph. D. and Ed.D. in nutrition educa
tion. A nutrition education d issertation may 
be sl ight ly less technical than one in sci
ence, but must still provide an original con• 
tribution to the f ield, 

Each nutri tion-related degree earned 
from an accredited university signif ies t hat 
a person possesses a broad background in  
science and a thorough grasp of nu trition 
concepts. 

In addition to an academic degree, most 
legitimate nutr i t ionists usually seek profes
sional cert if ication. There are two restrict• 
ed-membership professional associations 
for nutritionists at the doctoral level .  Active 
membership  in the American I nst i tu te of 
Nutri t ion (AIN) is open to scientists who 
have publ ished meritorious orig inal investi• 
gations in some phase of nutri tion, who are 
present ly working in the field, and who are 

sponsored by two A I N  members. Nominees 
are cons idered by a membersh ip commi t tee 
and a counci l  of off icers. The American So• 
ciety for Cl in ical N u tri tion (ASCN) has si mi• 
lar membersh ip  requ irements, but  s pecifies 
cl inical nutrition research .  All ASCN mem• 
bers are members of AIN. Associate mem
bersh ips in both organizations are avai lable 
to  investigators just  start ing t heir careers. 
In certain cases, membersh ip is extended to 
persons who have made outstand ing contri
bu tions to nut r i t ion through teaching, ad
min istration, or techn ical service. 

Nutr i t ionists at the doctoral level may al• 
so seek certi fication by the American Board 
of N u trition as special ists in c l i nical nutri •  
t ion (M.D.s only) or human nutr i t ional  sci•  
ences (both M .D.s and Ph. D.s) .  There are 
cu rrently 400 board-cert i f ied nutri t ion spe• 
c ialists in the tis., .al l of whom have passed 
a 4-hour (3-hour written, 1 •hour oral) exami• 
nation on al l  phases of nutrit ion including 
deficiency d isease, metabolism, food/drug 
interaction, therapeutic d iets, and the deri
vation and use of the recommended d ietary 
al lowances (RDAs) for essential nu trients. 
Certif ied nutrition special ists usually work 
in hospitals, where they conduct c l in ical re
search and consult wit h primary care physi
cians. 

The nutri tion p rofe�sional probably most 
fami l iar to the general public is the regis
tered diet ician (R.0.) who is specially 
traine_d to translate nutrit ion . research into 
healthfu l ,  tasty diets. The R .D. certi.f ication 
is usually sought by Bachelors and Masters 
l evel nutrition graduates. To qual i fy, candi•
dates must obtain professional experience
before taking the 4-hour comprehensive
written examination covering all aspects of
nutri tion and food service management.
Most of the 29,000 active R.D.s in the coun•
try work in hospita l s. Typical ly, they counsel
patients and conduct classes for pregnant
women, heart and k idney patients ,  diabet•
ics, and other persons with special d ietary
needs. R.D.s are also employed by commu
nity agencies such as geriatric, day care,
and drug/alcohol abuse centers. In addi t ion,
increasing numbers of R.D.s are E;!ntering
private practice where they counsel  physi
cian-referred cl ients.

There we have the credentials for "real" 
nutritionists-academic degrees from ac
credited institutions, AIN or ASCN member
ship, board- certification, or registration in 
dietetics. 

Realizing the value of professional 
achievement, unqualif ied nutritionists have 
set up their own credentialing system. The 
degrees from Donsbach University and 
oth�r nonaccredited schools are Ol')e ex• 
ample. Another is A. N.C.A. (American Nutri• 
t ional Consul tants Associat ion). organized 
by Oonsbach and others after Cali fornia leg• 
is lation passed in 1979 speci fied that it is 
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legal for laypersons .... ork ing in hea l th  food 
stores to g ive nu t r i t ional advi ce. 10 t ! ermg 
"nu t ri t ional advice" has always been tegal;  
diagnosi ng i l l ness and prescribing t reat• 
ment are i l legal . )  A. N.C.A. offers a corre
.spondence course tor $ 1 00, open to anyone 
with "a professional i n terest in the science 
of dietet ics and nu tri tion, and the des i re to 
become a nutrition consu l tan t . "  Lessons 
writ ten by Donsbach cover foods (an en t i re 
lesson on ice cream, for ins tance) and nut ri 
ents ( including "proper food comb1n 1ng ' °) . 
The Standard Operating Procedures Manual 
describes office practice, including the 
"c l ient-consultant agreement" and " how to 
tape sessions. " A diploma (suitable for 
frami ng) is awarded for satis factory course 
complenon and a certif icate of completion 
(al so suitable for framing) for unsatisfactory 
work. One of A.N .C.A.'s ''diplomates" (grad
uates) d escribed h ow reading books by 
Adele Davis (a now-deceased writer of  poor
ly documented but popular nutri tion books) 
"rea l ly got me hooked ! ' '  For a $25 lee, any• 
one can buy membe_rsh ip  in A. N.C.A., ant i •  
t l ing them to use the initials after their 
name. 

The N.D. (Doctor of Naturopathy) degree 
displayed by Oonsbach and many other 
popular self-styled " nutrit ionists" may be 
obtained by correspondence course and en
compasses unorthodox treatment methods 
such as homeopathy, reflexo logy, biofeed
back and autogenic training, joint  and mus
cle manipulation, dietary supplements, 
herbalism, spinal manipulation, and acu
puncture. The in itials C .H.  stand for "cer
t if ied herbo logist," D.C. for "doctor of chi
ropractic,·· R. H. for " registered heal tholo
gist," C.A. for "certified acup_uncturist," 
none of which signify competence in 
nutrit ion. 

Organizations often cited in the biograph• 
ical data of would•be nutritionists include 
the International Academy of Biological 
Medicine, the International Naturopathic 
Association, the International Society for 
Research on Civilization Di seases and En
vironment, Academy of Orthomolecular 
Psychiatry, International Academy of Pre
ventive Medicine, American Academy of 
Medical Preventics, and the Orthomolecular 
Medical Society. 

These seemingly professional "creden
tials" are worth both money and respect. To 
q uote One of Donsbach's Ph.D. graduates, 
" they call me doctor now!" Another gradu• 
ate now operates the Nutrition Education 
Associat ion, Inc. out of her Houston home. 
She sells her books on " the new nutrition" 
for $25 a set to i ndividuals wi l l ing to set up 
"new nu trit ion study groups" and charge 
" students" $40 or $50 a course. She confid• 
ed that her _degree " isn't a real Ph.D. ,"  but 
that it had "served her we1 1 . · ·  "After al l , "  she 
(continued on page 1 1) 
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NUTRITIONIST? 
(continued from page 5) 

said, "people see the Ph.D. and they don't 
ask where you got it. They don't care." How
ever, she would not recommend pursuing a 
degree from Oonsbach, stating instead that 
chiropractic (a licensed profession based 
on the theory that most diseases are 
caused by spinal problems) might be the 
best route for someone interested in a nutri• 
lion career. Her main regret is that she was 
denied membership in the International Col
lege of Applied Nutrition (ICAN), which is 
open to anyone with an M.D. or Ph.D. from 
an accredited educational institution. Mem
bership requires no expertise in nutrition, 
but it does provide an impressive array of 
letters to use after one's name (F.I.C.A.N.J. 

Which group-legitimate nutritionists or 
pseudo•scientists-has the most impact on 
the public? Of the legitimate nutritionists, 
registered dieticians are probably the most 
accessible. Some hospitals now provide 
outpatient nutrition clinics, and privately
practicing dieticians may be found by look
ing in the yellow pages under "dietician" or 
"nutrition." Responsible publications usu• 
ally call upon dieticians to write or contrib
ute to nutrition articles. One of the goals of 
their organization, the American Dietetics 
Association and i.ts local chapters. is to pro
vide community nutrition education. 

Research-oriented nutritionists tradition
ally have less contact with the general pub
lic, .communicating primarily with their 
peers. However, the increased visibility of 
unqualified nutritionists has spurred some 
of them to take their expertise to the public 
through books and magazine articles. Most 
reputable magazines and newspapers will 
consult with these professionals when pre
paring nutrition articles. 

There are some indications, however. that 
the pseudo-experts attract more attention. 
In one midwestern university community, a 
group of R.D.s were unable to interest 
enough people to form a class on "diet and 
heart disease," although they advertised on 
radio, in the newspaper, and in fliers to all 
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local physicians. But a pediatrician-turned
nutritionist who is a frequent guest on tele
vision talk shows drew 600 people to hear 
his unorthodox dietary recommendations. 
Studies have shown that health food users, 
a group with a greater-than-average interest 
in nutrition, first consult with health food 
store owners and health food publications 
for answers to their nutrition questions. 
Both sources have proven unreliable. In 
1978, a newspaper reporter, advised by an 
official of the American Medical Associa
tion, visited 16 health food stores. At each 
stop he described symptoms which, to an 
experienced- physician, might suggest leu• 
kemia or cancer of the spleen. In only one 
store was the reporter urged to see a doctor. 
At all others, he was urged to buy one or 
more of their products. 1n one case, the 
salesperson telephoned her mother for a 
"diagnosis" and "prescription.'' 

Few, if any, publications sold 1n health 
food stores are acceptable to legitimate nu
tritionists. While most of this information is 
harmless, sOme can cause serious illness. 
The estate of Adele Davis, a popular nutri
tion writer, has been sued twice by people 
who were harmed by following her question
able advice. 

In some fields of endeavor phony creden
tials have little effect on the public. Unfor
tunately, this is not so with nutrition, a field 
with serious health implications. Thus. one 
goal ·of health and nutrition educators 
should be to teach people how to evaluate 
sources of nutrition information. Does this 
person hold a nutrition degree from an ac
credited university? Is she certified by the 
American Board of Nutrition, a member of 
AIN or ASCN, or a registered dietician? 
Does she have a thorough knowledge of b10• 
chemistry and physiology, food and food 
processing? Even with these credent1als, a 
person is not a qualified nutritionist if he 
treats isolated, preliminary findings as if

they were major breakthroughs, or if he re
lies on theories which have little or no ex• 
perimental evidence. Nutritionists evaluate 
information in a scientific manner; !hey are 
cautious about recommending dietary 
changes on the basis of inconclusive re• 
search. They are informed on current re
searc�1 findings and attempt to form opin
ions based on their own analyses and those 
of respected scientists. Real nutritionists 
warn against unreal1slic expectations of 
what diet can do. They realize that nutrition 
is no! a cure-all, it is just one aspect of good 
health. 

In rebuttal to the Us magazme article. 
there is a difference between self-styled nu• 
tr1\lon experts and professional nutrition• 
ists. Real nutritionists may not have all the 
answers. but their s,:1ent!l 1 c educa11on and 
experience enable$ them tu separate facl 
from folklore 



WHY LICENSING OF "NUTRITIONISTS" IS NEEDED 
Stephen Barrett,M.D. 

Dietitians throughout America are spearheading 
legislation to achieve licensure for themselves and to 
restrict use of the word "nutritionists" to individuals 
with recognized credentials. Some of the bills being lob
bied also define "nutrition practice" and restrict it to 
licensed practitioners. Opponents claim that bills of this 
type are motivated by greed and an intention to create a 
monopoly for one school of thought. But in my opinion. 
the key issues are credentials and public protection. 

During the past century or so, our educational 
system has established a system of accreditation to en
sure that schools meet appropriate standards of quality. 
At the same time, state governments have established 
licensing systems for many professions to ensure that 
practitioners meet appropriate standards of compe
tence. In many fields, professional groups have estab
lished certification procedures that recognize additional 
levels of expertise. 

Accreditation of a school means that its credits 
can be transferred to other schools and be used as a
basis for entering various professions. If a person is li
censed on the basis of an examination, it means that the 
state government has recognized the achievement of a 
certain level of competence. Certification conveys an 
additional endorsement of expertise. 

Occasionally self-taught individuals acquire ex
pertise with little or no formal education. However, the 
fields of health and nutrition are sufficiently complex 
that this is unlikely. Accreditation, licensure and cer
tification are important because they can help to iden
tify who is qualified. They offer no guarantee, but they 
do increase the odds of getting a competent practitioner. 

Within the past five years, a very peculiar thing 
has happened in the area of nutrition. A number of 
individuals and organizations have developed several 
types of "credentials" which resemble those of estab
lished medical and nutrition organizations. I am aware 
of no other field in which this phenomenon has ever
taken place.

During the past 50 years, perhaps 50 individuals 
without valid credentials have pretended to be medical 
doctors and actually managed for a time to practice. So 
far as l know, no one has ever been exposed as a fake 
dentist, podiatrist, optometrist, or even chiropractor. But 
in nutrition, unaccredited correspondence schools and 
other organizations have issued thousands of "degrees" 
and certificates which suggest that the recipient is a 
qualified expert in nutrition. What's wrong with this 
situation is that these documents are promoted as 
though they are equivalent in meaning to established 
credentials-which they are not. 

I'm not going to get imo the issue of what makes 5 
to 7 years of full-time training for a masters or doctoral 
degree in nutrition superior to a correspondence course 
of 6 to 9 months based on unproven theories. The impor
tant thing is that at present, both kinds of practitioners 
can represent themselves as "nutritionists" and display 
their diplomas on the wall as though they mean the 
same thing. 

l believe that it is unfair to expect people to check
the credentials of every health practitioner they en
counter, Rather, it should be the role of government to 
set licensing standards and to prevent individuals who 
don't meet the standards from representing themselves 
as equivalent to those who do. Licensing will not offer 
complete protection against all forms of nutrition prac
tice conducted in private between consenting adults. 
But it will make it difficult for unqualified individuals 
to advertise widely that they are experts. 

Dr. Barrett. a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate. is 
editor of Nutrition Forum Newsletter and co-author/editor of 
20 books including Vitamins and "Health" Foods: The Great 
American Hustle. In 1984, he received an FDA Commissioner's 
Special Citation Award for Public Service in combatting nutri
tion quackery. 
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BASIC REQUIREMENTS 

AJ:ii,ona.State University 
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY 

tempe, Arizona_ 85287 8-22-84
CITY/STATE DATE

AREA OF SUBJECT 
-. - COURSE COURSE SEMESTER/ 

MATir.R 
* COURSE TITLE NUMBER CREDIT QUARTER 

CID! 113 General Chemi�try 4 hours Fall.I.Spring 
Chem. inorganic AND CHM 115 .Q!! General Chemistrv n,-, ,H 

4 hours F!lll/Spring 
Gen.�ral Organic Chemistry,4cJ CHM 331,S! 4 hours Fall/Spring 

Chem organic Ati>b ,_IJO 
General Organic Chemistry ,<.J, CID! 332, :ll 4 hours Fall/Spring 
Microbiology MIC 201 3 hours Fall/Spring 

Microbiology AND 
. -

Microbiolo<>v Lab. MIC 202 1 hour Fall/Sprin2 
Human Anatomy and Physiolog• ZOL 201 4 hours Fall/Spring 

Human Physiology 
Human Anatomv and Phvsioloa, ZOJi. 202 4 hours Fall/Spring· 
Introductory Sociology soc 101 3 hours Fall/Spring 

Sociology or OR 
· Psychology Introduction to Psycho.logy PGS 100 • 3 hours Fall/Spring

Principles of Economics ECN 201 3 hours Fall/Spring 
Economics 

Pr1nciples of Economics ECN 202 3 hours Fall/SpriIIJ& 

Food Applied �o_g.i.Principles F0�,,!42 3 hours Fall/Spring 
e" ~,,,....,,,,._,. , Fco..1 -,. ... "''-i4cl.. 3hev ... a 

Nutrition Human Nutrition FON 141 3 hours Fall/Spring 
/!NO 

.J: J:'" t, IJ J.i 4 U 3 h,,or-� i="� II Ad1.10�- ,-,,/ 111 .. +r,,..,01'\ .. 
Management Theory \ 

and Principles P.rinciples of Management MGT 301 3 hours Fall/Spring 

tdvanced Composition OR ENG 211 j hours FalllSpring 
Comunmication usiness Con:mun!cation 'Ott 

ffl� ��I 
hours Fall?pring 

Writini for Pro essiona'tl'r 0 hours Fall/pring 
;:J'nurna ism News Wrltin2 JRN 201 3 hours Fall Sprin2 

Math a Algebra and - Trigonome.try OR .MAT 115 .. llOurs 'FalliSpring 
Math for Soc., Life & Mgmt. MAT 141 4 hours Fall/Spring 

Methods of Teaching Home Ee HEE 480 3 hours Fall 
Learning Theory OR 

_-;- ... "---., - .1nnu "n" "'' n "' . 1'a 1 1 ; . 

a- Mar be acquired prior to college entrance

Please Note: Courses used in Basic Requirements can not be used to satisfy competence 

... 

statements in the Areas of Emphasis. ,41., ,. • .L, }Ha.-•ar-,-�<!: 

���''"� 
ft--:./� . � 4/� 

V. � }· 'J<"'-/., ....., 
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NON-CUP PLAN IV 
AREA OF PROGRAM EMPHASIS 

MANAGEMENT 

.uizona State University 
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY 

Tempe, Arizona 85287 
CITY/STATE 

AREA OF SUBJECT * COURSE TITLE COURSE 
MATIER NUMBER 

Labor Econ. Industrial Relations and 
or Relations Collective Bargain:!-ng HGT 423 

Food-Service Food Service Systems Management FON 3/t4. 
Sys. Mgmt. lllvO Jllllll • 

�"""'"''-+-f"<>d P,.ocluc:.�;on f°ON '4'45 

Prin.·· of Business Personnel Management HGT 311 
Organization 

Financial Mgmt. Fundamental of Finance FIN 300 
,. 

Data Processing Management Information Systems CIS 202 
(Computer logic) 

0 ,- er 

or 

Data Evaluation Statistical Analysis OR QBA 22l
er 

(Statistics) Social Statistics OR soc 390 --
Introduction to Statistics PSY 230�. 

8-22-84
DATE

,COURSE SEMESTER/ 
l:REOIT · QUARTER 

3 hours Fall/Sprin: 

3 hours Fall 

3 hours .Fall/Sprin: 

3 hours Fall/Sprin. 

3 hours Fall/Sprin 

3 hours Fall/Sprin. 
3 hours Fall/ Sprin: 
3 hours Fall/Sprin, 

Please Note: Courses used in Basic Requirements can not be used to satisfy competence

statements in the Areas of Emphasi"s. 
' 



Arizona State University 
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY 

AREA OF SUBJECT ii 
MATTER 

Biochemistry 

Biochemical 
Anal. 

Anatomy or Adv. 
Phy. or Genetics 

Cultural Anthro. 
or Sociology 

,. 

Nutrition 

Nutrition in 
Disease 

Data Evaluation 

Nm,-CUP l PLAN IV 
ARf:A OF PROGRAM EMPHASIS 

CLINICAL 

Temoe. Arizona 85287 
CITY/STATE 

. ·; .. .-::..::... 

COURSE TITLE· 

p,.,,.c.;p� c..f' !•l,
0

t;,hC-•$-I"/ _ 

or 

'-cnt.l"c. L B,cc.h•-•��"'1 
C. Hti

Lab pt.r4;o,.-o.P 3(.,1 

J. 
• Clil4 

ab pt.l'½•an o.P '-/<,I 
-

Human Genetics 

Introduction to Cultural and 
Social Anthropology 

Human Nutrition Assessment 
Laboratory 

Diet Therapy 

Statistical Analysis OR 
Social Statistics OR 
Introduction to Stats. OR 
Biometry 

COURSE 
NUMBER 

CN-14il,I 
br-

C.HM 41P I 

<.Hl1 31, 7 
or 

• 
,1♦1"1 ..,,, 

ZOL 241 

ASB 102 

FON 446 

FON 444 

QBA 221 
soc 390 
PSY 230 
BIO 415 

8-22-84
DATE 

COURSE SEMESTER/ 
CREDIT QUARTER 

<-

"-J l,r5 fr'. II J .
. Spt,n� 

J.I ,.,.. -

I J.,. F,dl/ •
11-.� 

.S-p,.,n_j 

3 hours Fall/Sprin 

3 hours Fall/Sprin 

4 hours , '.Spring 

3 hours Spring 

. .

3 hours Fall/Sprin 
3 hours Fall/Sprin 
3 hours Fall/Sprin 
3 hours Fall 

, 

Please Note: Courses used in Basic Requirenents can not be used to satisfy competence 
statements in the Areas of Emphasis. 



S�1ARY OF PROPOSED PROGP.A� 
NON-cupl PLAN IV 

AREA OF PROGRAM EMPHASIS 

COMMUNITY 

Arizona State University Tempe, Arizona 85287 
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY CITY/STATE 

AREA OF SUBJECT 
* 

MATTER 

Biochemistry 

Cultural Anthro. 
or Sociology 

Psychologyc

Nutrition in 
Disease 

,. 

Nutrition 6 Comm. 
Health 

Food Serv. Sys. 
Management 

Data Evaluation 

COURSE TITLE 
,.,,..,nc.., pl..,� c, .f �.cc.ti�,,,,,,,,.,.f"f �i" 

G C°IU£.R AL 6,oc.)\1.""",,.,..,. AN.0 
Human Nutrition Assessment 
Laboratory 

Introduction to Cultural and 
Social 'Anthlropology 

Introduction·,to Psychology 

Diet Therapy 

Co111111unity· Nutrition. 

4 iJ., n + •"'( Food Pr,c,d 1.7<.,¼-1 on 

Statistical Analysis OR 
Social Statistics OR 
Introduction to Stats. OR 
Biometry 

c- If not completed in Basic Requirements

COURSE 
NUMBER 

CHH -;,� I 
Of' 

CHI! "I� I 
I\Nb 

FON 446 

ASB 102 

PSG 100 

FON 444 

FON 448 

Ft.NJ.f\lS 

QBA 221 
soc 390 
PSY 230 
BIO 415 

8-22-84
DATE 

COURSE SEMESTER/ 
CREDIT QUARTER 

,. 

4.bours Spring 

� 
3 hours - Fall/Spring 

3 hours Fall/Spring 

3 hours Spring 

3 hours Fall 

3 hours Spring 

3 hours Fall/Spring 
3 hours Fall/Spring 
3 hours Fall/Spring 
3 hours Fall 

Please Note: Courses used ;n Bas;c Requirements can not be used to satisfy competence 
statements in the Areas of Emphasis. 
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AREA OF SUBJECT 
J.IA'l"1'1'1! 

Biochemistry 

Cultural Anthrci. 
or Sociology 

* COURSE TITLE

P
6fnciples of Biochemistry 

. General Biochemistry 

introduction to Cultural and 
Social·Anthropology 

COURSE 
NUMBER 

CHM 361 

CHM 461 

ASB 102 

8-22-84
DATE

COURSE .SEMESTER/ 
CREDIT OUARTER 

4''bo�s Fall/Spring 

4 hours Fall/Spring 

·,·3 hours. Fall/Spring

. .

' 
Food Service 
System Mgmt. Food Service Systems .Managemenl FON 344 3 hours Fall 

- ll�D . ,.,.0 

. '
Nutrition in 
Disease 
(Prerequisite Bioi:h) ,:: 

Data Processing . 
(Computer logic) · 

or 

Data Evaluation 
(Statistics) 

.· .::· 

duc.r,-' 1 +.J J-t:>od "- ' • • ,A.n � .. A.JU'l,c 

Diet. Therapy FON 444 
\ 

•. 

•. I 

. .

. .  

Managemeiit Information Systems CIS 202 
·or

Of'I-

Statistical Analysis QBA 221 
OR or 

Social Statistics soc 390 
OR or 

Tn�roduction to Statistics PSY 230 

3 .hours Spring 

3 hours Fall/Spring 

3 hours Fall/Spring 

. 3 hours Fall/Spring 

3 hours Fall/Spring 

Please Note: Courses used in Basic Requirements can not be used to satisfy competence 
statements in the Areas of Emphasis. 
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By Janis Johnson 
Specla! for USA TODAY 

When Annette ca� at 
Tucson, Artz., was omsldertng 
pregnancy at age 3◄, her gyne
cologb1 suggested she nrst con
sult o nutntlonist. lose 15 or 20 
pounds nnd get into shape. 

"Like m� peopra. I ate a 
fair amount ot last food, and II 
was hard to get tht! right nutri
tlon," ssys campbell, who n11U1 
a desl� b11stne.<1S wllh her hll!
balld. �:ot ofl.ly did Robyn De
Belle, a registered dietitian, . 
tower the tat In Campbell's 
diet, she rai...<e<i htt COl\!Ump,, 
tlon of protein and calcium, 
taught hi!'r new eating habll:s, 
worked out a diet to tower her 
hyper1t-nsfon 3Jld monitored 
lier e:«erclse prognll'M.. 

Two-and-onN\all Yea.J"! and 
an 18-month-old son later, 
campbell !ti.II Visit! DeBeUe 
every two to three week!, now 
with the aim of repining her 
pre-pregnancy ntnes. "It's a 
pollcin.i; kind or thing. M camp
bell say;;. "Noteveryonecando 
this on her own. Plus ll's laffer, 
fflflTP. direct." 

Having a pe�nal nutrttlon
Lsl L,; a �Wing trend In thlS 
diet- and fltne9K'nmdous qe. 

Wll!tam '"Refrigerator" Per• 
ry, a rti.lcago Bears defensive 
tackle. consulted a registered 
dietitian tor weight-1095. Ba!e
llal! announc!!r Joe Ge.raglola. 
Motown mm president Su• 
iannc �t'pa!l'le and celebrity 
a:;:ent •• .. e Men�ers have �ught 
nutrttton routt'<ellng al Canyon 
Ram.:h Ht!alU1 and F!tne:11 Re
snn in Tucson. And tennis 
r.hamp Mar.Inn Navratllova 
credtl$ her !9SJ US. Open vie• 
:ory 10 the help of outritlonlct 
Rn�rt Hans. who 15 not a rep 
tcrcxl dietitian hut Is the be9l· 
seHing author ot Eat t-, Win: 
Th� Spvrt$ Nutrition Bible 
(N'AL. $◄.50). 

The c05I ranp:s from Sl5 to 
$75 f'lr th" lntttal vl!!lt: St5 and 
ur, for r,Jllow-up consultations. 
F,;r their money, clients gener• 
<Illy r...-!IVe a C\IStom<leslgned 
Oiet .iclrlressillf, !.heir particular 
;1f�;1\le, nnr! nutJiUonal nttds, 
d.� •;.,,!' a.� !<olllUd fldvlC!!. 

ii111 /Qr al\ the advunta,es 
an(! current trendiness, nutl1-
Ucmsts "are a very va:rltlble 
lot.'" sa:--s pel'5Clnal healtll col• 
umnlst lane Brodv. 

Anyone ,:-an U9e. the tttle ''nU
trillon!<.t.'' <)nly fl r�ered di• 
etllian !R.D.J I.! l"l!qU.lred to 
ml''!!t s1rlct t-dU<.i\!\onal re· 
quiremP.n:S. lncluc!lng o d1eteot• 
lc internship, .'.Ind p'l�S an 
=m. That m�ns !/ y,)<J don't 
chct!: "•� nutriUomst's qualln
calln"l.',. :;ou may be In 'or use
le-is. i/ aot had. information. 

AnrJ i"U r;:m·t &1'11ays count 
on )lour ::,11ys1r.tan to prol'ide 
li\OOrl nutr!ltonal advice. Al• 
tnoup:h some have credentials 
lud!ottlng special training In 
nutn1i1.•n, most receive little, Ir 
any. �ay5 Dr. Myron Winick. di• 
rector <'If lhe [ns!Jtute ot Hu
man :-,.'11trit1on 01 New York's 
C,:ilumbia Unlver:o;H:y. Winick tS 
r.h!!lrm:in or a n.,unnal p:'lnel 
t!;,,: r!"�,imrni:,ndf:d !mprovi::U 
r,1itr.t,t""I '!!r];,;.-atJnr. ;.� mP.<!lcal 

�-

Yet wllll major killer di. 
eues- tncludlngheart tllne.'11, 
hypertension, diabetes, Obesity 
and cancer - now linked ln 
part to 'll'hat we eat, "nutrition 
Is JOmethlng we can do some
thing about," says Wlnlct, au
thor or Your Personalized 
Health Pro� - Choosing tM 
Diet That's RiRJtt far You (Wll• 
11am Morrow, Sl6.95). 

DeBdle and ber · pa.l'UM!I';'" 
Mar11yn Tapia ot A9odatm In 
Prote:!lllonal Nutntlon Counsel
ing, offer I program typ!Clll ot 
the mO!t reputllb\e servtcei 
The!;- r.nenrs - WIUl.lly r� 
rcn"ed bt· ;;tl;::;tctan.� - keep 11 
three-<l:ly record or everything 
!heoy eAt and send ii in a week 
t;efore lhe lnltlal Visll 

Toe dletl.�ans perlonn an 
rmaly,ls, which includ� nutn, 
:.Jona! deftdendes; <!ti!'Ctll nr 
medication on food.� -�nd ilfe
�1Yle habits. sucll ns smr,I\Jr.r,. 
exerc,e or eatl:ig on t.1.eo .-.m. 
After this ad,•ance wrmen 
srudy, only one omce vlslt may 
be nt.'Cem.ry, although lllll.ny 
pati1:mt11 like Cnmpbell prC'!.:r 
follow-up session!. 

"Unl� yoo·re rtmllr np c:r! 
n111rltlon, you 11.rn't i;n(')\.IC 

wttal'� In food," Mys Kllth_v 
Bourdet. a replrerM d1ctltlan 
Bl the Spora M,:,1lcln.- r.cr.cie� 
al&. FrL"ldl Mtrnorl!lll Hmpl
!al tn Saa Fnnci.'ICo. . ..,.,J!l can 
rt'Zd a lot of bonk!I. t-111 l!lel'l!'s 
a i�r of quackery. Nut1doo 15 
S!J:! ,::ianging all f!iti �." 

L-:urte Jlobu, :: for.nrr ::,l'C'• 
rt'SS!vn11l dan::<.t'r. •:�ruciteJ 
Buurd�I litter ::r. inj:J;-_v. .. 0.'l�,cers .ire t�µlr:,11,- /T�I.� 
our b,..'ai.USc! •·,: "•'!:l!M," :!l:l)'!I 
JiM:.:. "She- 1>;,.1 .. r. !r: m� ahout 

LOO need for enoug:b calo!.ies 
ior llellllng and euergy. It "fflll 
very cu.::ouraglng 01l a psych� 
lfl81rni !eve!.� 

.i:OIIU had JOUgh.t JIJtrtt1onnJ. 
advice ODCe helO!"e, Md it 
WMn't he!ptuL -1 9l'M given a 
Stn!.lght diet If �d ttothl� ID 
do Wltll me. I 1'Blked out kJXlw• 
l.ig I'd never follo,r It" 

There can be other dnd
V11ll� Many berulh Im.Ir· 
ll.!lC',f; plM9 don't cn1'er o::oruuI· 
t.1jvns Witll nu01tloabtll. And 

- Jtow ... -
.... _ .. ' •  ...... , •...

counsel 
yourself 

If you can't afford your 
own nutrition counselor, 
"""" .,. """Y OVlleto to, 
� .rll!llble infom,a
llon. Some provide one-on
one consu!tallons at litl!a or 
no cost: 0ttleB wKI maM ln
forma'l!On. Among 1nem: 

■ Medical organlnllona; 
such as IOcal 0t natlonal of. 
!'Ices o1 the American Heart 
Aaeocllllon, lhe Amerk:an 
Cancer Soct,ty and the 
American 0labe1at Auoc:1-
ltion. 

■ City, ooonty or sblte 
� depanmsrrts. 
■ County or. statll exten

oon ....-. 
■ .Hoap!tal nutrition c»-

""""'""· 
■ Nutritlon/dleteb �. 

partmllf1ts of Stat& coe.;
and universities. 

■ Booklt,;,·q�IIU• 
b1tionlats. 

■ NewSletteni, such as 
Nutrrtx:Jn and � bv the 
lnstltutt 01 Htiman r-lutfl
tlon, Cotumbla University 

. 90llege of Ptwsldant and 
Surgeons, 70"1 w. 168th 
St, New York, N.Y, 10032. 

■ Food and Nutrl!loo ln
fcrmation Center, r�ll1k:!MI 
AgrlctJlh.lrat. Ut-rary BUIiding, Room 30�. Belt:sv�lo. 
Md., 20705: (:,01) 344. 
3719. 

■ National H..a-1. IMX'· 
mstlon Cleanr.g Houn•. 
P.O. Bax 1133, Wasti-ng
ton, D.C. 20013: (8001 33&
◄797: 1n Vltglnia, (7C:3} 522-
2590. 

1n &0ll1e Cl!tS, ynu r:n..'1 !;t:T j;i:,,; 
a; rnucb ln/onr--u:ton Vl.'1 or 
l!(IO!i:l: or tree �1nl 1mm 
tnec!ical �IR!ion!. CL'OOU!l
tlve ew.!u!lion z,e,1v1� ().-· pr1t,
l:c ur.lV\'lSltlf'::5. 

For Clmp"...t!l!, th� drui�r L� 
ht.-<'.ornl� bJ1'1,..,,.Ueu1. on tier ,U
ctt�. �·ho mak� � .!1.lt or 
all tr.e r,ui:r!t!ntw !nformet:on 
:¢.e r!)lld�, "f l'l:al !t gowi :;c,'> 
pnrt." slle s.iys. "!ll.:t y•.,u IJll:;e 
to rem•im!ll'=r ,_. y1.11.1 ..:v th� 
'170rk yOO:':'Y.Jf." 
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FOODS, 
DRUGS,or 
FRAUDS? n-.LlhlExtonllonproducla,-llogllbyl 

po,>11 ol e,cpe,ts.- by cu,·.,. among the 
dozona ol lUCil � we bcught. 

In March 1983, an 
internal Food and 
Drug Administration 
memo talked about 

A•eloz. 1111 fl• llfl1lcf Ina• SNffl 
.__ ... Ufl f.rfwlN .,_ tut, 
''t.11!• t Ch falltr,111flll-, ar
Anlor1 I IN __ ,,..,_,__ 
...... no. .... ,�,..., .... 
•... , .... 

"one of the most blatant 
forms of quackery that 
we have seen." Rec�ntly, 
CU phoned the company 
discussed in that memo 
and ordered three 
purported cancer cures 
and two herpes 
nostrums .... 
We received the products above. In our 
judgment, and in the judgment of a panel 
of experts we assembled, they do indeed 
represent "blatant quackery." 

Yet such products are freely sold. 
According to the House Subcommittee 
on Health and Long-term Care, quackery 
is now a $10-billion business in the U.S., 
and growing 11at an alarming rate," pro� 
ably more than 12 percent a year. "Nu
trition supplements" with unproven 
health claims are a significant part of the 
business. Sellers of such supplements 
often peddle their products to health-

CONSUMER REPORTS MAY 1985- . 

food-store ownen wbo may not know 
that the claima are false or unproven. 

Rarely are the c1aima found oa a prod
uct's label. More often, the claims are 
found in other literature, displayed else
where in the store. This separation 
enables the manufacturen to claim that 
they're selling nutrition supplements 
rather than drugs. 

To strip away this veneer of separa• 
lion, CU created its own "health-food 
store." What we found out fonns the 
basis for Part I of this report, "Drugs in 
Disguise.'' 

Another dimension to the health-fraud 
boom is the penon-to-penon peddling of 
nostrums by multilevel sales organiza
tions. A CU reporter became a distribu
tor for several of these organizations. 
The resulting inside view forms the basis 
for Part ll, "The Dubious Distributon." 

Contributing to the growth of health 
fraud is the lack of an effective policy at 
the FDA. Fighting health fraud used to 
rank higher among the agency's priori
ties than it does now. We discuss the 
FDA's role in Part lll, "Why the FDA 
Doesn't Crack Down." 
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Drugs in disguise 
When is a drug not a drug? Whenit's a 'food.' 

······•,-,,
·

·· .. •• 1 ::;:::::::;:;:· :· any nutrition supp � 
,:,:,:::::::: ments sold in health food 
:\:[:\;f : :· stores are claimed-
:/,:,:;'::: :' ,:· despite lack of ocientific 
proof-to treat or prevent a variety of 
serious diseases, delay aging, or restore 
pep. You won't find these claims 011 the 
labels of the bottles that line the shelves. 
The treatment-and-prevention claims ap
pear elsewhere: in pamphlets stacked 
nearby, in books available for browsing or 
purchue, or in "bag stuffen" given away 
at the checkout counter. Often, buyen 
have no way to know whether this litera
ture comes from the manufacturen of 
the product&. 

For manufacturen and distributon of 
nutritio n  supplements with inflated 
claims, it makes good legal aeme to keep 
the producta separate from information 
about their claimed benefits. H a label 
merely aays "talce 2 tablets 3 times daily 
u a dietary supplement," the product is
arguably·• food supplement-and thus
not 1111,ject to the rules governing drup.
But I therapeutic claim-"talce 2 pills 3
times daily for relief of arthritia" -
makes the product legally a drug and
subjects it to FDA regulation.

Many of the products bear a disclaimer 
saying that they are "not intended to 
replace the services of a physician." But 
the clain>a made for them, and the mao
ner in which they are marketed; ,end the 

r . . .

./,1:_; . .,,�1 ,. 
. \.' :.,, ,¥? 

. t =··,,I• - ',ill/· •,'.,. - "\,; .. ·r·-·, ';,,, � • .,. � 
• 

- $ ,. 
l 
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oppooite message to buyen. 
A drug, under the law, is a product 

0intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, 
mitigation, treatment or prevention of 
disease in man or other animals." A drug 
can be legally marketed if it has been 
approved by the FDA, or if it is "general
ly recognized as safe and effective." li a 
drug meets neither of these criteria, the 
FDA can seize it, prevent the company 
from marketing it, and seek criminal pen
alties. 

Some unproven remedies, 11 detailed 
later in this report, can cause serious 
injury because they contain toxic ingredi
ents or contaminants. Many others, 
thoush innocuous themselves, encourase 
the victims of serious diseases to medi
cate themselves with ineffective sub
stances when effective treatments exist. 

In recent yean, a lot of companies 
have besun playins the drup-u-foods 
same. To get acquainted with some of. 
them, CU created its own health-food . 
store. We operated our 1tore in two dif• 
ferent states under two different names. 
That way, we could be sure all the prod
ucts we ordered were shipped in inter
state commerce. And we could also learn 
whether the health claims were being 
made by the manufacturer or �tributor. 
That connection legally makes a product 
a druB, even if the claim never appean 
on the product'• label. 

We contacted more than 70 companies 
and asked for their catalogs and product 
information. We c:hoee our producta and 
sent back the order forms, along with 
requests for additional literature to help 
explain the products' uses. 

In addition to more than 300 products, 
much literature was bestowed on us dur
'ing the five months we ran our store: 
"Dear Retailer" letten from manufac• 
turen explaining why their products 
should be prominently displayed; numer
ous catalogs 6Ued with detailed product 

descriptions; dozens of free ftyers, bro
chures, 11fact sheets," and bag stuffers to 
help us '1increase sales dramatically." 
Some of this literature contained aston
ishing medical claims. 

Our health-food store's products and 
accompanying literature were not sold to 
consumers. Instead, they were evaluated 
by a seven-member panel of medical and 
legal experts chosen by CU. The panel 
consisted of four attorneys who specialize 
in health and health-fraud issues, a spe
cialist in internal medicine who ia on the 
faculty of a major university medical 
center, a nutritionist, and a pharmacolo
gist who is on the faculty of another 
major university medical center. 

The panel evaluated one or two prod
ucts from each company. For each prod
uct, the panelist& made a judgment about, 
whether the product waa legally a drug; 
whether it was known to be effective for 
its claimed purpoae; whether it poocd I 
direct hazard to the user; and whether it 
poocd an indirect huard b)' encouraging 
usen to abandon other forms of therapy. 
Many of the products were jud1ed indi
rect huards. A few were judged direct 
hazards-aubstances that could cause 
bodily harm to the user, 

The final judgment the panelists made 
was whether, in their opinion, the manu
facturer or distributor was violating the 
Federal Food, Drua and Cosmetic Act. 
New drugs must have FDA approval as 
being safe arid effective before they can 
be marketed. New drup marketed with
out FDA approval are considered illegal 
new drugs, 

The panel also looked at whether the 
product was "misbranded." Here are two 
common reasons why a product might be 
legally considered misbranded: 

(1) The label doesn't provide adequate
directions on how to use the product for 
its advertiaed purposes. 

(2) The labeling (which includes any

CU's expert ).0•1tl is shown duing product-naluation .iusio,., Two pa111lists
EugeM Pfeif,r and Joltn S. Eldred-are al/a,,..,, who fo,.,,..rly did legal waril for 
/lie FDA. Sorell L. Sch...,rtz, Ph.D., is a professor of plla,,.aco/ogy at tlie Georgetown 
University Scllool of Medkin, and Dentistry, and was a consultant to /lie House 
SubcoMMillee on Health and Long-Ter,,. Care. Philip Witorsch, M.D., is a c/inkal 
professor of Medkin, al tlie George Washington Unio,rsi/y Medka/ Center. Barlxzra 
Levine, Plt.D., is director of tlie Nutrition lnfon,,alion Center, N,w Yoril Hospital
Cornell Uni111rsity Medical Center and MtMorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center. 
Gract Monaco and Rebecca Burkt art attorneys with W1aitt, Fine & Verville, which 
often represents insurance companies in cases involving "alleged health fraud.
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literature used in the distribution of the 
drug) is false or misleading in some way. 

In the panelists' unanimous opinion, 
the 42 companies listed in the table on 
page 278 offered products that violated 
both major provisions of the Food, Drug 
and Cosmetic Act: They · were unap
proved new drugs and they were mis
bnu,ded. 

Five products were judged the wont of 
the entire bunch. They are discussed in 
more detail below. 

l.Jquld Cltra 
Blo-tlaronold Complex 
If the panel bad given an award for the 
most outrageously illegal cJairna made for 
a product, the award might have gone lo 
Liquid Cit,,,. Bio-Ftaoonoid Comphx, 
manufactured and distributed by Bio-Bot• 
anica Inc., of Hauppauge, N. Y. 

Bio-Botanica sent our atore numerous 

copies of a flyer entitled "Bio-Flavonoids 
and Y oul" The flyer indicates that Liquid 
Cit,,,. B�FlaoollOid Compla can help 
people with the following maladies: 
"herpes sores • • • euy bruising or hem• 
orrhaging • • • diabetic catancts • • • 
capillary oozing during surgical proce
dure • • • abnormal clumping of red 
blood cells and blood platelets • ; • can
cer-producing processes • • , excessive 
inflammation . . • abnormal uterine 
bleeding • • • allergy symptoms in chil· 
dren • • • cystitis toxicity • • • capillary 
bleeding caused by anti<aagulants ••• 
menopausal symptoms." 

Bio-ftavonoids are a mixture of organic 
chemicals found in citrus fruits. Discov
ered nearly 50 years ago, they were 
called ''Vitamin P'' for a short time
until researchers found they were not 
essential for humans. (A vitamin, by defi
nition, is.) They have not been proven . 
useful for treating any human maladies. 

Padma28 

The panel found that many of our health
food-store products were "indirect haz
ards" -not harmful themselves, but haz
ardous because users may forgo treat• 
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ments that actually work. Our panel sin 
gled out Padma 28 as the most danger
ous indirect hazard it reviewed. 

Padma 28 tablets contain 22 herbs 
prepared "in accordance with the princi• 
pies of Tibetan herbology," An ad placed 
by Padma Marketing, the product's 
Berkeley, Calif. maker, boasted that 

"Padma 28 produces results in treating 
angina pectoris and PAO [peripheral 
arterial occlusion]." 

A flyer the company sent to our store 
touts Padma 28 not only for angina and 
PAO but also for "disabilities of old age, 
especially in relation to reduced circula
tion, such as senility, poor memory, and 
depressed energy levels," and for upoor 
circulation in general, producing cold 
feet, numb or antsy feeling in the arms 
and legs, stiffness of the joints." 

The panel considered the claim that 
Pad""' 28 relieved angina "highly• dan
gerous." Panelists uid that anyone using 
Padma 28 for angina attacks instead of 
seeking help for the underlying heart 
problem could be making I fatal deciaion. 
Depending on the antaunt COOIWlled, 
Padma 28 may also represent I direct 
lward. One ol its ingredients is the herb 
aconite. Varro Tyler, dean of the Purdue 
University School of Phannacology, told 
us that aconite is 11extremely poisonous" 
and could be quite dangerous. How much 
aconite do you get with Padma 281 The 
label (unlike labels for approved drugs) 
doesn't say. 

lfepnephrfne 
11Dear Friends," the letter to our store 
began, "Nutritional specialty products 
are among the most effective agents that 
can be used in the prevention and treat• 
ment of coronary heart disease, stroke 
and related life-threatening complica• 
tions." The letter was from Eva Milligen, 
vice president of Arteria Inc., of Concord, 
Calif. Arteria products are· notable for 
having scientific-sounding names such. as 
0Essential Mucopolysaccharides,'' 0A� 
tylcholine Releasen," and "Electrolyte 
Replenisher." 

Our panel reviewed claims for an 
Arteria product called Mega,uphri,u. 
"This nutritional supplement," the com• 
pany says on the order form, "is especial
ly designed to offset adrenal insufficiency 
and also raise serum noradrenaline lev-

els." Does anyone really need a higher 
noradrenaline level? CU's medical consul
tants doubt it: Noradrenaline is made not 
only in the adrenal glands but also in 
nerve endings throughout the body. Defi
ciencies have not been described in the 
medical literature. 

The panel considered Meganephrin,'s 
claims dangerous. The key claim is that 
the product cures adrenal insufficiency. 
Treatment of this rare disorder requires 
the services of an endocrinologist, and 
judicious use of corticosteroids. 

Anyone who takes M,ga,uphrin, and 
gels away with it probably didn't have 
adrenal insufficiency. Used by a person 
with the disease, it could result in a 
fatality. 

M1ga111phrin1's ingredients come 
mainly from animal innards. Each capsule 
contains "250 mg Adrenal; 40 mg Hypo-

thalamus; 50 m1 Pituitary; 100 mg 
Medulla concentrate; 250 mg Tyrosine · 
(an amino acid)," In the view of CU's 
medical consultants, these ingredients 
are no more helpful than a hamburger. 

DlfSO 

A brochure put out by Life Extension 
Products advertises "DMSO in the 
Treatment of Cancer Patients." The ad 
claims that DMSO could be "one of the 
most effective anticancer agents known," 
that it "baa the properties desired in any 
cancer drug" and has been °used suc
cessfully" with chemotherapy. 

The ad does contain one fact-that 
DMSO "is capable of passing through 
body tissue taking other products with 
it.'' But that fact makes DMSO a sub
stance that could be directly, as well as 
indirectly, hazardous. 

DMSO is an industrial solvent. The 
FDA bas approved it solely for the treat
ment of interstitial cystitis, a rare blad
der disease. But otherwise, DMSO has 
not been shown lo alter the course of any 
other disease. Nevertheless, proponents 
of DMSO therapy claim miraculous relief 
from a variety of ailments, notably arthri
tis. Despite public-education efforts by 
the FDA. many people obtain DMSO 
from nonmedical sources and attempt to 
use it medically. 
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The unproven-claims brigade 
Each company listed below markets or distributes at least one health product that CU's panel of experts beHeves to be in 
violation of Federal law (see story). The products of a few of these companies have been seized by the FDA. One · -
company (Linblads Inc.) has been criminally prosecuted by the FDA. Most, so far as CU knOws, have never been the 
subject of any FDA enforcement action. 
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After receiving our DMSO from Lile 
Extension, we read the instruction sheet 
on Huse of DMSO in the Treatment of 

Cancer." We could take it orally ("use 
one ounce of 10091, DMSO mixed with 3 
ounces of orange juice") or rectally, u a 
retention enema (0mix one ounce of 
100% DMSO with three ounces of 
water"). 

DMSO could prove fatal, according to 
CU'• panel, if used u a retention enema. 
As the Life Extension ad stated, DMSO 
does "take other products with it" u it 

""passes through body tissue." In the rec· 
tum, these "other products" might 
include bacterial toxins that DMSO could 
carry through the intestinal wall and into 
the bloodstream. 

For a person who is already weakened 
by cancer, the effect of the absorbed 
toxins could be life-threatening. 

Another recommendation in the in
. struction sheet • advised· diabetics using 
insulin to "decrease the insulin intake by 
40-50% during the DMSO treatment" 
and to consume sugar "regularly with the 
DMSO doses.'' For some diabetics, fol
lowing this advice could produce acidosis, 
possibly progressing to coma. 

Rheumoid 

NF Physicians Formula Inc., of Portland, 
Ore., calls itself .. An organization of 
health-are pnctitioners dedicated to the 
promotion of wellness." The company's 
SO-page catalog lists 292 diseases and 
conditions, ranging from Alzheimer's dis
ease and angina pectoris to seizures, 
stroke, and warts. The product guide, or 
"Clinical Repertory,'' matches each ail· 
ment with the "nutritional substances" it 
says are effective in helping to rebalance 
the patient. 

Our panel looked at one such "nutri
tional substance,'' called Rh1r,Moid. 
Rll,uMOid tablets contain seven herbs, 
an amino acid (L-cysteine), and potaasi• 

um. An NF Physicians Formula informa· 
tion sheet describes Rheumoid as "a safe 
and effective alternative to the arthritis 
drugs currently in use" -a claim that 
disturbed the panel because it could 
encourage a halt to the use of effective 
medications. 

In addition to arthritis, Rhtumoid was 
touted for back pain, discopathy, osteo
malacia, osteoporosis, and scoliosis . 

NF Physicians Formula is just one of 
many companies that market products 
only to "health care professionals." Chi
ropractors appear to be the biggest cus
tomers. Laws prevent them from writing 
prescriptions for FDA-approved dnsgs, 

so companies like NF Physicians Formula 
offer them the chance to "prescribe" 
something. Chiropnctic journals we re
viewed are full of ads for unapproved 
remedies. 

Some bacteria with your gland concentrates, sir? 
Tiu Nfl"II COMMOn/J b,/in,, tut by 
,ati"I tht jlul, of an aniMOI or 1110n 
Ill acqr,i,u not onlJ llu ;ltpical, hit 
1111 •oral and in/1/l,ctr,al qlUJlitiu 
11hich ..,,. c/uJracuristic of tut 
a,si""1l or .a11.-11Tbe Golden 
Bough,'' by Sir James G. Fruer 

Sympathetic magic lives. Long a 
staple of.quack health spu and 
clinics, unw gland concentrates" 
have lately become a health-food fad. 
As explained by a seller's pamphlet, 
"The theory is that like cells help like 
cells.'' So swallowing capsulea of nw 
adrenal concentrate, for example, will 
supposedly "bolster the function" of 
your own adrenal ·glands. 

CU's expert panel reviewed "nw 
glandulars" marketed by several 
companies. Companies genenlly 
didn't make therapeutic claims for 
these products. So the panel 
considered them to be legally 
marketed foods. 

But the panel suggested that CU 
assay some glandulars for bacteria. 

CONSUMER REPORTS MAY 1985 

We sent out 13 glandular 
preparations for lab analysis, and got 
back some interesting results. 

Manufacturen often bout that 
they process the glands at low 
tempenturea. For example, the 
labels on glandulars from Biotics 
Research Corp. (Houston, Texas) 
say, "Dehydnted at low beat 
(40"C./104"F) to preserve associated 
enzyme factors." Low tempentures 
also help preserve something else: 

contaminating bacteria. 
An expert at the U.S. 

Pharmacopeia considers 100 bacteria 
per gram an unacceptably high level 
Of the 13 products tested, seven had 
unacceptably high bacteris levels. 
The Biotics Research product
Cyto,,,,...s (SloMach�was the 
worst. One gram of Cytozy,,u-S had a 
standard plate count of 6.5 million 
bacteria per gram. These included 
24,000 coliform bacteria-intestinal 
bacteria whose presence indicates 
that hazardous intestinal organisms 
may also be present. 

The next-worst was Ra11 Prostau, 
made by Brite Years (Tempe, Ariz.). 
One gram had a bacteria count of 
4900 per gram, including 1100 
coliform bacteria. 

It's immaterial whether these 
products are legally considered foods 
or drugs. Those with high bacterial 
content are adulterated and 
potentially hazardous. In CU's view, 
the FDA should start looking into 
these glandular "foods." 
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The dubious distributors 
An inside look at the booming nutrition-supplement business. 

,:ff=,:;' t'1 easy to become a distribu•
}J\{ tor of nutrition supplements. 
:•::::::::::• Just vi.sit any of the "health 
•:•:•:•:•:::, expos" held regularly in major 
cities around the country. We attended 
two of them, the Philadelphia Health and 
Fitness Expo and the New York Whole 
Life Expo. We found dozens of booths 
filled with people explaining how we 
could improve our health and make good 
money at the same time. Thousands of 
Americanl have become distributon for 
multilevel marketing organizations sell
ing nutrition supplements. 

Distributons buy products wholesale 
and sell them retail to neighbors, friends, 
and relativea. But to make big money as a 
distnbutor, you muat usually sign up oth
en u distributons under you-and help 
your distnoutons get people to work, in 
tum, for them. YOU get a percentage of 
all saJea made by your "downline.'' 

A CU reporter became a distributor 
for 11 nutritioo-lupplement butinesses, 
includms Nutritioa for Life, Blue-Green 
Manna, and Herbalife. The vignettes that 
follow are hued oa bis experiences as a 
nutrition-supplement .insider. 

Nancy (not her real name), a distributor 
for an organization called Nutritioa for 
Life, lives in a stately old Manhattan 
building. She ushered the fledgling dis
tributor into her apartment on the six
teenth floor and showed hint into the . 
living room. Lining one wall were four 
shelves filled with pill bottles and boxes. 

The products on her shelves looked 
innocuous, with names like Htrl>al Blend 
8 and Pou D'An:o Taluebo Tea. Then 
Nancy explained what they"re used for. 
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"Htr6al Bknd 8," she said as she 
plucked a bottle off the shelf, ••cures 
diabetes." She said she knew of cases in 
which diabetics taking Htr6al Bknd 8 
have been able to come off insulin. The 
company can't make claims like that on 
the label, she said, "or the FDA would 
get after us." 

The Pa" D'An:o Talu,ho T<4 tablets, 
Nancy said, are for cancer; You take 6 to 
9 tablets daily for prevention and 25 to 
•5 a day for serious i1lnesa. Taheebo, she
aaid, "worka with the immune system"
and for that rea,on can also cure AIDS.
She knows three patients who've been on
the taheebo and "every one has gotten
over AIDS."

"Can I actually tell people that?" the 
novitiate asked. 

11Theoretically, you shouldn't make 
medical claims,'' Nancy uid. "But I said 
it right off. It'll cure AIDS. Because it'• 
true. Face to face, you can say anything 
you want" 

Emphasize testimoniala, Nancy ad
vised. Recite cases ill which the products 
successfully conquered disease. The new 
distri\)utor'a own experience with a prod
uct will also help convince people, she 
said. "You can say that it helped you if it 
did •. Or even if it didn't.'' 

Nancy explained bow euy·it· is to sell 
� Nutrition for Life product line. "Ev- · 
eryone knows l'lfT'W'Oe who baa cancer 
or heart disease,'' she uid. "Find out the 
names of thooe people, call them up, and 
tell them about the product&." 

.. : .. ,·· ., �-·- -U .. pL ...... �. , .. 
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"Next slide if we. could, please," said 
Victor Kollman in the midst of his pre
sentation to some 75 people gathered in 

New York's Barbizon P1ua Hotel on a 
cold January night. 

"Just to go around the circle of dis
eases we have worked with, particularly 
with those that involve the central ner
vous system, allergies, herpes virus, 
arthritis, leprooy, Mediterranean Fever, 
Alzheimer's disease, the general aging 
process, narcolepsy, aickle cell anemia, 
and anorexia nervosa. These are all vari
ous maladies that we have looked at in 
some depth. • • • " 

The cure, Kolbnan indicated, is blue
green algae. Not just any blue-green 
algae, but algae of the species Aplla,uu 
lr/aJfllll/iom1non jloz-,,qtuJ1. It grows 
profusely in one place in the world: 
Upper Klamath Lake in Oregon. There it 
is harvested by K.C. Laboratories, 
freeze-dried, and sold to the world as 
Bl,u-G,.,,. Manna. Kollman owns K.C. 
Labonstories and is the discoverer of 
BIIU-G1W11 Manna. 

About 25 producll make up the Manna 
product line, which includes Manna,;ol 
(an alcohol extract), Ma11Mmist (an 
algal nasal apn,y), and the capsules Man
......,. and ManMpro. 

Eating algae is nothing new. Fish have 
done it for yean. It formed 1 1tiple of the 
Az.t«.a' diet and is ltill eaten by lake 
dwener. on the West Cout of Amca. But . 
convincing people to eat algae for serious 
diseasel takes a certaill geni111. Few mir
acle cures have ever coot 10 little to 
package and sold for 10 much. A "Starter 
Pack"-120 capsules of B/..,-Gr11n
Mt,,.,.,, and one ounce of Ma11,u,col
costs $53. CU estimates the cost of the 
ingredients at well under a dollar. 

How does MattM work? The way Koll
man explains it, the algae contain "neuro
peptides.'' When awallowed, these neuro
peptides both detoxify the body and pro
vide ''food for the brain.'' Experta con
sulted by CU say that there is no known 
basis for these claims. 

Kollman boasts that his manna is free 
of impurities such u "bacteria, fungi, 
yeast or mold of any type." But a 1983 
FDA lab analysis of five ounces of ·Blu,
Gmn ManM found: 15 whole or equiva
lent adult flies, lM adult fty fragments, 
41 whole or equivalent maggots, 59 mag
got fragments, one ant, five ant !rag� 
ments, one adult cicada, one cicada pupa, 
763 insect fragments, nine ticks, four 
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mites, � 000 ostracods, two rat or mouse 
hairs, four bird feathers, six bird-feather 
barbules, and 10,500 water fleas. 

In 1983, the FDA seized six Bl�
G,..,. Ma111111 products as unsafe food 
additives. In resisting the seizure, Koll
man swore under oath that he was an 
algae expert with• Ph.D. in biochemistry 
from UW, State University. The Govern
meat took a deposition from the UW, 
State registrar, who said the university 
had no record of Kollman'• Ph,D. 

·Htrballfe

"Why are you here?" Sharon uked the 
15 new Herbalife distnbuton in a New 
York training seslioo. "I'm usuming you 
want to 1et rich. You want to make 
money and you want to make it u quickly 
u poua'ble."

And Herbalife is making aome people
rich. Founded five years ago by 29-year• 
old Mark Hughes, the company expe,:ts 
1985 aales to exceed $!-billion dollars. 
Hughes himself is a multimillionaire. 

Herbs, of course, are the essence of 
Herbalife products. But some herbs can 
act u powerful drugs and may contain 
toxic cbemicala. 

We asked Varro Tyler of the Purdue 
University School of Pharmacy and a 
leading expert on herbs, to comment on 
the herbs in Herbalife producta. Afr.er hia 
comments, we can better appreciate the 
Herbalife slogao, "Lose weight now, uk 
me how." Herbalife producta are stuffed 
with herbs that act as laxativea. 

Four of the basic products-H1t6al• 
A/01, Sli"' and Trim H1t6al Vita111i11 
Tab/11.r (Fo,.,,,ula 2), Sli111 · alld Tri111

Lill#td Oil Cap.rulu (Fo,.,,,ula 4), and 
Florafi/Nr all act as laxatives. Anyone 
regularly dosed with laxatives, say CU'■ 
medical consultants, could develop de
pendence as well as mineral depletion
especially of potassium and magnesium. 

In March, the California Attorney Gen
eral filed a consumer�protection lawsuit 
against Los Angeles-based Herbalife and 
four of • its executives, including Mark 
Hughes. The suit accuses Herbalife and 
its executives of "numerous unfair and 
CONSUMER REPORTS MAY 1985 

illegal statements and practices.'' These 
include making unapproved drug claims 
for some products, misrepresenting that 
the products' herbs will curb the appe
tite, and using a marketing plan that is an 
illegal pyramid scheme. 

;'01'.II �helatlon 

Oral chelation is one of the hottest fads in 
nutrition quackery today. The word· 
"chelation" comes from the Greek 11che-, 
la," which means claw. Chelation prod· 
ucts supposediy combat heart disease by 
grabbing onto the calcium in the plaques 
that obotruct arteriea. Without its calci
um "ghae," the plug supposedly diup
pears. One proponeat refer■ to chelation 
u "Liquid Plumber or Rota-Rooter for
clogged arteriea."

Oral chelation ii an unprovea treat• 
meat descended from another unproven 
treatmeat-intraveooua chelation thera
py for. heart disease. The latter sup
posediy unclogs ve■sela in the heart with 
a chemical called EDTA, which is 
injected intraveaously for one or two 
hours per treatmeat. There ii no scien
tific evidence that intravenous EDTA 
helps in treating heart disease. It can 
actually cause harm by upsetting the 
body's mineral balance. 

A month's supply of one product, 
called Sup,r-CM, costs $110. And a com• 
mon recommendation is to "take the 
product for the rest of your life." 

Besides draining your pocketbook, 
oral-chelation producta may pose both 
direct and indirect hazard■ to your 
health. The indirect huard ii that a per• 
son with cardiovascular disease may for
go a needed operation, or legitimate drug 
therapy; in favor of oral-chelation treat
ment. The direct hazard is vitamin over
dose. 

In our research, we assemble<
f 

21 oral
chelation products. Eight of those-Dr. 
Dons/Jach•• Oraclul, Cata-CM/u:, Dr. 
D': Ora/low, Frte Flow (Ora-K), Ora-K 
Plus, Sup,r-Clu, /)yfla-Cht, and B:,
Pa.<s-eontained levels of vitamin A that 
our panel judged potentially toxic. Vita• 
min A is a fat-soluble vitamin that can 

accumulate in the body to dangerous lev
els when taken in high doses, and pro
duce symptoms resembling those of a 
brain tumor. The products could be espe
cially dangerous for pregnant women: At 
a 40,000 International Unit dosage, birth 
defects are a definite risk, according to 
our panelists. 

Oral-chelation products amount to ex
traordinarily expensive, and overly po
tent, vitamin pills. Their risks are great
er if the user takes other vitamin supple
ments as well. 

. ·\ortDonsbach's 
�-�,iJplre · · . : ·
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Aa America'■ leadiq proponent of nutri
tional supplements for preventin1 and 
treating disease, Kurt W. Donabach pre
sides over a ·nutrition-supplement em-

- pire. His "Dr. Donabach" line of nutri
tional supplements can be found on the
shelves of many health-food stores.

He has written more than 40 publica
tions on nutrition, including 20 "Dr.
Donsbach Tells You What You Always 
Wanted to Know About ••• " booklets
that be says have sold more than eight
million copies.

He is founder and presideat of Dons
bach University School of Nutrition,
which offers bachelor's, master'■, and
Ph.D. degrees in nutrition through corre
apondence courses. The coot varies from
$2076 to $5595, depending on the num
ber of degrees sought and the method of
payment. (A 20 percent discount is given
for full payment in advance.) More than
4500 students have reportedly enrolled
in the past five years.

He is chairman of the·Board of Gover
nors of the National Health Federation, a
health-food-industry lobbying group.

He owns Health Radio Network, which
transmits by satellite his daily, one-hour
call-in show "Let's Talk Health" to 21
stations nationwide. The show's commer
cials promote his products.

He operates two "Preventive Care
Clinics" in the Los Angeles area.

A recent pamphlet from his company
describes Donsbach this way: "Doctor.
Educator, Scientist, Author, Lecturer,
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Consultant . ' '  lmpr<�ssivc-sounding cre
ckntials. But let's look at some of them. 

Doctor? Donsbach is a chiropractor 
and a naturopath. He says he has a Ph.D. 
in nutrit ion from Union University, an 
unaccredited school The school's presi
dent says there is no record of the 
degree; Donsbach says the school's 
rl'cord keeping is poor. 

Educator? Donsbach University is not 
accred ited by any agency recognized by 
the U.S. Department of Education or the 
Council <>n Post-Scc<lndary Accreditation. 
Crit ics say it meets the Government defi
nition of a diploma mill. 

Scientist? One of Donsbach's inven
t ions is the Nutrient Deficiency Test, a 
computer program used by some practi
t ioners. P.1 tients answer a 284-itcm 
questionn.1irc ("Do you catch cold easi
ly?", " Is your tongue shiny?") The pro
gram supplies a printout that "diag
noses" nutrit ional deficiencies and lists 
the suppl<'ments (obtaini'lblc from the 
pr.1ctit ioner) needed to correct them. 

An FDA rhJmist analyzed the test by 
fo<.·ding i t  quest ionnaires completed for 
perfectly heal thy people of different ages 

and scxl's. We obt.1ined the cht•mist 's 
report through the Freedom of Informa
tion Act. In all cases, lhe print-out said 
" I t  appears that you have se\·eral nutri
ent deficiencies . . .  " and lis ted needed 
vitamins and minerals. Nutri t ion experts 
judged the test worthless. 

Author? Many of the "Dr. Donsbach 
Tells You What You Always Wanted to 
Know About . . . " booklets recommend 
massive doses of vitamins for diseases. A 
16-year-old Il l inois boy says he treated
himself for two-and-a-half years with
daily d()ses of 50,000 1 .U.  of vitamin A
,1.ftcr re,1.ding Donsbach's "Acne" book
let. (The booklet actually recommended
even more.) The boy became seriously
ill, w.1s diagnosed as having hypervitami
nosis A, and had to be hospitalized; he's
suing Donsbarh for $6-million.

Consult.1nt? In 1 982 and 1 983, Dons
barh personally prescribed vitamin A to a 
man with acne. The man has filed suit 
against Donsbach, saying that he was 
hospita lized for vitamin overdose a nd suf
ferL"d permanent injury. Donsbach's con
sulting work has gotten him into trouble 
before. In I 970, while operating a health· 
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food store..·, l >onsbach was visited in his 
' 'nmsu!t ing room" by unde rcover a�ents 
fur the California health department. He 
variously prescribed vitamins, minerals, 
herbs. and cabbage tablets for breast 
ci'lncer, spastic colon, serious hei'lrt ail
ments, and . emphysema . He pleaded 
guilty in 1971  to one count of practicing 
medicine without a license, and was finl'd 
$2750. 

In 1 973 ,  Donsbach was charged with 
nine more counts of i l legal act iv ity ,  
including mh,branding of drugs and manu
facturing drugs without a license . I le 
pleaded "no contest " to one of the new
drug charges, and paid a $ 1 00 fine. 

As a condition of his probation, Dons
bach agreed not to involve h imself in the 
"sale, manufact uring- or repat·king of ,1 11y 
drugs ." In 1 974 ,  he was found guilty of 
violat ing his probation and was ful('d 
$200 plus court costs. 

The panel that evaluated CU's health
store products concluded that several of 
Donsbach's products violate the law. 
Recently, an FDA official was quoted as 
saying that Donsbach's organiz.1. tion is

"under investigation." 

Why the FDA doesn't crack down 
Fighting health fraud is low on its list . 

<:':':. nthony Celeste, a U .S. Food
/}}{ :I an� Dr�g Administration of-
.:-:-:-:-:- : ·  ficia l ,  sees many examples 
.\\':" <:;:. of health fraud. lie is the 
number-two official in charge of the 
agency's dist rict .1.nd field offices nation
wide. In early l983, Celeste received 
some material that caught his at tention. 
He wrote the following note to h is bo:;:., 
Josc..•ph P. Hile: 

Ma rch 3, 1983 
SUBJECT: Q11arkery 
The attached rep resen ts one of the 
most blatant forms of quackery 
that we ha11c seen. The products 
art bting sh ipped from the Baha
mas ria l!. P.S. We hat•r not spent 
a ny t i m e  i 11 1·cst ig{l f i ng t h e  
s011 rct(sJ. distrilmt ion,  p romotion, 
( Ir. , at th is timr, hou·c i•cr, it u:ould 
aj,pl'a r to bt ript for im·tsl i1:atio11 
awl at'l i,1 11. 
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s ioner for Regulatory Affa ir s- the 
FDA's chief enforcement official. The 
material he received from Celeste con
sisted mainly of a brochure from a com
pany called Life Extension Products. 
Three weeks later, Celeste's note and 
the Life Extension brochure were in a 
briefing package given to 17  top officials 
(including Arthur Hull Hayes, then the 
FDA commissioner) attending an FDA 
Policy Board meeting on quakery. 

Th<' items described in the Life Exten
sion Products brochure included the five 
products shown on page 275.

Nearly two years after the FDA's 
mreting, we called the tol l-free number 
on the Lifi.- Extension Pro<lu(ts brochure. 
Wt· rharged the same..· five products (plus 
a nostrum ral led Gcrovital, claimed to 
rt· l ard tht• .1ging pron•ss) to a V isa rard , 
paymg a total of $JOS. The prodlKts 
;i r r i \·t•d a wt•t•k latt• r . Tlwy wt•n• shippt.·d 
f r 1 1 1n  F!< 1 r 1d;1 , 1 1 1 i t fn , 1 1 1  th t• Bahamas. Tht• 
r t ' lm 11 ; 1dd rt•:-.:-. t l .ik Exl l•n:-.ion l ' rodurt :-
. 1 1 :d S1 ·n· 1 i · t · , ,  7� 1 \\' . t bkl .rnd ! 'ark H\vd . . 

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.) was printed clearly 
on the box. 

Two years after Celeste informed Hile 
of these products, they are still �•ripe for 
investigation and action." 

Unfortunately, the FDA's apparent 
inaction in this case typifies its current 
stance on health fraud. The agency 
knows about Life Extensions' products 

· _ and i,\bout dozens of other products that
violate the law. But the FDA no longer
vigorously _enforces the law. In the battle
against health fraud, the FDA has pretty
much thrown in the to'!Yel.

A matter of priority 
l lt·alth fraud is thriving today for sev

t•ral n•asons. Throughout t he nation,
tht· rt' is a keen interest in health, wheth
er you rai l' it fit rR•ss, wellne-ss, or preven
t ion. M,1ny lt·�i timatc bu�incsst•s and
prtx!urts ride this wa\· t· of intrn•st- and
th t· q11;1rks do, t cK1.

Tht' �pt·t· t l ' r  of pol l u t ion has ;1ddt·d tn
p1"1 1p\t - '.., ml t ·rt"-.! in IH' .ihhfu!, " 11a t t 1r ; i l"
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products. Also. many people view mod
ern medical practice as too impersonal or 
too profit-oriented. That distrust has also 
pl;:iyed into the quacks' hands. 

The FDA didn't create the current 
health-fraud boom. But if isn' t  doing 
much to dampen it, either ,  in the opinion 
of many present and former FDA 
employees that CU interviewed. With the 
exception of Joseph Hile, none was satis
fied with the FDA's health-fraud enforce
ment policy. 

Hile told us that the FDA has many 
responsibilities and a limited budget. 
Therefore, he said, the agency gives top 
priority only to health-fraud products 
that pose a direct health threat. Agency 
critics such as Dr. Stephen Barrett, a 
board member of the National Council 
Against Health Fraud, charge that this 
policy is "the standard agency ploy to 
divert public attention from the agency's 
lack of interest." 

Clearly, fighting health fraud ranks low 
among FDA priorities. The agency has a 
budget of more than $350-million. 01 
this, approximately $1.8-million, of 0.5 
percent, goes primarily to combat quack
ery. That figure includes money spent on 
public education. 

FDA efforts against health fraud have 
consisted chiefly of public-education ac
tivities and civil actions (primarily injunc
tions and seizures of merchandise). In 
1 984, the agency recommended 26 sei
zures, two injunctions, and no criminal 
prosecutions. 

The FDA has largely abandoned crimi
nal prosecutions as an enforcement tool: 
It has undertaken only two criminal pros
ecutions involving fraudulent nutrition 
supplements in the past 22 years. Joseph 
Hile told CU that criminal cases are 
always more expensive and time-consum
ing than civil cases. 

Other FDA officials disagree. They say 
that simple, carefully chosen criminal 
cases need not cost more-and can have 
a strong deterrent effect. These officials 
contend that the civil actions now favored 
by the FDA don't deter. White-collar 
criminals, they say, view a product sei
zure as merely a cost of doing business. 

In its earlier days, the FDA used crimi
nal prosecution considerably more fre
quently than it does now, 

A backward glance 
At the turn of the century, dangerous 

pa tent medicines were flourishing:" sinus 
1x>wders containing cocaine, "soothing 
syrups" sweetened with opium and mor
phine, pain-killers loaded with toxic acc

t ani l id, cancer cures spiced with radium. 
To h.1lt ;1buses in the s.1 lt· of medicine 

an<! to combat the C'\'l'II larger problt'm of 
;1du l t nakd f1}(xl. Congrt·�s p;1:-.sl'd t h , · 
CONSUMER REPORTS MAY 1 985 

Pure Food and Drugs Act. But the 1906 
law didn't give the agency that later 
became the FDA much enforcement 
authority. 

A 1 937 tragedy caused Congress to 
give the FDA enforcement power it had 
previously lacked. -A small Tennessee 
drug company concocted a liquid variant 
of sulfanilamide, a legitimate medicine 
widely used to treat bacterial infections. 
This "Elixir Sulfanilamide" contained a 
then-untested toxic solvent. diethylene 

"We are . . simply 
overmatched. ' '  

-Arthur Hull Hayes. former FDA chief 

glycol. It killed at least 107 people. 
That disaster led to the Food, Drug 

and Cosmetic Act of 1 938. For the first 
t ime, manufacturers had to prove their 
drugs were safe before marketing them. 

The law also removed a major enforce
ment hurdle. Until then the FDA, to 
obtain criminal convictions, had to prove 
fraud-that a company inlenlionally 
committed violations such as making 
false therapeutic claims about its p�od
uct. Under the new law, the FDA could 
win convictions merely by showing that 
the violations had occurred. 

Over the next 25 years, the FDA put 
some notable quack promoters out of 
business-and often behind bars. By 
1957, the FDA reported "more defend
ants . . . serving jail sentences for false 
curative claims than at any time in FDA 
history." 

In 1 96 1 ,  FDA Commissioner George 
P. Larrick boasted of his agency's pro
gress against health fraud in general and
nutrition quackery in particular: "The
Food and Drug Administration has had
considerable success in combatting food 
quackery in the courts. There have been
some heavy fines and some prison sen
tences . . . Such actions have had a
marked deterrent effect."

Switch now to a 1982 speech on the 
same subject, prepared by Arthur Hull 
Hayes, then the FDA Commissioner. 

" 'Okay,' you may be thinking, 'if 
!quackery! is such a big problem, what is
FDA doing about it?' The answer, I 'm
afraid ,  is not much. We are . . .  simply
ovnmatched ."

The turning point 
Jamf's HarVf:y Young, former proft::;. 

sor of history at Emory Uni,·crsity and 
probably the- nat ion's lf':lrling c:ir.1dt'mic 
:HJt hor i ty  on qu;Kkt•ry, sul-(gt'st s th:i.t the 
F [ ).,\ '...; rlc-t·m phasis of qu;Kkt>ry dati•s 

from another drug disastt.'r-lha lidom
ide, ,a tranquilizer that produced birth 
defects in the children of women who 
used it during pregnancy. The thalidom
iae tragedy prompted Congress to push 
the FDA into much closer supervision of 
prescription drugs. In I 962, Congress 
passed the Kefauver-Harris Amendments 
to the 1 938 law. The amendments 
required that drugs must be proven not 
only safe (as required by the I 938 law) 
but also effective before the FDA could 
allow them on the market. 

The amendment vastly increased FDA 
responsibility for dealing with legitimate 
drugs-both prescription and over-the
counter. The agency has also taken on 
increased responsibility in the realm of 
food safety .  With these m.1jor neW 
responsibilities, the FDA's priorit ies have 
changed sharply. 

What the quacks fear 
Those promoting nutritional supple

ments for serious diseases don't show 
much fear of the FDA. But they profess 
genuine concern about three bills intro
duced by Rep. Claude Pepper following a 
four-year review of health fraud by the 
House Subcommittee on Health and 
Long-Term Care, which Pepper chairs. 

The subcommittee staff issued a 250-
page report last May. The report particu• 
larly criticized the FDA's efforts. It found 
that the FDA, "once a formidable force in 
controlling quackery," no longer meets 
that description. "Considering the thou
sands of known quack remedies marketed 
each year, the potential for harm, and the 
billions [of dollars] lost yearly, [the 
FDA'sJ effort and the relatively few pros
ecutions generated by the FDA seems 
minimal at best," the report concluded. 

The bills would do the following: 
I! H.R. 6049 would create a clearing• 

house for consumer health education and 
information within the National Library 
of Medicine. 

Ii H .R. 6050 would increase criminal 
penalties for those who "willfully sell or 
offer for sale drugs, devices, or medical 
treatment knowing that it is unsafe or 
ineffective or unproven for safety or effi
cacy." 

II H.R. 605 1 would create a Strike 
Force on Health Quackery-two repre
sentatives each from the Justice Depart
ment, the FDA, the Federal Trade co·m
mission , and the Postal Service. 

Those whose livelihood depends on 
peddling nutritional supplements as drugs 
in disguise are lobbying heavily against 
" " the Pepper bills." CU supports the bills. 
and we urge you to write your Represen· 
tat ivc in their favor. If you wish, you may 
enclnsl' a copy of !h is rt·po r l  in !support of 
rom posit ion. •
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Preparing for the 
prime of your life 

You read and hear so much these days about nutrition and 
our aging bodies. You may wonder what's true and what's false. 
Join us in exploring medically approved facts that can steer 
you on a safer course as you get older. 

l 
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As You Get Older, Are You Getting Better? 

Myth: You gain weight as you get older. 

Fact: It's true that as you age, your needs for 
calories and energy decrease by about five percent 
every decade. This is because the number of active 

· cells in each organ decreases and often your
physical activity is less.

In 1980 the Recommended Dietary Allowances 
for older men and women recommended the 
following number of calories per day: 

Age in years Calories 
Women 51-75 1800 

76+ 1600 
Men . 51-75 2400 

76+ 2050 

It's not true that you have to gain weight as you age. 
You can heave out the heavies in your diet. You can 
choose nutrient dense foods. 

Choose More Often 

Skim or 2% milk 
Yogurt 
Fresh or baked fruit 
Whole grain bread 
Jelly 
Dry wine or spritzer 
Lean meats and fish 
( trim the visible fat) 
Herbed vegetables 
Baked & broiled foods 
Smaller portions 

Choose Less Often 

Whole milk 
Sour cream 
Fruit pie 
Blueberry muffin 
Margarine 
Mixed alcoholic drink 
Fatty meats and fish 

Vegetables iri sauces 
Fried foods 
Larger Portions 

Keep in mind that 100 calories per day in 
excess of daily needs may result in a 10 pound 
weight gain in one year! 

You can also walk, swim or even do exercises in a 
chair if you 're confined to sitting. Check with 
your physician as needed. 

Myth: "No Aging" diets can help you stay 
young. 

Fact: Searching for the Fountain of Youth can be 
futile. A recent investigation by the Select Commit
tee on Aging of the House of Representatives 
revealed Americans spend more than two billion 
dollars a year on valueless anti-aging remedies. 
Bogus anti-aging remedies are the fastest growing 
segment of current medical quackery. Of the 
several hundred products reviewed by the Com
mittee, not one proved to have any value and some 
were dangerous as well c1s deceptive. (ACSH News 
and Views, Sept./Oct. 1984) 

Some of the ineffective anti-aging remedies were ... 

'Underfeeding 
. Some animal research has suggested that under
feeding will extend your life. But in fact research 
has not proven this theory for humans. Early death 
and growth retardation has been the result for some 
animals because of underfeeding. Moderation in 
calories is desirable but extreme starvation for 20 
to 25 years is hardly worth the price! 



'Life Extension plan suggests a multi-chemical 
warfare against aging. This regimen consists of 
prescription drugs, megadoses of nutrients, large 
doses of substances like choline, RNA and BHT. 
The known risks of this regimen include headaches, 
intestinal disorders and kidney damage. 

'DNA and RNA capsules are claimed to furnish old 
cells with raw new materials for rebuilding. But pills 
do not survive digestion intact. In fact, they can be 
harmful to those with kidney disease or gout. 

Myth: Alzheimer's Disease is caused by too 
much aluminum in your diet 
Fact: Scientists generally do not support any 
direct nutritional connection to Alzheimer's Dis
ease. Increased aluminum levels in the brain have 
been widely reported, but it is unknown ii this is a 
result .or cause of Alzheimer's. The aluminum is 
bound to protein and cannot be eliminated by 
dialysis as-some have suggested. 

Symptoms of senility can appear with dehydra
tion, and Vitamin B12 and folic acid deficiencies. 
Eating a well-balanced, nutritious diet along with 
plenty of fluids can alleviate these symptoms. 

Myth: Vitamin supplements are needed by all 
older people. 

Fact: Many older people may need vitamin or 
mineral pills or tonics even ii they eat generally 
well-balanced , nutritious meals. People who may 
especially need supplements are those ... 

• With depressed appetites or poor diets
• Who are chronically ill

• Who take particular medicines on a long
term basis

• Who are alcoholic
The best vitamin supplements are those which

provide an array of nutrients in levels no greater 
than 100 percent of the U.S.' Recommended Dietary 
Allowance. Before deciding to take a supplement, 
discuss the matter with your physician or registered 
dietitian. See an earlier Health Power on "Vitamins 
... Who Needs Them." 

Myth: Laxatives are the best way to promote 
regularity. 
Fact: One reassuring fact that may surprise you is 
that constipation is scarcely more common for 
people over 65 than it is for those under 65. It can 
become a problem, however, ii you let it. Here are 
some tips that may help you. 
• First of all, don't be obsessed with regularity. A

more relaxed attitude will do wonders for easing
the physical tension that can bind you.

• Keep up a routine of brisk exercise, stay active
ana keep busy.

• Take it easy on laxatives. They should only be
used to overcome specific conditions, not for
maintenance. Ask your doctor ii you can cut
them out entirely to prevent laxative depen
dency.

• Tell your doctor about any pills, tonics or
medications you've been taking. They could
affect your digestion or regularity.

• Make sure your diet includes at least eight glasses
of fluids per day.

Want to increase your fiber?
I. Enjoy deliciously different grains like cornmeal,

brown rice, barley, millet, rye, oats, sorghum,
whole wheat, and bran. Try adding bran to
meatloaf, meatballs, coatings of meat or fish,
soups, cereals, stuffings, salad, or even desserts.
Try new stoneground flours, wheat berry breads,
and whole wheat crackers and croutons.

2. Use raw, steamed, stewed or stir-fried fruits and
vegetables with skin or peel.

3. Substitute fresh fruit for juices
4. Serve beans, tofu; legumes, seeds and nuts more

often.

Gradually introduce fiber from a variety of sources. 
. . perhaps over a four week period. Sudden 
increases may cause gas pain and either diarrhea or 
constipation. Drinking plenty of fluids is also 
necessary. 

How do you know ii you're eating enough fiber? 
If you have soft, fluffy, easy-to-pass stools, you're 
getting enough fiber. Fiber stimulates regular rhyth
mic contraction of your intestine. 



Myth: It's Impossible to eat and shop well when 
you live alone. 
Fact: You have the opportunity and challenge to 
enjoy life to its fullest. Eating right and pampering 
yourself can provide pleas.ure as well as promote 
good health. Consider these shopping, cooking and 
dining tips. 
• Plan to buy just what you need:

• A loaf of bread. Store hall, well-wrapped in the
freezer, not the refrigerator which will make it
stale.
• A ripe piece of fruit for today and another piece
which will ripen in two to three days.
• Small packages of meat. Your Bashas' meat
manager will be happy to cut individual chops or
steaks or offer small packages of meat or fish for
your freezer. Consider making a meatloaf, divid
ing in single portions and freezing.
• Small cans of vegetables or fruit, even though
they may be more expensive, or frozen veg
etables in large bags. You can pour out just the
size portion you need.

• Need to replace those "tea and toast" suppers?
• Cook and freeze for now and later in the month.
• Preplan your menus so you can cook one day a
week and stay out of the kitchen the rest of the
week.

' Meet vour needs for comoanionshin. 
•Invite a friend or friends for potlucks or an easy
dinner from your freezer. Light the candle"s, dress
up and have a ball.
• Invite your nei11hbors' child for dinner. We '11
bet your neighbors would love a quiet, leisurely
honeymoon dinner and you can enjoy lavishing
attention on your special young friend.
• Form a diner's club with your friends.
• Participate in your community's senior center.
Lunches can provide one-third of your nutrient
needs and the company is good!

Increase variety In menus by keeping your 
staples In view. 

•Store rice, tapioca, lentils and other dried beans,
flour, cornmeal, dry skim milk, cereal or coconut in
clear containers. For longer storage, freeze jarred
staples for 24 hours to kill any eggs or bugs before
storing on your shelf.
• Simplify seasoning for multi uses. Chop an onion
all at once and freeze the extra in a small plastic
bag. Use minced, dried seasonings instead of fresh
parsley or bacon. Or why not start your own herb
garden outdoors or on the window sill?

'Remove the frustration of shopping: 
• Shop with a friend. Visit before you shop; then
hurry home to quickly store away frozen or refri
gerated foods.

• Bring a pocket magnifying glass to read !ables and
unit prices on shelf stickers.

• Be assertive! Ask Bashas' stall for assistance in
reaching items on the bottom or top shelves, in
lilting heavy products, or in bagging your groceries
in light loads.

• Handicapped? Bashas' has baskets in some of our
stores that attach to your wheelchair. If you would
enjoy using one in your store, speak with your store
director.

• Shop at quieter times like earlier in the week and
weekday mornings.

When alone, pamper yourself by setting a pretty 
table, reading while you eat, or watching TV or the 
birds. Know you are important 

Now you're prepared 

for the time of you life! 

Cathy Corak, R.D. 
Cinda Winterton, R.D. 
Dimensions In Dietetics 
Bashas' Markets 

Send nutrition questions to: 
Bashas' Nutritionists 
P.O. Box 488 
Chandler, AZ 85224 
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